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6Li and 7Li T1 relaxation times are measured for n-

propyllithium-sLi, isopropyllithium- 6 Li, and tert-

butyllithium- 6 Li as a function of temperature (-85C to

+500C) in cyclopentane solution. In addition, the effect, on

T1 , of replacing nearby 6Li nuclei with 7 Li nuclei is

measured for tert-butyllithium. The intramolecular 6Li-7Li

Ti dipole-dipole times are calculated for tert-butyllithium-

6Li, from 6Li Ti measurements on samples of tert-

butyllithium, having different 6Li isotopic abundances. The

overall spin-lattice relaxation rates are found to be the

sum of contributions from 6 Li- 1 H and 6 Li- 7 Li dipole-dipole

relaxation as well as 
6Li quadrupolar relaxation.

With the values of 6Li T1 measured and the literature

values of J( 1 3 C- 6 Li) for these compounds, three new 13 C NMR

techniques are developed for the analysis of organolithium

compounds. The new techniques involve the observation of

a-carbon nuclei with both 'H and 
6Li decoupling. The new

triple resonance experiments presented here are the 
6Li J-

Modulated 13C Spin-Echo technique, The 2D J(1 3C- 6Li)-resolved

technique, and the 13C- 6Li Heteronuclear Correlation (HETCOR)



technique.

Modifications to the spectrometer are discussed, as

well as calibrations of the 6Li decoupler channel needed to

set-up these new experiments.

The theoretical development of each technique is

presented, as well as data from their verification, using

organolithium compounds of known structure. Once qualified,

the new experimental techniques are used to analyze a series

of alkyllithium / lithium alkoxide mixed aggregates in

solution, where structures and values of J(13C-6Li) may not

be known.

The combination of Ti relaxation measurements and

1 3 C{ 1H, 6 Li} triple resonance techniques serves as a means of

determining the structure of organolithium aggregates in

solution.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Organolithium compounds are widely used in organic and

organometallic synthesis. Primary uses include the

stereospecific initiation of polymerization reactions (1)

and alkylation of compounds by reaction with many differing

organic functional groups (2)(3). Although the use of these

compounds is widespread, the understanding of the structure

of all species in solution is not complete. In the period

from the early 1960's through the mid-1980's, significant

progress was made in the understanding of the solution

structure of organolithium compounds. Throughout this

period, NMR played an important role in structure

elucidation (4).

One area where understanding is incomplete is the

nature of species present in complex reaction mixtures. The

individual compounds in these mixtures should be

identifiable by the use of NMR techniques. In this present

work, a series of techniques has been developed to aid in

the analysis of the 13C and 6 Li spectra of alkyllithium

compounds and mixtures of compounds. These techniques

utilize 6Li decoupling of 13C resonances in both one- and

1
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two-dimensional NMR experiments.

An area of interest when developing new NMR techniques

is magnetic relaxation. In organolithium compounds the

nuclei of interest are usually 3C, 1H, 8Li and 7Li. The rate

at which pulsed NMR experiments can be repeated is

determined partially by the spin-lattice relaxation times,

T1, of both the observed and decoupled nuclei in the sample

(5). In contrast to this, spin-spin relaxation,

characterized by the time constant T2, will often have a

detrimental effect on.the signal-to-noise ratio of the

spectrum. For 1C and 'H nuclei, there is a large body of

relaxation data collected and several excellent discussions

in the literature (8)(7)(8). In contrast to this, the amount

of data in the literature on 6Li and 7Li T1 relaxation is

exceedingly small (9)(1)(11)(12)(13). The reports do show

that 6Li relaxation times are generally longer than those of

13C and 'H nuclei. Somewhat longer relaxation times are to be

expected with the small magnetogyric ratio of 6Li as

compared to 13C and 1H, but the reported Ti times are longer

than can be accounted for by this fact alone. Since 6Li is a

quadrupolar nucleus, it is surprising at first to find long

Ti relaxation times and narrow lines in the 6Li NMR. Knowing

the value for 6Li T. as a function of temperature, alkyl

group and aggregation state is a prerequisite to correctly

setting delay times in most NMR pulse sequences.

An additional motivation for studying 6Li Ti relaxation

. _ _

. -



3
is to understand the dynamics of alkyllithium aggregates in

solution. The proximity of protons and other NMR active

nuclei should contribute to the observed relaxation rate of

sLi.

The second major focus of this work is to measure and

understand 6 Li and 7Li relaxation in a series of simple

alkyllithium compounds. Once completed, these data will

facilitate the running of new NMR experiments which are

optimized as far as repetition rate, giving the largest

signal-to-noise ratios in the shortest possible time. In

addition, an understanding of the individual relaxation

mechanisms should lead to a better understanding of the

motions, solvent interactions and geometry of alkyllithium

aggregates.

The compounds used throughout this study are tert-

butyllithium, isopropyllithium and n-propyllithium. This

group of compounds is representative of the types of

compounds likely to be used in future NMR reaction studies.

The differences in branching at the a-carbon lead to changes

in aggregation number, rates of exchange and fluxionality,

all which present a challenge in the design of NMR

experiments.

As an introduction to the present work, previous work

involving the structure determination and NMR study of

organolithium compounds by 1C, 6Li and 7Li NMR will be

discussed.
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Structure and bonding of alkyllithium compounds. The

structures of alkyllithium compounds have been investigated

in solution (14)(15)(16)(17) and in the solid state (18).

Earlier reviews of compounds in solution were given by Brown

(19)(20)(21). Alkyllithium compounds, (RLi)n, exists as

oligomeric aggregates in solution. The aggregation number,

n, ranges from 2 to 9, depending on temperature, solvent,

concentration and the specific R group attached to Li. As a

general rule, the aggregation number is higher for compounds

with primary R groups, such as n-propyllithium and lower for

compounds with branched R groups, such as tert-butyllithium.

Also, the aggregation state is lower in coordinating

solvents, such as diethyl ether and tetrahydrofuran than in

hydrocarbon solvents. Often, equilibria exist between

aggregates and lowering the temperature will shift the

equilibria towards the larger aggregates. This shift in

equilibrium occurs only in non-coordinating solvents.

The structures for a dimer, tetramer and hexamer are

shown in Figure 1. The tetramer is a tetrahedron, with the

Li atoms at the four apices. Over the center of each face is

an a-carbon for an individual R group. In the hexamer

structure, the six Li atoms are at the apices of an

octahedron. a-Carbon atoms are over six faces in the

aggregate with two faces left open. Because of this, the

hexamer is a distorted octahedron with D3 d symmetry (17) or

lower symmetry than the tetrahedron, which is in the Td

;;
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Figure 1 - Structures of alkyllithium aggregates. (top)
dimer; (middle) tetramer; (bottom) hexamer. The tetramer and
hexamer structures are composed of triangular faces with the
a-carbons from individual R-groups centered between three
lithium atoms.
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point group. The dimer has no triangular faces, but in

coordinating solvents the environment around each lithium

atom is tetrahedral, with solvent molecules occupying two

coordination sites (22)(23). n-Butyllithium in THF has been

shown to be monomeric with three coordinated solvent

molecules about the lithium atom (24).

There are two models for bonding in organolithium

aggregates. One model assumes that there are Li-Li bonding

interactions in the aggregate. In support of this are

theoretical calculations (25)(26)(27)(28)(29)(30) as well as

mass spectral data (31) and short Li-Li distances (32). The

second model assumes little or no Li-Li bonding. In this

model the aggregate is held together through C-Li bonding,

or bonding between Li and another Group XIV atom. In support

of this second model are Raman studies (33_), the lack of

observable 6Li-7 Li coupling in the NMR (34) and EPR analysis

of tetrameric free radicals (3i).

The bonding is, in either case, electron deficient when

a Group XIV atom is centered over a face of an aggregate.

The bond between an a-carbon and three lithium atoms is a

four-center two-electron bond.

Physical properties. Methyllithium and ethyllithium are

crystalline solids with high melting points. In general,

however, the linear alkyllithium compounds above n-

propyllithium are liquids. At room temperature n-

propyllithium is a liquid, but freezes at -102 C. The

NOW" R 'W" I aim



branched compounds are either solid or liquid depending on
the R group. tert-Butyllithium is a solid but sublimes at
70 C at 0.1mm Hg. Isopropyllithium is an opaque amorphous

solid at room temperature, melting at 560C. The three

compounds used throughout this current work are n-

propyllithium, isopropyllithium and tert-butyllithium. A
review of the properties of other compounds is given by

Wakefield (36) and separately by Brown (18), and West (37.
n-Propyllithium, isopropyllithium and tert-butyllithium are
all very soluble in hydrocarbon solvents.

In cyclopentane, tert-butyllithium-6Li is a tetrahedral

tetramer (38). Thomas and co-workers have studied tert-

butyllithium made from metal enriched in 6Li. At -85 C, the
a-carbon resonance in the 13C NMR appears as a seven line

multiplet at 10.8 ppm, indicating coupling to three 6Li
nuclei. The 6Li spectrum shows a singlet at 7.42 Hz (0.17

ppm) downfield from LiClO4 at 30C. Isopropyllithium, with a
slightly less bulky R group than tert-butyllithium, exists
as a hexamer and tetramer in equilibrium in cyclopentane

(20). At -85 C, the tetramer a-carbon peak is a seven line
multiplet at 5.1 ppm and the hexamer shows a thirteen line
multiplet at 10.0 ppm, indicating that the hexamer is
fluxional. The 6Li spectrum shows two peaks at -85 C. One
peak is at 3.92 Hz (0.09 ppm) relative to LiClO4 an the
other at -12.49 Hz (-0.28 ppm). The upfield peak has been
assigned as the tetramer and the downfield as the hexamer

7
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(16). n-Propyllithium is representative of compounds with

linear R groups. In cyclopentane, n-propyllithium exists as

a hexamer, octamer and three nonamers in equilibrium. At

room temperature, the 13C spectrum shows only one broad peak

with no resolvable coupling at 16.1 ppm (Al). At -85C this

peak has separated into five peaks representing the

aggregates mentioned above. The a-carbon of the hexamer is a

thirteen line multiplet at 15.6 ppm. The octamer is a

seventeen line multiplet at 17.4 ppm. The three nonamer a-

carbon peaks vary greatly in intensity. The dominant peak is

at 18.4 ppm and the other two peaks(19.3 ppm and 20.2 ppm)

do not appear, except at lower concentrations.

These structures are dynamic and undergo both intra-

and interaggregate exchange. The rates for these processes

differ with R group. The higher aggregation states tend to

exchange faster and have higher rates of fluxionality. tert-

Butyllithium is rapidly fluxional at room temperature but

this rate slows to k = 0.2 s 1 at -35 C (38). The rate of

interaggregate exchange in tert-butyllithium, however, is

very slow at room temperature (39). In contrast to this is

n-propyllithium, in which the hexamer, octamer and nonamer

species are all exchanging and fluxional, even at

temperatures as low as -85 C (4)(41)(42). Isopropyllithium

is in between these as far as bulkiness of the R group and

the dynamics in solution are consistent with this property.

The interaggregate exchange rate is slow below -15 C. Also

-44 A*0A*Jpww I - -- - NownNiAmAlwo-, I
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at this temperature, the tetramer is in the slow fluxional

mode, showing a seven line multiplet for the a-carbon

resonance. The hexamer is fluxional at all temperatures

observed, which includes those above -85 C (43).

Alkyllithium Compounds and NMR

The study of the structure and dynamics of alkyllithium

compounds in solution has been dependent on the use of NMR

techniques since the early 1 9 60's. As NMR capabilities have

evolved, so have the methods of analysis of alkyllithium

compounds. Early NMR studies of alkyllithium compounds

involved the observation of 1H and 7Li resonances in

continuous wave spectrometers (44). The high isotopic

abundance of these nuclei resulted in easily observed

signals. Some properties of nuclei present in organolithium

compounds are given in Table 1.

With the development of FTNMR and methods for signal

averaging in the mid 1960's (4j)(46), the observation of 13 C

resonances of the a-carbons of organolithium compounds

became feasible. The other nucleus of interest in

organolithium compounds is 6 Li. In contrast to the broad

lines and sometimes featureless 7Li spectra, the spectra of
6Li nuclei give sharp resolvable lines in the absence of

chemical exchange (ii). The use of 6Li enrichment has made

these spectra easy to obtain, although they are not
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TABLE 1

NMR PROPERTIES OF SELECTED NUCLEI

Nucleus Spin Natural NMR Frequency Quadrupole Sensitivity
Abundan At 7.04 Tesla Moment

(%) (MHz) (Barns)

1H 1/2 99.98 300.0 - - - - 1.0

6Li 1 7.42 44.1 4.4x10 4  8.5x10-3

7Li 3/2 92.58 116.6 - 8x10-2  2.9x10' 1

13C 1/2 1.11 75.4 - - - - 1.6x10-2

difficult to obtain with natural abundance samples using

spectrometers with high field superconducting magnets.

Chemical shifts of 6 Li, 7 Li and 1 3C. Both 6 Li and 7Li have

small chemical shift ranges of only 2 - 3 ppm. Very few

investigations of lithium chemical shifts have been

reported. Calculations and measurements on aryllithium

compounds have shown that the diamagnetic anisotropy effect

of the organic ligands strongly influences the 7Li resonance

frequencies in these systems (47)(48). Chemical shift alone

may not be a satisfactory method of identifying species

because of the effects of interaggregate exchange in these

systems and the small chemical shift range (132 Hz for

6 Liand 350 Hz for 7Li at 7.04 T).

More recently, Thomas and co-workers have studied the

chemical shifts of a-carbons in selected organolithium

compounds. They have compared the shifts of carbons in RLi

to the shifts of the corresponding hydrocarbon RH. The 13 and
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c-carbons are seen to shift downfield by 5.3 0.7 and 7.7

0.5 ppm, when H is replaced by Li. There was no measurable

effect on the S carbons. The effect on the a-carbon was seen
to be dependent on the type of R-group and the aggregation

number (49), as given by Equations 1,2, and 3 below.

CQ(primary): 
8RLi= (1.34 0.05)SRH - (5.9 0.9) [1]

Ca(secondary hexamer): 
8 RLi = (1.1 0.2)SRH

-.(7 4) [2]
Ca(secondary tetramers): oRLi = (1.1 0.1)8SRH

- (11 t 3) [3]

Coupling.between NMR active nuclei. Spin-spin coupling

has been measured for 1 3C with both 6Li and 7Li in

organolithium aggregates. The observation of 13C- 7Li coupling

was used in an early study to establish the tetrahedral

structure of methyllithium tetramers (50). The observation

of 13C- 7Li coupling is limited to only a few compounds, in
hydrocarbon or coordinating solvents (51). This is

disadvantageous since aggregation states larger than four
are only observed in hydrocarbon solvent.

Recently, it was recognized that the 6Li nucleus (I =
1), even in the relatively low-symmetry environment of an
alkyllithium aggregate, has a very long relaxation time,

resulting in narrow lines for both the 13C and 6Li spectra

a ; _
,,x .. , .. :.,., ,
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(11). This fact was used by Fraenkel to observe 13C- 6Li

coupling (40-42). Thomas has used 13C- 6 Li coupling to

determine the aggregation state and exchange properties of a

series of alkyllithium compounds in hydrocarbon solvent

(17). In addition to the determination of aggregation

number, the observation of 13C- 6Li coupling serves as a

connection between the 13C and 6Li spectra of compounds. It

is this last point that allows the development of the two-

dimensional techniques in this present work.

Schleyer and co-workers have noted that the observed

value for J(1 3C-6Li) is proportional to 1/m, where m = the

number of 6Li nuclei coupled to an individual a-carbon. They

suggested the more general expression Jbs = C/m, where C is

a constant equal to 17 2 Hz (52)(53). Using this rule, a

non-fluxional tetramer or hexamer (m = 3) would have a

coupling constant Jobs = 5.67 .67 Hz. For a fluxional

tetramer Jobs would be 4.25 .5 Hz and a fluxional hexamer

should give a value of 2.83 .333 Hz. Fluxional octamers

and nonamers would give values of 2.125 .25 Hz and 1.89

.22 Hz respectively. These values are close to values

reported for these types of aggregates (_7)(40)(41)(42).

Recently developed NMR techniques. With the

announcement by Jeener in 1971 that two-dimensional NMR was

possible (54), a rapid succession of new techniques were

reported. An early review by Benn and Gunther discusses

these first years in 2DNMR (55). In the decade starting in

,_

x;... _ , 
mom
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1975, Ernst, Freeman, Bodenhausen, Pines, Morris and others

published a large number of reports in the literature

concerning techniques applicable mainly to 13C and 'H

solution spectra (56)(57)(58)(59)(6)(6)(62)()(64).

Modification of some techniques based on polarization

transfer to include 13C-2H spin systems was done by Rinaldi

(6_5)(66) and spin-echo spectroscopy for 13C-2H was

investigated by Gunther (_7)(68). This work with 13C-2H spin

systems can be considered the exception to the rule. The

vast majority of NMR techniques involve spin systems where

the observed nucleus is coupled to 1H or another nucleus

with a spin of 1/2.

One purpose of this present work is to develop a set of

NMR techniques, both one and two-dimensional, that are based

on the 13C- 6Li spin systems found in alkyllithium compounds.

These experimental techniques serve to simplify complex 13C

spectra, establish correlations between the 13C and 6Li

spectra, as well as determining the number of 6Li nuclei

attached to a single a-carbon in organolithium aggregates.

In Chapter Two, 6Li and 7Li T. times will be presented

for n-propyllithium, isopropyllithium and tert-butyllithium

as a function of temperature and isotopic abundance of 6 Li.

The individual mechanisms responsible for relaxation are

discussed in detail.

Chapter Three contains the results of new one- and two-

dimensional techniques for 6Li J-modulation of 13C signals.

_ 
--



Contrary to reports in the literature saying that the one

dimensional experiment will not yield useable data (67),

these experiments are fruitful. The data collected serves to

identify the aggregation state based on J('3 C-6Li) of the a-

carbons observed.

In Chapter Four, polarization transfer from 6Li to 13 C

is studied. The earlier work of Rinaldi (65)(66) with '3C-2H

spin systems has been extended to 13C-6Li spin systems.

Rinaldi reported the use of polarization transfer from 2H to
13 C as a means of filtering out strong signals due to

deuterated solvents in 13C NMR spectra. This filtering was

shown to be complete, even with a thousand-fold excess of

solvent present. The polarization transfer leads directly to

the two-dimensional 13C-6 Li HETCOR experiment. Besides

providing an unambiguous connection between the 13C and 6Li

spectra of an organolithium compound, the use of

polarization transfer along with a four step phase cycle has

been shown by Rinaldi to filter-out resonances of 13C atoms

not coupled to 6Li. This filtration is complete, even for

solvent peaks with a 100-fold excess molar concentration

(65).

The final chapter, Chapter Five, provides an

application of all the techniques developed here. A series

of mixed aggregates containing both alkyl and alkoxy groups

are analyzed. Alkoxide containing organolithium compounds

are synthetically important, as they have been shown to

14
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significantly effect the rate of reaction with unsaturated

carbons (24). The identification of structures present

during the course of reactions should aid the determination

of mechanisms and pathways leading to products. As a

preliminary study, the identification of mixed alkoxide

aggregates was made using the techniques from chapters three

and four.

The types of NMR experiments developed for analysis of

mainly organic 13C-1H spin systems can be used with

modification in the analysis of 13C-6Li spin systems. The
modifications in this present work were made on both the
software (pulse sequences) and hardware portions of the NMR

spectrometer. After making hardware modifications to allow
the use of 6Li decoupling, pulse sequences were altered to

allow for differences in behavior of 13C magnetization under
the influence of coupling to 6Li (I= 1) as opposed to 1H (I

1/2). A description and drawing of the 6Li decoupling
accessory is shown later in this chapter. The pulse sequence

coding for all new experiments is listed in Appendix 1.

Synthesis of Alkyllithium Compounds

All alkyllithium compounds used in this work were

synthesized from the corresponding bis(alkyl)mercury

compound to produce halide-free lithium compounds. In most
cases, the following sequence of reaction steps was used to

,. .T
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make the final alkyllithium product.

EtgO
RCl + Mg------> RMgCl [41

Argon

Et2 0
2 RMgCl + HgCl2 - - - - - - > R2Hg + 2 MgCI 2  [51

Cyclopentane
R2Hg + 2 Li ---------- > 2 RLi + Hg [61

In the synthesis of tert-butyllithium, the starting

material was the corresponding alcohol, leading to one

additional step, the conversion to the chloride.

tert-Butyllithium was synthesized from the Grignard

reagent via the corresponding bis(alkyl)mercury to produce a

halide-free final product. 222.3 grams (3.0 mols) of tert-

butanol (Aldrich 99.9 %) was distilled at 82.3 *C at

atmospheric pressure into a 250 ml round-bottom receiving

flask. The distillate was transfered to a 2000 ml separatory

funnel. To this funnel was added 364.6 gm (3.0 mols) of 30 %

HCl solution. The mixture was shaken and allowed to stand

for 10 minutes. This mixing procedure was repeated twice,

with a 10 minute period in between each mixing. After

standing, the mixture formed two distinct layers. The bottom

layer was collected in a 500 ml beaker and the top layer was

discarded. The crude product (bottom layer) was washed with

two 50 ml portions of deionized water and transfered to a

~ .... n..;,, ,
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250 ml round-bottom flask for distillation. In a simple

distillation at atmospheric pressure, the fraction boiling

at 50*C was collected and dried over anhydrous MgSO4

overnight. The yield of product was 236 grams (85 %). The

13C NMR spectrum showed two singlets at 59.4 ppm and 32.1

ppm, in agreement with previously reported values (69).

The synthesis of the corresponding Grignard reagent

started with 236 grams (2.6 mols) of tert-butylchloride. A

three-liter three-neck round bottom flask was fitted with a

Friedrichs condenser and a 1500 ml addition funnel. The

center neck was fitted with a mechanical stirrer and a

stirring bearing. At the top of the condenser an argon gas

inlet adapter was installed. All glassware had been dried in

a drying oven at 200 C prior to use. Once the apparatus was

set up, a stream of dry argon was allowed to pass through

the flask for 10 minutes. This apparatus is shown in Figure

2.

In a 500 ml beaker, 75 grams of magnesium was covered

with 200 ml of deionized water. To this was added 25 ml of

30% HCl solution. After 15 seconds, the reaction had stopped

and the magnesium was bright and shining. The water was

decanted from the beaker and the magnesium was washed with

two 100 ml portions of deionized water. A third and final

rinse was done with acetone. Following this, the magnesium

was removed from the beaker and allowed to dry on a paper

towel. This method of cleaning the magnesium, significantly

I -NOW - No ,
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improves the brightness of the metal as judged by the eye.

Once cleaned, 68.2 grams ( 2.8 mols) of magnesium

turnings were added to the three neck flask. A single, small

crystal of iodine was placed on top of the metal and then

vaporized with a heat gun and allowed to recondense in a

fine layer on the magnesium surface. To this, 300 ml of dry

distilled diethylether was added. (The ether was dried over

MgSO4 and distilled from LiAlH4 just prior to use.) The

resulting mixtutre had a slight orange color from the

iodine. The tert-butylchloride (236 grams, 2.6 mols) was

placed in the addition funnel and diluted with 1220 mls of

diethylether to a final volume of 1500 mls. 20 mis of this

mixture was added to the reaction as an initiator. Once the

reaction had started, as evidenced by the boiling of the

solvent, the rate of addition of the chloride was adjusted

to match the rate of condensation of the boiling solvent.

After two hours, the addition was complete and the addition

funnel was removed and replaced with a polypropylene

stopper. The final volume of reaction products was 1800 ml.

The reaction mixture was allowed to continue stirring

overnight, resulting in an olive-green solution with a white

suspension in it. The stirring was stopped and the mixture

was allowed to settle for two hours. The ether solution was

decanted into a clean three-neck flask that had been rinsed

dried and rinsed with argon. The transfer was accomplished

by the use of a double-ended canula needle and an argon

na
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pressure of 1 psi on the Grignard flask. This apparatus is

shown in Figure 2. The total time for transfer was 30

minutes. The transfered solution was used in the next step

of the synthesis as follows.

The yield of Grignard reagent was determined by

quenching a 10 ml aliquot with deionized water and

acidifying the water solution with excess sulfuric acid. The

equivalents of magnesium were then measured by back-

titration of the sulfate with standard NaOH solution. This

method was first used by Gilman (70). Analysis of the

present reaction showed a concentration of 1.01 equivalents

per liter, or an overall yield of 71 %, based on the amount

of chloride used.

Bis( tert-butyl)mercury was synthesized from the

solution of Grignard reagent as follows. 114 grams (.42

mols) of mercuric chloride, HgCI2 , was placed in the

extraction thimble of a Soxhlet extractor. This extractor

was placed in one neck of the three-neck flask of Grignard

reagent. In the other two necks of the reaction flask, a

stopper and a mechanical stirrer were placed. Above the

Soxhlet extractor was a Freidrichs condenser and an argon

gas inlet. This apparatus is shown in Figure 2.

The mercuric chloride was extracted into the Grignard

reagent over a period of 48 hours, corresponding to

approximately 150 extraction cycles. The mercuric chloride

is sparingly soluble in diethylether ( 4 grams / 100 ml) and
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this serves as a means for controlling the rate of reaction.

As the reaction proceeds, MgCl2 is precipitated into

suspension, resulting in an increase in viscosity of the

reaction mixture and the formation of a white color. After

the extraction is complete, the remaining Grignard reagent

is quenched by the addition of deionized water. The

suspended magnesium salts are brought into solution by the

addition of 500 ml of saturated sodium tartrate solution.

The entire reaction mixture is transferred to a 3 liter

separatory funnel and allowed to stand for 30 minutes.

During this period, two layers form. The organic layer (top

layer) is saved and the bottom layer is discarded into a

mercury contaminated aqueous waste container for disposal.

The organic layer is washed with three 50 ml portions of

deionized water and transferred to a 3 liter one-neck flask

fer drying. To the one-neck flask, 50 grams of anhydrous

diethylether is added. The solution is allowed to stand

overnight. The following day, the solution is filtered and

the solvent removed by roto-evaporation. The crude product

after evaporation was a white solid crystalline material.

The yield was 120 grams, corresponding to 91 %, based on the

amount of mercuric chloride used.

A sample was analyzed by 13C NMR and showed two main

peaks at 60.5 and 31.3 ppm, each with a pair of 9 9Hg

satellites. The '99Hg satellites can be identified as a pair

of symmetrical peaks equally spaced ( if isotopic shift

r ur i ii rw. nir
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effects are ignored) on either side of the main peak with

intensities of 10.1 % of the main peak. These intensities

are a result of the 16.84 % natural abundance of 199Hg. The

percentage intensity from each peak is expected to be

[{(16.84/ 2) / (100 - 16.84)} x 100 J1= 10.1 percent. The

spacing between these satellite peaks is equal to J('3 C-

19 9Hg). The downfield peak at 60.5 ppm is flanked by

satellites at 732 Hz relative to the central peak. The

spacing between these satellite peaks is 732 Hz, indicative

of a 13C attached to 199Hg in a bis(alkyl)Hg compound. If any

of the alkylmercuric chloride were present, the separation

would be much larger, typically greater than 1500 Hz (71).

The crude product was sublimed under vacuum at 400C.

Prior to the start of sublimation, the sublimation vessel

was evacuated to a pressure of 1 jitorr. However, during

sublimation, the vessel was isolated from the vacuum line

and allowed to sublime at the vapor pressure of the

compound. Under these conditions, 5 to 6 grams of material

collected on the cold finger in an eight hour period. The

entire 'batch' of tert-butylmercury was sublimed in this

manner with a final yield of 58.8 grams ( 49 % conversion

based on the crude product before sublimation.). The

sublimed material was stored under argon in a brown jar at

00C in a freezer for future use.

The final synthetic step is the reaction of tert-

butylmercury with lithium metal to yield the alkyllithium

w
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compound. 25 grams of tert-butylmercury (.08 mols) was

dissolved in 50 mis of cyclopentane (Aldrich 99%) that had

been dried over MgSO 4 and distilled from LiAlH4 . The tert-

butylmercury solution was degassed on a vacuum line at

lptorr, using a minimum of five freeze-pump-thaw cycles. The

degassed solution was taken into an argon filled glove box,

along with a cylindrical reaction vessel and a vacuum

stopcock. In the reaction vessel, 2.0 grams of lithium metal

cuttings were placed. The metal was cut previously into

cubes that measured 2 mm on a side, using a surgical

scalpel. In the case of natural abundance compounds, lithium

metal containing 4.5 % 6Li and 95.5 % 7Li was used in the

synthesis. In the case of enriched compounds, the metal used

contained 4.5% 7Li and 95.5% 6Li. Once the metal had been

placed in the vessel, the solution of tert-butylmercury was

added via pipette. The vessel was capped with the vacuum

stopcock and removed from the glove box. The completed

reaction vessel was now degassed on the vacuum line using a

minimum of five freeze-pump-thaw cycles and finally sealed

with a torch while frozen in liquid nitrogen. The sealed

vessel was clamped to a shaking table and allowed to shake

for two. weeks. The type of reaction vessel used is shown in

Figure 2.

After the two week reaction period, the vessel was

taken into the argon glove box and the seal was broken. The

solution inside was filtered through a fine frit into an

.. tom:-...,. .. ,.,.. .... -. " +ARSi .:.., , .. .a.-v . ,
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Erlenmeyer flask fitted with a male vacuum taper joint. The

solvent was removed on the vacuum line, leaving behind a

white solid crystalline material. The flask was taken back

into the argon box and the crude product was transferred to

a sublimator. The crude tert-butyllithium was sublimed at

70 C under 1ptorr vacuum, agreeing with previously cited

parameters for purification of tert-butyllithium (36). The

final yield of sublimed tert-butyllithium was 3.8 grams (.06

mols) or a yield of 37.7 % based on the amount of mercury

compound used in the reaction. Heavy losses of material

usually occurred during sublimation, due to surface

contamination with Apiezon grease, which was used as a joint

sealing compound. NMR samples were made directly from this

product.

Figure 2 illustrates the reaction apparatus used in

each step of the synthesis of tert-butyllithium.

Isopropyllithium was made in a manner similar to that

described for tert-butyllithium. The starting material in

the synthesis of isopropyllithium was isopropylchloride

(Aldrich 99.9 %), thereby eliminating the need for the

halogenation reaction used in the case of tert-butyllithium.

The first reaction step involved in this case was the

Grignard reaction of isopropylchloride. The reaction

apparatus and the amount of solvent used were the same as in

the tert-butylchloride Grignard reaction, but the amount
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Argon
~ronArgon... Argon

HgCl2

Water
Water

r... Et2O Vapor

Grignard Reaction
Apparatus

Extraction of HgCI2
into a Grignard Solution

Argon

Transferring a
Grignard Solution 6Li-Hg Metal

Exchange Reaction

Figure 2 Reaction apparatus used in the synthesis of

alkyllithium compounds from the corresponding halide.
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of isopropylchloride used was 238.6 grams or 3 mols. The

synthesis proceeded in a similar manner to that of tert-

butyllithium, until the purification of the

bis(alkyl)mercury compound, bis(isopropyl)mercury in this

case. The crude mercury compound after roto-evaporation of

the solvent, was a viscous, clear, slightly yellow oil. This

product was purified by vacuum distillation at 56C under 2

torr vacuum. The final yield of purified mercury compound

was 148 grams or 0.52 mols (77 % yield based on the 183 gm

of mercuric chloride used). The analysis of the 13C NMR

spectrum showed two main peaks at 49.6 and 23.6 ppm. Each

peak was flanked by 199Hg satellites. The downfield peak

showed satellites separated by 637 Hz, indicating that the

13C was attached to 199Hg in bis(isopropyl)mercury (75).

The use of isopropylmercury to synthesize

isopropyllithium was similar to the reaction of tert-

butylmercury with lithium metal described above.

Isopropylmercury (.08 mols, 24 grams) was reacted with 2.0

grams of lithium metal ( a four-fold excess). The crude

isopropyllithium product is a waxy amorphous solid material

at room temperature. Purification of the compound was

accomplished by sublimation at 1 ptorr at 300C. Sublimation

was a very short process, requiring only 2 hours to collect

the total product. The final yield of pure product was 5.6

grams (0.12 mols), corresponding to a 71 percent yield from

the bis(alkyl)mercury compound.

- _ :_ 
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The resulting product was analyzed by 13C NMR and

showed two multiplets, a nine-line multiplet at 5.1 ppm and

a thirteen-line multiplet at 10.0 ppm. At 25 C, the upfield

multiplet was dominant and at -85 C, the downfield multiplet

was dominant. These relative amounts and chemical shifts are

in agreement with previously reported values for

isopropyllithium in cyclopentane solvent (72).

n-Propyllithium was synthesized as above, with n-

propylchloride serving as the starting material. Starting

with 236 grams (3 mols) of n-propylchloride, the yield of

bis(n-propylmercury) was 163 grams (0.57 mols) after

distillation. This corresponds to a 38 % conversion from the

chloride.

The alkylmercury compound was a clear viscous liquid

after vacuum distillation at 520C under 2 torr. The 13C NMR

spectrum showed three main peaks at 47.3 ppm, 22.7 ppm, and

20.1 ppm. The peak at 47.3 ppm was flanked by a pair of

1 9 9Hg with a coupling constant 1J('99Hg-13 C) of 665 Hz. These

values are in agreement with previously reported values for

n-propylmercury (73).

From the alkylmercury compound, n-propyllithium was

synthesized as above. The final product was a clear viscous

liquid material. Purification was accomplished by distilling

the crude product across an inverted Y-tube as was done by

Fraenkel (41). This process is extremely slow and resulted

in complete loss of the crude product the first time it was

-14, - low NMI Noll III - 11,40 .... wstX??. :*7siktkl 5tY1Hli: T..
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tried.(The loss was attributed to a leak in the distillation

apparatus, resulting in the formation of alkoxides) A second

attempt resulted in the collection of a small amount of

distillate (0.82 grams) that was subsequently analyzed by

'3C NMR. The 13C NMR showed one peak in the upfield region at

16.1 ppm. At -85 C, this peak was replaced by three peaks at

15.6 ppm, 17.4 ppm, and 18.5 ppm. These chemical shift

values are in agreement with values previously reported for

n-propyllithium in hydrocarbon solvent (41).

Spectrometer Modifications

for 6Li Decoupling

With the exception of one set of experiments (6Li and

7Li Ti measurements at 2.1 Tesla on a JEOL FX-90Q

spectrometer), all data were acquired on a Varian VXR-300

spectrometer. The work presented in chapters three, four,

and five involved the use of a triple resonance accessory

designed and built by Varian. As this is the only

modification of this kind done to date by Varian, and

because of the extensive use of 13C- 1H-6Li triple resonance

in the present work, a description of the hardware and

software is presented here.

A standard 10 mm broadband probe was modified for

triple resonance use. Normally, the probe would have three

frequency inputs; one for 'H decoupling at 300 MHz, one for

e it' -, --- ow
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2H lock at 42 MHz, and one tunable coil with a range from 14

MHz (1 5 N) to 121 MHz ( 3 1P) for the observe channel. The 2 H

and 'H inputs share a common coil and the second coil is for

the observe channel. In the present work, the coil normally

used for a 2H lock is modified to resonate at 44 MHz and

used as a 6Li decoupler channel. The modification is

accomplished by changing the capacitance value of two

ceramic capacitors in the coil circuit. In addition, the

voltage rating of the capacitors was increased to

accommodate 10 watts continuous power input. The 1H and

observe channels were not modified in any way.

In addition to the probe modifications, electronic

circuitry was built to deliver a 44 MHz signal to the probe,

under computer control. A block diagram of this circuitry is

shown in Figure 3. A 34 MHz signal is generated by a PTS-160

frequency synthesizer. This 34 MHz signal is added to the 10

MHz signal used throughout the system as a reference, making

a final signal frequency of 44 MHz. The 44 MHz is gated on

or off as dictated by the control line labeled "spare 1" on

the XL interface board in the main system acquisition

computer. The phase of the 44 MHz signal is controlled by

two lines labeled "var 1" and "var 2" on the XL interface

board. All gating and phase selection is accomplished on the

decoupler modulator board. Signals that are passed through

the modulator board are sent to a manual attenuator and the

input of a 25-watt ENI broad-band amplifier. The output of
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the amplifier is monitored by a Bird watt meter and then

filtered through a 44 MHz band-pass filter and finally sent

to the probe. In this way, a 10-watt signal at 44 MHz is fed

into the probe through the input normally used for the 2H

lock signal.

The circuitry described above is capable of delivering

25 watt of power, which is more power than can be handled by

the probe coils on a continuous basis. The power is normally

attenuated to 10 watts before entering the probe.

The present work was done using continuous single-

frequency 6Li decoupling. An example of the type of spectra

generated with 6Li decoupling is shown in Figure 4. Figure 4

shows the a-carbon peak from tert-butyllithium (made from

44 MHz Signal Gate RF AMP

VXR

Decoupler [300 MHz]
10 mm
Broadband
Probe

Observe [30 - 125 MHz]

Figure 3 - Block diagram of 6Li decoupling accessory for

VXR-300 spectrometer.
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lithium metal enriched to 95.5% 6Li) in cyclopentane at

25 C. The spectrum on the left is a 13 C NMR spectrum with 1H

decoupling only. The spectrum on the right shows the same

peak with both 'H and 8Li decoupling. As can be seen, the

nine-line multiplet on the left has collapsed to a singlet

in the spectrum on the right. The spectrum on the right

shows a quartet of peaks superimposed on the singlet at 10.8

ppm. These peaks are 7Li satellites from the 15.6 % of the

tert-butyllithium tetramers having one 7Li nucleus per

tetramer.

Several features are notable in the 6 Li-decoupled

C L1 -C ( CH3 )3 14

11.2 11.0 10.8 10.6 10.4 PPM 11.2 11.0 10.8 10.6 10.4 PPM

Figure 4 - The 13C NMR spectrum of the a-carbon of

tert-butyllithium at 25*C. (left) without 6 Li decoupling

(right) with 6Li decoupling. Both spectra are 1H decoupled.

--
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spectrum. First, the signal-to-noise ratio is much better

than without 6Li decoupling. Second, single-frequency

decoupling appears to be adequate for this compound. This is

not unexpected, as only one peak is irradiated in the 6Li

spectrum. Single frequency decoupling should be adequate for

all 6Li decoupling experiments, because of the small

chemical shift range of 6 Li. A 3 ppm chemical shift range

(132 Hz) can be easily irradiated by a 10 watt 6Li signal.

In chapter 4 calculations are presented, showing 7H2 (
8Li)

350 Hz for the hardware in use for these experiments.
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CHAPTER 2

6Li AND 7Li SPIN - LATTICE RELAXATION

OF ALKYLLITHIUM COMPOUNDS

Introduction

The analysis of organolithium-sLi compounds by new 6 Li

NMR techniques, has as a prerequisite, the measurement and

understanding of 6Li T1 relaxation. Most modern pulse

sequences include a relaxation delay at the beginning of

each transient, allowing the observed and decoupled nuclei

to return to equilibrium. This delay period is usually set

to some multiple of Ti for either the observed or decoupled

nuclei. Knowing the 6Li Ti values of these compounds allows

NMR experiments to be optimized for the best signal-to-noise

ratios in a given experimental time.

In addition to this functional use of Ti data, new

information can be gained by understanding the individual

mechanisms contributing to the overall relaxation rate.

In contrast to the large number of studies of 13C and 1H

T1 relaxation (1), the number of reports of 6Li and 7Li

relaxation is exceedingly small. As an introduction to the

current work, a brief survey of previous work will be

presented here.

6Li and 7Li are both quadrupolar nuclei. Their

37
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quadrupole moments (-8 x 10- 4Qm-2 for 6Li and -4.4 x 10-2 Qm-2

for 7Li) differ by two orders of magnitude (2)(3)(4)(5). Of

the many quadrupolar nuclei, only a few have lines that are

narrow enough to give reasonable NMR spectra in

unsymmetrical environments (Av 10,3 Hz). These would

include 2H, 6Li, 7Li, "1B, 14N and 170 as well as others. The

presence of broad signals in the NMR suggests that

relaxation is rapid. Quadrupolar relaxation could be the

operative mechanism contributing to Ti of these nuclei, if

the quadrupole moments are large enough and if the nuclei

are in unsymmetrical environments.

While this may be true in the case of 7Li, Wherli has

shown that for 6Li, quadrupolar relaxation is not dominant

(6)(7)(8). The 6Li relaxation times of LiCl in H20 and D2 0

where found to be extremely long (250 s at 400C and up to

1000 s in D2 0 at 80 C) and to be due to the 6 Li- 1 H dipole-

dipole mechanism (84 percent contribution, Tidd[Ell= 300 s at

400C). For this system, the quadrupolar mechanism

contributed less than 0.1 percent to the observed rate.

Wherli also measured 6Li and 7Li Ti times for methyllithium,

n-butyllithium and phenyllithium in both hydrocarbon and

coordinating solvents. The longest Ti time reported was

that of methyllithium in OEt2 (72 s at 28 0C). n-

Butyllithium 6 Li Ti times were 19.8, 12.3 and 9.0 s in n-

hexane, C6H8 and C6D6 respectively. In these cases, also, a

significant contribution to the relaxation rate was made by
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6Li-1H dipole-dipole relaxation (up to 35 percent

contribution for n-butyllithium in n-hexane). The

quadrupolar relaxation times were much shorter in these

organolithium compounds (3200, 184 and 104 s for methyl, n-

butyl and phenyllithium) as compared to LiCi (1.15 x 106 s).

This is to be expected with the high local symmetry of the

Li' solvated ion and the lower symmetry of the Li nucleus in

organolithium compounds. These studies by Wherli reveal two

significant features of 6 Li Ti relaxation. First of all, the

quadrupolar mechanism is not the only one operative, for

both ionic Li* and 6 Li in organolithium compounds. Second,

the 6Li Ti times are long relative to both 7Li and other

nuclei such as 13C.

The structural effects of lithium organometallic

compounds on 7Li relaxation have been studied by Hartwell

and Allerhand (9). In this study, a series of ten compounds

were examined in either toluene or diethylether. The results

indicate that 1/(r 7Li T1) can vary from less than 0.05 Hz to

more than 30 Hz depending on structure (R-group and

aggregation number) and temperature. This would indicate

that 7Li Ti would vary from 0.01 s to 6.4 s. The authors

indicate that the tetrameric species have much smaller line

widths and longer Ti times. The assumption was made by

Hartwell and Allerhand that the predominant mechanism

causing relaxation is quadrupolar coupling or, that the

local symmetry of the 7Li nucleus is significant in
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determining the relaxation rate. In all compounds studied,

except methyllithium, the Arrhenius plots ln(1/(uT1 ) vs.

1000/T) are linear at all temperatures studied, indicating

that the relaxation is governed by translational and

rotational correlation times with little or no contribution

from the spin-rotation mechanism. Methyllithium shows a

decrease in 7Li Ti with temperatures above 0C, indicating a

spin-rotation contribution to relaxation.

The two studies mentioned above were done primarily in

coordinating solvents. A series of 6Li T. times were

measured by Thomas (10) for alkyllithium compounds in

cyclopentane solution. The compounds studied included ethyl,

n-propyl, n-butyl, isopropyl, tert-butyl and

trimethylsilyllithium. The 6Li T1 times were measured at -

85 C and 300C on solutions that were 2F concentration. The

compounds were made from natural abundance Li metal with an

undetermined 6Li content, although the upper limit for the

6Li content can be set to approximately 7%, which

corresponds to the value for natural abundance lithium metal

(11). The actual concentration of 6Li nuclei in commercially

available lithium metal is likely to be smaller than 7 %, as

the 6Li isotope is removed and used as a heat exchanger

fluid in nuclear reactors. The 6Li Ti values reported for

the compounds with straight-chain alkyl groups were all

approximately 20 s at 30 C. Those compounds with branched

alkyl groups showed 6Li Ti times of about 60 s at 30C.
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Furthermore, unlike the 7Li results of Hartwell and

Allerhand, a significant contribution to the relaxation rate

was made by dipole-dipole relaxation with protons. The

straight chain compounds showed approximately a 50%

contribution from Tldd, while those compounds with branched

alkyl groups showed a somewhat higher contribution from Tldd

(tert-butyllithium showed 68% and isopropyllithium showed

77.8%). Thomas noted that a large percentage of the observed

relaxation rate was unaccounted for by Tldd. In most

compounds, the unidentified contribution was in the range of

30 to 35 percent. Possible explanations for this include

contributions from scalar-coupling, chemical shift

anisotropy or other dipolar interactions with other nuclei

such as 6 Li or 7Li.

To summarize the work done to date, 7Li Ti times have

been measured for selected organolithium compounds in

coordinating solvent as a function of R-group and

temperature. These times are less than or equal to 6.4 s at

room temperature. 6Li Ti times have been measured for

selected organolithium compounds in coordinating solvents

and in hydrocarbon solution. The compounds used were made

from natural abundance lithium metal, most likely containing

7% 6Li and 93% 7Li. These Ti times are generally long, with

Ti being around 20 s for straight chain compounds and 60 s

for branched R-groups at 30 C. Whereas the quadrupolar

mechanism is predominant in 7Li relaxation, the mechanisms
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operating in the case of 6Li are not all known. A large

contribution from Tiddli has been measured for all compounds.

With the exception of the measurements made at -85 C by

Thomas, the work done to date on 6Li T1 measurement has not

included the observation of 6Li and 7Li Ti times as a

function of temperature in hydrocarbon solvent. Measurements

of this kind, presented as Arrhenius plots, should yield

energies of activation for molecular tumbling without

contributions from coordinated solvent molecules.

Wherli has made mention of the 6 Li-7Li dipole-dipole

mechanism in methyllithium. He calculates a Tdd[6Li7Li] of

1191 s at 280C, based on assumptions about the positions of

13C, 6 Li and 'H nuclei and correlation time, TC. This type of

calculation may be valid for methyllithium, where the.'H

nuclei remain more or less fixed in position relative to the

lithium nuclei. For fluxional molecules or those with

complicated internal rotations, this method would yield

erroneous answers. An alternate method of investigating the

effects of nearby 7Li nuclei in 6 Li Ti relaxation is to vary

the isotopic abundance of lithium when preparing NMR

samples. This type of isotopic substitution should give

direct measurable evidence for the Tdd mechanism operating

between 6Li and nearby 7Li nuclei. Samples made with 6 Li

enriched metal should not show 6Li-7Li dipolar relaxation to

the same degree as those made from natural abundance

lithium.
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The purpose of this present study is to measure 6 Li and

7Li Ti times for a representative series of alkyllithium

compounds as a function of temperature and isotopic

abundance. If the 6 Li-7Li dipole-dipole interaction is

contributing to 6Li T1 relaxation rates, a significant

difference in the observed T. times should be seen when

nearby 7Li nuclei are replaced with 6Li nuclei. These

measurements should help to fill in the gaps of earlier

studies where approximately one third of the relaxation

rates for 6Li are not accounted for. The measurement of 6Li

Ti as a function of temperature serves two purposes as

mentioned above. The Arrhenius plot (lnT1 vs. 1000/T) should

allow the energies of activation for molecular tumbling to

be calculated. In addition, other experiments utilizing Ti

dependent delay times in pulse sequences are presented in

later chapters. A body of Ti data is needed in setting up

these experiments.

Samples of n-propyllithium, isopropyllithium and tert-

butyllithium in cyclopentane solvent were used through out

this study. The samples were made using lithium metal

enriched with 6Li (95.52 % 6 Li, U.S. Services) and dissolved

in 99.9% cyclopentane (Wiley Organics). The concentration of

each compound was 1F or 2F as noted. These compounds were

chosen because they represent varying degrees of branching

or substitution at the a-carbon position. Progressing from

zero to two 1H nuclei attached to the a-carbon should give a

- - ; - almommomik,
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range of Ti data representative of alkyllithium compounds in

cyclopentane. Also, whereas the 6 Li and 7Li Ti times have not

been reported for compounds enriched in 6Li, the aggregation

states in hydrocarbon solvent and exchange properties of

these compounds have been reported on the basis of 1 3C- 6Li

coupling patterns, and 13C line shape analysis by Thomas (12)

and Fraenkel (13)(14)(15) (6fi). From these references, n-

propyllithium exists as a hexamer, octamer and nonamer in

equilibrium. Isopropyllithium exists as a tetramer and

hexamer and tert-butyllithium exists as a tetramer. The

relative concentration of each species changes as a function

of temperature and overall formal concentration. Generally,

at low temperatures (-85 C) interaggregate exchange rates

are slow and multiple peaks can be seen in the 6Li NMR

spectrum, one peak for each aggregate type in solution. The

following descriptions are taken from the reports of Thomas

and those of Fraenkel cited above. The chemical shift

references are those reported by Thomas (10).

At -85 C, n-propyllithium shows five peaks in the 6 Li

spectrum at 20, 22, 30.87, 34.55, 37.97 Hz downfield

relative to LiClO4 , external 1M in d6 -acetone. The two

upfield peaks are very small compared to the three downfield

peaks. Also, these peaks are not visible at all

temperatures, presumably due to exchange broadening. The T.

relaxation times of the three downfield peaks are studied

here. Fraenkel has labeled these as hexamer, octamer, and
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nonamer, going from downfield to upfield in the 6 Li NMR

spectrum.

The 6Li NMR spectrum of isopropyllithium (2F in

cyclopentane) shows two peaks at -85 C, representing the

tetramer and hexamer. The upfield peak at -12.49 Hz has

broad 13C satellites separated by 6.1 Hz, indicating that

this is the tetramer. The downfield 6Li peak shows 13C

satellites separated by 3.49 Hz, indicating that this is the

hexamer. At concentrations below 0.2M, isopropyllithium has

been shown to be primarily tetrameric in hydrocarbon

solution (17).

Thomas has reported that tert-butyllithium is a

tetrahedral tetramer in cyclopentane (.1). At -85 C, the 6Li

NMR shows one sharp peak at -10 Hz. The observation of 13C

satellites with a J( 13C- 6 Li) value of 5.4 Hz indicates that

this peak is that of a non-fluxional tetramer. Although the

chemical shift position of this peak changes as a function

of temperature, only one peak appears at alL, temperatures

studied.



Results and Discussion

6Li Ti as a function of R-group and temperature

6Li T. times for 1F samples of n-propyllithium,

isopropyllithium and tert-butyllithium are shown in Tables 2

- 4. The Arrhenius plots of these data are shown in Figure

5. Samples of these three compounds were also made at a 2F

concentration. The data for the more concentrated samples is

presented in the section on 6Li-7Li isotopic substitution

and in Tables 13 - 17.

n-Propyllithium - The 6Li Ti data for n-propyllithium

is shown in Table 2 and in Figure 5. The three species

studied include the hexamer, octamer, and one of the three

nonamers. As was indicated earlier, the two remaining

nonamer peaks are smaller and did not have adequate signal-

to-noise ratios to observe at all temperatures. At low

temperatures, the 6Li spectrum shows three peaks and at

temperatures above 100C only one 6Li resonance appears. In

the intermediate temperature range, from around -45*C to

100C, the three peaks are starting to coalesce due to

increasing interaggregate exchange rates. This results in

severe overlap of peaks with the result of not being able to

accurately measure T1 . Because of this, the data is

presented in two segments; a low temperature segment for

temperatures below -45 C and a high temperature segment for

ikiY;

_ I
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TABLE 2

6 Li Ti Times of n-Propyllithium Aggregates
As a Function of Temperature

Temp Hexamer Octamer Nonamer
/0C T1/s T1 /s T1 /s

-80.6 3.6 .2 3.1 .2 2.4 .2
-75.1 4.5 .3 3.7 .4 2.8 .3
-69.6 5.3 .2 4.6 .2 3.0 .2
-64.2 6.1 .2 5.6 .1 3.9 .1
-58.7 7.0 .3 a 4.5 .3
-53.3 8.2 .3 6.3 .2
-47.8 9.2 .5 7.5 .5
12.3 32.1 0.3
17.7 36.2 0.9
23.2 40.7 1.8
28.7 46.3 1.3
34.1 41.3 1.4
39.6 41.4 2.3
45.0 44.0 0.6
50.5 21.1 1.7

a - at temperatures above -64 C, the three peaks in
the 6Li NMR start to coalesce. Because of the peak
overlap, accurate measurement of Ti for individual
aggregates is not possible.

temperatures above 10 C.

At first inspection of the low temperature data, two

trends are noticeable. For the hexamer, octamer and nonamer,

Ti increases exponentially with temperature. In addition, T

decreases with increasing aggregate size.

The Arrhenius functions plotted in Figure 5, while all

being linear below 30 C, do not have identical slopes. This
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linearity is indicative of the relaxation 
being governed by

rotational or translational correlation times, tc, with

different activation energies for molecular 
tumbling. The

activation energies calculated from the 
least-squares lines

of the low temperature Arrhenius plots are 
shown in Table 5.

The equation used in the fit for these plots was ln (T1) =

(Ea/RT) + C, where C is a constant for a given compound. The

average activation energy is 2.1 t .2 Kcal/mol which is

close to the activation energy of viscosity 
for cyclopentane

which is reported at 1.878 Kcal/mol (19). However, there is

a large variance from the average value. 
Figure 7 does show

a trend of increasing activation energy with larger

aggregate molecular weights, although the total spread of

values is small.

The high temperature 
6Li Ti data for n-propyllithium

must be considered as average or composite 
data, due to fast

interaggregate exchange between species. The T1 times of

individual species cannot be calculated as was done 
for the

low temperature data. The Arrhenius plot is linear at

temperatures up to 28.7 C. Above this temperature, 
a

decrease in 6Li T1 is observed. This would normally suggest

a spin-rotation contribution to the relaxation.

Isopropyllithium - The 6Li Ti data for isopropyllithium

is shown in Table 3 and plotted in Figure 5. The two

aggregates present in cyclopentane solution are the tetramer

and hexamer. The 6Li spectrum shows two well-
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temperature in isopropyllithium than in n-propyllithium.

This is true regardless of aggregation state. The molecular

weight of both compounds is the same and both have one

common aggregation state in solution, the hexamer. With

these similarities, there are large differences in the

observed 6Li Ti times.

For both the tetramer and hexamer, T1 increases

exponentially with temperature through out the entire range

of temperatures studied. The Arrhenius plots are linear at

all temperatures, indicating insignificant contribution from

spin-rotation relaxation. Although both the tetramer and

hexamer show linear Arrhenius plots, the slopes are

different, with the more negative slope corresponding to the

hexamer and the less negative slope to the tetramer. This

trend of a larger slope for a larger aggregate is produced

by the larger activation energy for tumbling of the larger

aggregates. The activation energies for isopropyllithium

aggregates are shown in Table 5.

Finally, as was the case with n-propyllithium, the

linear Arrhenius plots at temperatures where chemical

exchange is known to occur suggests that the relaxation may

be characterized by a correlation time, t 0 , which is a

result of both the exchange process and relaxation. This is

inconsistant with reports given by Harris (20) and others,

who show that exchange contributes to T2, but usually not

T1 .

,,._
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tert-Butyllithium - The structure of tert-butyllithium

is significantly different from the previous compounds in

two ways that are expected to have an effect on T

relaxation. First, the a-carbon has no attached protons to

contribute to dipolar relaxation and second, only one

aggregation state, the tetramer, is present in cyclopentane

solution. The absence of protons on the a-carbon should

result in longer T. times as compared with those of

isopropyllithium and n-propyllithium for a given

temperature. The data presented in Tables 2 - 4 and Figure 5

is consistent with this prediction. The 6 Li T1 times for

tert-butyllithium are longer at all temperatures. Another

point of comparison is aggregation state and molecular

weight. When comparing 6Li Ti relaxation in tert-

butyllithium to that of n-propyllithium and

isopropyllithium, the

TABLE 4

6Li Ti TIMES OF tert-BUTYLLITHIUM IN
CYCLOPENTANE

{6 Li ENRICHED TO 95.5%}

TEMP 6Li T1
0C CPa

-70.0 36.1 2.0
-48.0 68.1 2.5
-25.8 93.5 4.0
30.5 217.0 7.8
40.8 227.9 7.4
50.8 205.1 7.9

a - cyclopentane 99.9% (Wiley)

_
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TABLE 5

Energies of Activation for Molecular Tumbling
of Alkyllithium Compounds

R-Group M, (g/mol) Ea (Kcal/mol)

n-propyl

hexamer 294.5 2.2 .1
octamer 392.6 2.2 .4
nonamer 441.7 2.7 .3

isopropyl

tetramer 196.3 1.4 .1
hexamer 294.5 2.2 .1

tert-butyl

tetramer 252.4 2.0 .1

These values were calculated from a best-fit of the
equation ln(1/T1 ) = -(Ea/R)/T + C, where C is a constant.

aggregation state of tert-butyllithium is always smaller

(except for the tetramer of isopropyllithium) that that of

the other compound. The smaller aggregation state would be

expected to tumble faster and have a longer Ti time. When

comparing tert-butyllithium to the tetramer of

isopropyllithium, the longer 6Li T. time for tert-

butyllithium must be a result of having one less proton on

the a-carbon. The greater mass of the tert-butyllithium

tetramer would tend to produce a shorter Ti time if this was

the only contributing factor. The influence of protons
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longer, due to short t0 values. In contrast to this are

organolithium compounds where protons are not directly

attached to 6Li or 7Li nuclei but are at distances of 2A or
greater. The greater distances should cause the value of 6Li
Ti to be long, compared to values obtained if 1H nuclei were
1 A away, as in the 13C-1H case for many organic compounds.

It should be noted that Equation 7 is for

intramolecular dipolar relaxation. If both nuclei ( I and S)
are not in the same molecule, the equation must be modified

to give the following equation for intermolecular dipole-

dipole relaxation.

1 2 NS y1
2 7 S2 h2 S(S+1) t,

Tiddrs 15 D a dd [8]

The symbol NS = the number of spin-S nuclei causing
relaxation, D is the self-diffusion coefficient and a is
distance of closest approach of the S and I nuclei.

Relaxation of solute nuclei by solvent proton interactions

would be an example of this type of relaxation.

The dipolar mechanism is operative for spin-pairs other

than X-'H. Spins with high magnetogyric ratios can transfer

magnetization to spins of low magnetogyric ratio, resulting

in relaxation. Normally, a nearby spin is irradiated at its
resonant frequency while the FID from the observed spin is
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acquired. The Tldd time is then calculated from the following

equations.

Tldd = { qa/(NOE -1) x TiOBS 1}[9]

where NOE = I/Ia = the ratio of intensities with
and without irradiation of 'H
(or other) transitions.

Nuclear Overhauser enhancemants. The observation of one

spin (I) with simultaneous irradiation of a nearby spin (S)

results in the enhancement of the observed signal from spin

(I). The NOE enhancement factor (W) is related to dipolar

relaxation as can be seen in Equation 10. The utility of

these expressions is in calculating Tdd, the relaxation time

for 6 Li-1H dipolar interactions. After measuring T1, spectra

are recorded with and with out

= [ TI/TiddI x Q ax [10]

Where a = 1 + (7 S/27

i a = ( I - I ) / I 0

irradiation of the S transition (21..). The enhancement factor

n is calculated and then Tldd is calculated from Equation 10.

As can be seen, if dipolar relaxation is the only operative

mechanism, T. = Tidd and n = q a. This is normally the case

for carbon-hydrogen spin pairs other than methyl groups. The
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TABLE 6

6Li{H} NOE AND TlddI 6 i-i OF
n-PROPYLLITHIUM IN C CLOPENTANE

{6Li ENRICHED TO 95.5%}

TEMP q + lb %C T
oC Cpa ldd[6Li-1H]

hexamer
-80.6
-75.1
-69.6
-64.2
-58.7
-53.3

octamer
-80.6
-75.1
-69.6
-64.2
-58.7
-53.3

noname r
-80.6
-75.1
-69.6
-64.2
-58.7
-53.3

1.90
2.06
2.03
2.12
2.24
2.34

1.87
1.96
1.94
1.94

1.70
2.10
2.12
2.15
2.17
- - - -a

26.5
31.2
30.3
33.0
36.5
39.4

25.6
28.3
27.7.
27.7

20.6
32.4
33.0
33.9
34.4

13.7
14.3
17.5
18.4
19.1
20.7

12.1
13.0
16.7
20.4

11.4
8.7
9.1

11.6
13.0

high temperature
12 '

(one peak only)
.0 2.49 43.9 73.2

17.7 2.48 43.6 82.9
23.2 2.45 42.7 95.2
28.7 2.43 42.1 110.1
34.1 2.38 40.6 101.4
39.6 2.36 40.0 103.8
45.0 2.29 38.0 115.6
50.5 2.21 35.6 59.1

a - Cyclopentane 99.9% (Wiley)

b - NOE = 1/10 = 4 + 1 see Equation 7.
C -q4 x 100 = percent contribution from

8Li-YH dipole-dipole relaxation.

I- , , ,

L
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TABLE 7

6Li{1 H} NOE AND Tldd [_i- OF
ISOPROPYLLITHIUM IN C CLOPENTANE

{6Li ENRICHED TO 95.5%}

TEMP1 + 1 b % T
00 CPa 1dd[6L-1H]

tetramer
-80.6
-75.1
-69.7
-64.2
-58.7
-53.2
-42.4
-36.9
-31.4
-15.0
- 9.6

hexame r

3.23

3.06

3.14
3.13
3.44
3.42
3.28

65.6

60.7

63.0
62.7
71.7
71.2
67.0

29.1

36.6

53.0
54.6
60.8
70.1
77.1

-77.16;2.57 46.4 20.1
-75.1 2.25 36.9 26.8
-69.7 2.35 39.9 31.4
-64.2 2.36 40.0 36.5
-58.7 2.41 41.6 42.1,
-53.2 2.27 37.5 48.2
-42.4 2.24 36.4 61.9
-36.9 2.22 36.0 69.6-31.4 2.24 36.5 77.8
-20.5 -- _...-

-15.0 2.33 39.1 105.7
- 9.6 2.30 38.4 116.1

igh temperature (one peak only)
23.2 3.23 65.8 193.0
28.7 3.29 67.5 207.7
34.1 3.33 68.7 222.6
39.6 3.36 69.6 238.4

a - Cyclopentane 99.9% (Wiley)

b - NOE = ./I0 = r + 1 see Equation 7.

C - x 100 = percent contribution from
6Li-H dipole-dipole relaxation.

h

qua
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TABLE 8

6Li{ H} NOE AND Tidd 6Li-1H OF
tert-BUTYLLITHIUM IN CYCLOP ENTANE

{6Li ENRICHED TO 95.5%}

TEMP a + 1b %C Tldd(6Li-1 H]

*C CPa

-70.0 3.88 84.7 42.5
-48.0 3.78 81.8 83.3
-25.8 3.63 77.4 120.8
30.5 3.80 82.4 263.2
40.8 3.77 81.5 279.4
50.8 3.31 68.0 301.5

a - Cyclopentane 99.9% (Wiley)

b - NOE = I/Ia = 4 + 1 see Equation 7.

C - q /i x 100 = percent contribution from
6Li-fH dipole-dipole relaxation.

basis for NOE enhancement is polarization transfer from S to

I and cross relaxation from I to S along classically

forbidden double and zero quantum transitions. An excellent

discussion of NOE is given by Noggle and Schirmer(22).

Dipolar Relaxation in Alkyllithium Compounds - The 6Li- 1H

dipole-dipole Ti times for 1F n-propyllithium,

isopropyllithium, and tert-butyllithium are shown in Tables

6, 7, and 8. These values were calculated from 6 Li{ 1H} NOE

data using Equation 9. This is derived from Equation 10.

Several trends are noticable in the Tidd[iH] data. For a given

R-group, the relaxation rate increases for larger

aggregates, indicating longer correlation times -c as the
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tumbling slows down.

The correlation times for different aggregate sizes are

related to molecular weight and volume and can be predicted

or analyzed using the theory of microviscosity. The

correlation time, t ,can be calculated using the

microviscosity equation (22)

-cc= TVMfr/kT [11]

where V. = the molecular volume calculated from the Stokes-

Einstein formula

VM = 0.74Mg/N0 p [121

where p = macroscopic density of the substance under

consideration

No0 = 6.023 x 1023 particles / mol

Mw = the gram molecular weight

The microviscosity factor

fr-1 = 6rs/r0 + 1/(1 + r/r0)3  [131

where rs = the radius of the solvent molecule (assumed to be

a sphere) and r0 = the radius of the solute molecule. Also

if the solute molecule is assumed to be a sphere,

Vm = 4/3r0 s [14]
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For cyclopentane, VMsolvent =f{0.74 (70.1 g/mol) /[N0

(0.74 g/cm3 )]} = 1.16 x 10-22 cm3 and the molecular radius

for the solvent, r8, = {V/[(4/3)u]}1/3 = 3.03 A (see (1) p

C256 for the density of cyclopentane).

The molecular radii for the solute molecules

(organolithium aggregates) calculated by these procedures

are shown in Table 9. These values are from Equations 12 and

14, assuming a density of 0.8 g/cm3 for n-propyllithium and

isopropyllithium and 0.85 g/cm3 for tert-butyllithium (26).

The values of p for n-propyllithium and isopropyllithium are

estimates from the limited data presented by Brown (23).

Values of molecular diameter may have error bounds of t 2.6

%, based on a uncertainty in the density of t 6%. The value

of p for tert-butyllithium, however, is a measured one and

the error bounds on any calculations involving this number

will be smaller than those for n-propyllithium and

isopropyllithium. Substituting these values into Equation

13, the microviscosity factors fr are shown in column 4 of

Table 9. For different aggregates of the same alkyllithium

compound in the same solvent at the same temperature the

following relationship is evident from Equations 11 and 12

above.

TCA MWA rA[15

TcB MWB frB
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From this equation the ratio of correlation times for the

different aggregation states of each alykllithium compound can

be calculated. The results of these calculations are presented

in Table 9, with the values normalized to the smaller

aggregate correlation time. In n-propyllithium, the

correlation times are expected to be in the ratio of

1:1.45:1.69 for the hexamer, octamer, and nonamer

respectively. These ratios can be compared with the

experimental Tldd[IH] data for each alkyllithium compound. If

the aggregates are all approximately spherical molecules and

if dipole-dipole interactions are primarily between the 6Li

nuclei and the protons on the a-carbons, the measured Tldd

times should be determined solely by the relative correlation

times, t . The observed dipolar relaxation rates (p = 1/6Li

TiddEil]) times for n-propyllithium at -85 C are in the ratio of

1 : 1.38 : 1.72 for hexamer : octamer : nonamer, from the data

in Table 6. This is in excellent agreement with the predicted

ratios of 1 : 1.45 : 1.69. The observed dipolar rates for

isopropyllithium are in the ratio of 1 : 1.87, which is close

to the predicted value of 1.69. The errors in these

experimental ratios are most likely due to integration errors

carried over into Tldd calculations. There is also, most

likely, an error associated with using the microviscosity

model itself. Taking these sources of error into account, the

agreement of the experimental with the predicted values is

good. The significant feature of these calculations is that

_ :w_ u . :..- _



TABLE 9

Relative Correlation Times And
Microviscosity Parameters For

Alkyllithium Compounds

R-group Mw r1 )r/r 0  frel
(g/mol) (A) calc. expo

n-propyl

hexamer 294.49 4.76 .637 .247 1 1octamer 392.66 5.24 .578 .269 1.45 1.38nonamer 441.74 5.45 .556 .278 1.69 1.72

isopropyl

tetramer 196.33 4.16 .728 .219 1 1hexamer 294.49 4.76 .637 .247 1.69 1.87

tert-butyl

tetramer 252.43 4.43 .684 .213 ---

the aggregates do tend to behave as ideal spherical particles

rotating isotropically in the cyclopentane medium. This does

not suggest, however, that the arrangement of 6 Li or 7Li atoms

at the centers of the aggregates is spherical or symmetrical.

This type of comparison can only be made in the absence

of chemical exchange. At higher temperatures the correlation

times are not as easily modeled. In a series of papers, Leigh

has calculated the effect of exchange on Tx and T2
(24.)(25)(26). Leigh has shown that in the case of slow

exchange, the measured relaxation time contains a mixture of

relaxation and kinetic parameters and can be described by the

following equation.

65
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1 1 1
+ [16]

TTA TA

Where TA is the lifetime of the nucleus in site A and TiA is

the intrinsic relaxation time of the nucleus in the absence

of exchange. Two opposing effects are predicted by this

equation as the temperature increases. At higher

temperatures, TiA should increase as the overall tumbling

rate increases and TA should decrease as the exchange rate

increases. These derivations are in agreement with those of

Ellis and coworkers, where the proton exchange effects have

been modeled and verified experimentally in a series of

Cadmium-EDTA complexes (27_)(28). Clearly, the change of the

observed Ti with temperature must include a contribution

from exchange.

The experimentally observed Tldd data for

isopropyllithium and n-propyllithium cannot be understood

solely on the basis of microviscosity. The observed trends

are the result of relaxation and exchange. In the absence of

exchange the ratio of Tldd times for different aggregates,

having the same alkyl group should remain constant. The

change in Tldd for each aggregate with temperature should

parallel the change in solvent viscosity. In n-propyllithium

and isopropyllithium, interaggregate exchange is occuring

along with a shift in equilibria at higher temperatures to
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favor the smaller aggregates. In terms of Equation 16 above,

a shift in equilibrium from the larger to the smaller

aggregates at high temperature will increase the lifetime

spent in the site of the smaller aggregate. This will tend

to reduce the observed relaxation rate of the smaller

aggregates and increase that of the larger aggregates.

Because of this, the ratio of Tismai/Tlbig should decrease as

the temperature increases (where Tismaii = the Tldd time of a

smaller aggregate and Tibig = the Tlda time of a larger

aggregate).

Using the data in Table 7, the ratio of Tidd[1H] for the

isopropyllithium tetramer to that of the hexamer decreases

from 1.45 at -80.6 C to 0.67 at -4 C. The exchange between

tetramer and hexamer is reducing the effective relxation

time for the hexamer and increasing that of the tetramer.

From Table 10, a similar comparison can be made for the

dipolar relaxation times of n-propyllithium. At -80.6 C, the

ratios of Tldd[iH for the hexamer:octamer:nonamer are 1 :

0.88 : 0.83 and at -53.3 C, the ratio is 1 : 0.99 : 0.87.

Although the magnitude of the change is not as great as in

the isopropyllithium case, the ratios have shifted and the

larger aggregates are relaxing faster at higher temperatures

than they would be in the absense of exchange.

The microviscosity model cannot be used to account for

differences in relaxation between alkyllithium compounds

with unlike alkyl groups. Dipolar relaxation rates are
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affected to a great extent when one alkyl group is

substituted for another. As the number of protons on the a-

carbon increase, the Ti times would be expected to decrease

significantly. A direct comparison is not easily

accomplished, since a change in aggregation state sometimes

accompanies a change in the number of a-protons. Also, the

interaggregate exchange rates are not comparable for

different alkyllithium compounds at equal temperatures.

Finally, the rates for all compounds are much slower at

higher temperatures indicating that t is shorter as

molecular tumbling rates increase.

A significant feature of the data is that the total

relaxation rate is not accounted for by 6Li-proton dipolar

relaxation. In fact, the percentage accounted for (TI/ max x

100) ranges from 15.6% to 57% at -85 C and from 38% to 82.7%

at 30 C as can seen in Tables 6 - 8.

7Li Ti and 6Li quadrupolar relaxation

as a function of R-group and temperature

Quadrupolar relaxation. Any nucleus with a spin I > 1/2

has a quadrupole moment. The interaction of this quadrupole

moment with electric field gradients of electrons is a very

efficient relaxation mechanism. The relaxation time is

calculated as follows in Equation 17 (2_1).

, ; _
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1 (312/10)(2I+3)(1+r)2/3)(e2qQ/h )2

T Q-12{2I -1} 7

Where e2qQ/h = the quadrupole coupling constant.

Quadrupolar relaxation is efficient for environments that

have large electric field gradients. Examples of this would

include nuclei next to covalent bonds and nuclei in electric

fields of low symmetry (not cubic symmetry such as Td, 0 h)
or Ih environments)(21). It is the local symmetry of the

nucleus that is important here, not the point group of the

molecule.

To calculate a value for 8Li T1Q, the 7Li T1 time was

measured for each compound as shown in Tables 10 - 12. The

Arrhenius functions of these data are plotted in Figure 8.

The 7Li T1 times are shortest for the larger aggregates, as

can be seen by comparing the data for n-propyllithium and

isopropyllithium. Although both compounds have the same

molecular weight (for the monomer), n-propyllithium exists

in larger aggregation states, presumably having less

symmetry around the 7Li nucleus and shorter correlation

times. It is interesting to note that the 7Li T1 times for

tert-butyllithium are longer than those of the tetramer of

isopropyllithium. This is an indication of the relative

symmmetry of the 7Li nucleus in the two compounds. If the

symmetry of both compounds was identical, tert-butyllithium

should have the shorter 7Li T. time, because of its higher

..
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molecular weight and shorter correlation time.

Following these measurements, 6 Li T1Q was calculated using

Equation 18.

P 6Li {
2 1

6Li + 3}/{I 26Li[2I6Li1]l 26Li
- [18]

P7Li {2 1 7Li + 3}/{I 27LM[2I7L1-1]} Q27L

Equation 18 is derived from Equation 17, given earlier.

Using values of -8.1 x 10-4 Barns for the quadrupole moment

of 6Li and -4.4 x 10-2 Barns for the quadrupole moment of

7Li, Equation 18 shows a ratio of 638 for ( 6Li T1Q/7Li T1Q)(2

5). Assuming that 7Li relaxes by the quadrupole mechanism

only, the values in Table 10 can be calculated for 6Li T1Q.

The values calculated show that quadrupolar relaxation in

6Li accounts for a large percentage of the observed

relaxation in the 6Li enriched compounds. For n-

propyllithium, 6Li T1Q contributes 48 - 55 percent at both -

85*C and 30*C. In isopropyllithium, the percentage at -85 C

is 19.2 for the hexamer and 8.96 for the tetramer. The

percentage contribution in tert-butyllithium is 9.8 at -85 C

and 9.7 at 30 C. The percentage contribution from

quadrupolar relaxation increases with increasing aggregation

state. The larger aggregates must have stronger electric

field gradients in the region of the 6Li and 7Li nuclei.

This is consistent with the nuclei being in lower symmetry
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molecular weight and shorter correlation time.

Following these measurements, 6Li T1Q was calculated using

Equation 18.

P 6Li { 216Li + 3 }/{ I 26Li[216Li-1] } 26Li

- [18 ]

P 7Li {2 1 7Li + 3}/{I27Li[2I7Li-13} Q27Li

Equation 18 is derived from Equation 17, given earlier.

Using values of -8.1 x 10-4 Barns for the quadrupole moment

of 6Li and -4.4 x 10-2 Barns for the quadrupole moment of

7Li, Equation 18 shows a ratio of 638 for (6 Li T1Q/ 7 Li T1Q)(2-

5). Assuming that 7Li relaxes by the quadrupole mechanism

only, the values in Table 10 can be calculated for 6Li T1Q.

The values calculated show that quadrupolar relaxation in

6Li accounts for a large percentage of the observed

relaxation in the 6Li enriched compounds. For n-

propyllithium, 6Li T1Q contributes 48 - 55 percent at both -

85 C and 30 C. In isopropyllithium, the percentage at -85 C

is 19.2 for the hexamer and 8..96 for the tetramer. The

percentage contribution in tert-butyllithium is 9.8 at -85C

and 9.7 at 30 C. The percentage contribution from

quadrupolar relaxation increases with increasing aggregation

state. The larger aggregates must have stronger electric

field gradients in the region of the 6Li and 7Li nuclei.

This is consistent with the nuclei being in lower symmetry

.. _ 3,__, _..._-
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TABLE 10

7Li Ti AND 6Li T1Q OF 1F n-PROPYLLITHIUM
IN CYCLOPENTANEd

AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE

Temp 7Li T a 6Li T1iQ 
6Li T%

/00 /s /s6L1 T

-80.6 0.0134 0.0001 8.55 27.5 - 42.5

-75.1 0.0143 0.0002 9.12 30.9 - 48.9

-69.6 0.0159 0.0002 10.14 29.1 - 52.2

-64.2 0.0182 0.0003 11.61 33.9 - 52.1

-58.7 0.0215 0.0003 13.72 32.6 - 50.9

-53.3 0.0236 0.0003 15.06 41.8 - 59.4

-47.8 0.0268 0.0002 17.10 44.0 - 53.9

12.3 0.102 0.001 65.08 49.4

17.7 0.109 0.002 69.54 52.1

23.2 0.122 0.002 77.84 52.2
28.7 0.131 0.001 83.58 55.3
30.0 0.128 0.005 81.66 53.3

34.1 0.148 0.002 94.42 43.8

39.6 0.154 0.001 98.25 42.1

45.0 0.170 0.002 108.46 40.6

50.5 0.177 0.005 112.93 18.7

a - at all temperatures the 7Li spectrum of

n-propyllithium shows one peak only.

b -
6Li T1Q = 638 x 7Li Ti

C - %6 Li T1 = 6 Li T1 / 6 Li T1Q x 100. For the low

temperature data, more than one peak exists in the
6Li spectra and the exact percentage cannot be

calculated. The range presented represents a high

and low value, based on the 6Li Ti observed for the

hexamer and nonamer peaks.

d - 99.9 % cyclopentane from Wiley Organics.
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TABLE 11 continued

Temp 7Li Tp ' 6 Li TQb %C
/0C /s /s 6Li T1QTet Hex Tet Hex Tet Hex

- 4.1 0.56 0.20 356.0 128.9 ---- ----
[ 0.04 ] [ 0.02 ]

1.4 0.59 0.22 375.1 140.4 ---- ---
[ 0.05 1 [ 0.04 ]

6.8 0.61 0.24 391.1 151.8 ---- ---
[ 0.06 ] [ 0.015 1

12.3 0.65 0.256 414.1 163.3 ----
[ 0.07 ] [ 0.0001]

23.2 0.710 0.30 453.0 188.8 28.0 - 67.2
[ 0.002 ] [ 0.01 ]

28.7 0.742 0.316 473.4 201.6 29.6 - 69.7
[ 0.003 ] [ 0.002 ]

34.1 0.77 0.338 493.2 215.6 31.0 - 70.9
[ 0.08 ] [ 0.009 ]

45.1 0.84 0.38 533.4 243.7 ----
[ 0.08 ] [ 0.03 ]

50.5 0.87 0.41 553.8 258.4 ---- ---.
[ 0.09 ] [ 0.04 ]

a - at all temperatures the 7Li spectrum of
n-propyllithium shows one peak only.

b - 6Li TiQ = 638 x 7Li Ti

C - %6Li T1Q = 6Li Ti/Li TIQ x 100. For the high
temperature data, only one peak exists in the 'Lispectra and the exact percentage cannot be
calculated. The range presented represents a highand low value, based on the 6Li Ti observed for the
single peak in the sLi spectrum.

d - 99.9 % cyclopentane from Wiley Organics.
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TABLE 12

7Li T1 AND sLi T1Q OF 1F tert-BUTYLLITHIUM
IN CYCLOPENTANEd

AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE

Temp 7Li T a eLi T Q /C
/00 /s /s 6Li T1Q

-70.0 0.80 .02 511.0 7.1-48.0 1.24 .02 793.6 8.6-25.8 1.89 .08 1207.8 7.7
- 3.3 2.43 .07 1552.3 ----
30.5 4.0 .5 2543.1 8.540.8 4.6 .3 2913.7 7.850.8 4.9 .2 3109.9 6.6

a - at all temperatures the 7Li spectrum of
n-propyllithium shows one peak only.

b - 6Li T1Q = 638 x 7Li T1

- %6 Li T1Q = 8Li T1 /6 Li T1$ x 100.

d - 99.9 % cyclopentane from Wiley Organics.

environments, such as that of the hexamer with two

unoccupied sites in its distorted octahedral structure. The
percentage contribution for each aggregate type remains

constant with increasing temperature, in the cases of n-

propyllithium, tert-butyllithium, and isopropyllithium. This

indicates that the correlation times are the same for

quadrupolar and dipolar relaxation mechanisms, as shown in

Equations 8 and 17.
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6Li and 7Li Ti as a function of isotopic abundance

The difference in Ti observed when the isotopic

abundance of 6Li changes from 95.5% to 4.5% is due to the

replacement of nearby 
6 Li atoms with 7Li atoms. This

substitution should cause the Tldd[6Li-7Li] mechanism to become

more efficient. The difference in rates can be analyzed as

shown in Equation 19.

1 1 1 1
- - - - - - [19]

T nat Tleer T1[6Li-7Li]nat T1[6Li-6Li]enr

1 1

T1[6Li-6Li]nat T1[6Li-7Li]enr

In the natural abundance aggregates, only a small

percentage of the 6 Li nuclei are adjacent to one or more 
6 Li

atoms. Because of this, the 6Li-6 Li dipole-dipole mechanism

does not contribute significantly to the relxation of these

6Li nuclei. Similarly, in compounds made from higher

abundance 6Li metal the 6Li-7Li dipole-dipole mechanism is

not effecient. However, in the case of the 6 Li enriched

aggregates, most 6Li nuclei are adjacent to many other 6 Li

atoms and the 6Li-6Li dipole mechanism would be expected to

contribute in this case. The ratio T1dd[6Li-7Li]/T1dd[6Li-6Li] can

be used to calculate the 6 Li-6Li dipole relaxation time

I - -1--l- I 1------.- - ".., 6- , ,, 4 o, "I I
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Figure 8 - Arrhenius plot of the 7Li Ti data presented in
Tables 10 - 12. ( 0) n-propyllithium; ( o, Ae)

isopropyllithium tetramer, hexamer; ( p ) tert-butyllithium.
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by using Equation 20. Equation 20 is derived from Equation 7

given earlier.

Tldd[6Li-6Li] 7Li I7Li( 7Li + 1)
[201

Tldd[6Li-7Li] 7 6Li2 16Li( (6Li + 1

Equation 20 shows that Tldd=6Li-6Li] = 13.08 x Tldd6Li-7Li].

The 6Li and 7Li Ti times were measured for n-

propyllithium, isopropyllithium, and tert-butyllithium at

85 C and 30 C, with both 95.5% and 4.5% 6Li isotopic

abundance. Previously, as cited (1.0), Thomas had measured

6Li Ti times for a series of alkyllithium compounds without

6Li enrichment. These samples were 2F in cyclopentane

solvent. In order to compare the relaxation times of

alkyllithium compounds with and without 6Li enrichment, the

samples used here were also 2F concentation, unlike the

remainder of the study where a 1F concentration was used. In

addition to being consistent with the earlier work of

Thomas, making samples at a second concentration allows us

to study the effect of concentration on 6Li T1 .

A complete set of 6Li and 7Li Ti data at the 2F

concentration is presented here in Tables 13 - 17.

The Tldd(8iI_7L]i times calculated in Table 16 were done

with the asssumption that the last two terms in equation 16

are equal to zero. The Tldd[6Li-7i] values in Table 16 account

for a large percentage of the relaxation in the lower 6Li



TABLE 13

6Li AND 7Li Ti RELAXATION
ALKYLLITHIUM COMPOUNDS

ENRICHED TO 95.5% 6Li

OF

R Temp 6Li T Li Ti 6 Li{ 1H}NOE

Group (C) (Is.) (/s.)

n-Propyl
-85

nonamer 4.2 .9 0.0118 1.94

octamer 3.6 .7 0.0002 1.65

hexamer 4.1 .7 1.53

30 43.5 .2 0.128 .005 2.30

I sopropyl
-85

hexamer 4.2 .2 .0345 .002 2.76

tetramer 10.3 .8 .181 .009 3.29

30 135. 13. 0.7 .1 3.20

tert-Butyl

tetramer

-85 31.3 .9 0.50 .02 3.77

30 202. 27. 3.3 .1 3.81

All samples are 2.OF in cyclopentane.

78
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TABLE 14

6 Li T1 RELAXATION OF
ALKYLLITHIUM COMPOUNDS

WITH 4.5% 6Li

R Temp 6 Li Ti Reference
Group (C) (s.)

n-Propyl
-85

nonamer 2.9 0.2 a
octamer 2.9 0.2 a
hexamer 2 0.1 a

30 19.7 2.3 a

Isopropyl

-85
hexamer 2.5 0.2 b
tetramer 6.4 0.2 a

30 61.0 0.07 a

tert-Butyl

tetramer

-85 22.6 1.4 a

30 97.0 4.4 b

All samples are 2.OF in cyclopentane.
a. Data taken from reference (29)
b. This work.

wry ,, ., ._...
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TABLE 15

6Li{1H} NOE AND TlddH" OF
ALKYLLITHIUM COMPOUNDS

R Temp NOE 6Li{ 1 H} 6Li Tidd1Hb %c

Group (C) ( + 1) (/s.)a

n-Propyl
-85

nonamer
octamer
hexame r

30

Isopropyl
-85

hexamer
tetramer

30

tert-Butyl

tetramer

-85

30

1.94
1.65
1.53

2.30

2.76
3.29

3.20

15.1
18.9
26.0

113.7

8.2
15.3

209.2

19.2
15.3
7.7

17.3

30.1
41.8

29.2

27.7
19.1
15.6

38.3

51.8
67.4

64.8

4

3.77

3.81

37.5

244.6

60.2

39.7

81.5

82.7

a - the 6Li- 1H dipole-dipole relaxation time for

both enriched (95.5% 6Li) and natural abundance

(4.5% 8Li) compounds.

b - N1S- T/Tdd1H} x 100 = the percent contribution

fromi-H dipole-dipole relaxation in natural
abundance (4.5% 6 Li) compounds.

S- {T1oBS- NR//1H} x 100 = the percent contribution

from Li- H dipole-dipole relaxation in enriched

(95.5 % 6 Li) compounds.
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TABLE 16

6Li-7Li and 6Li- 6 Li
DIPOLE - DIPOLE Ti TIMES

R Temp [PNAT - ENR ] -1acT1 [6Li-6Li] d
Group (C) = sd

n-Propyl
-85

nonamer 8.8 33.0 114.8 3.6
octamer 13.6 21.3 177.8 2.0
hexamer 3.7 54.8 47.7 8.5

30 33.3 59.3 434.9 10.0

Isopropyl
-85

hexamer 5.5 45.2 71.5 5.9
tetramer 15.5 41.3 202.6 5.1

30 102.5 59.5 1340.2 10.1

tert-Butyl

tetramer

-85 80.3 28.2 1049.9 3.0

30 172.1 56.4 2251.1 9.0

a -6Li natural abundance compounds

b - 6 Li enriched compounds

C - {T1oBS/Tldd(6Li7L } x 100 = percent
contribution rrom 6Li- 7Li dipole-dipole
relaxation in natural abundance (4.5% 6 Li) compounds.

d - {T1OBSENR/Tldd[6L-6L]} x 100 = percent
contribution from 6Li-6Li dipole-dipole
relaxation in enriched (95.5% 6Li) compounds.

, 
.
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TABLE 17
6Li QUADRUPOLAR RELAXATION
IN ALKYLLITHIUM COMPOUNDS

R Temp 7Li T 6 Li T a %c
Group (C) (/s.) (/s.) xQ

n-Propyl
-85

nonamer 0.0118 7.53 38.5 55.4octamer 0.0118 7.53 38.5 48.0hexamer 0.0118 7.53 26.6 53.8

30 0.1280 81.66 24.1 53.3

Isopropyl
-85

hexamer 0.0345 22.01 11.2 19.2tetramer 0.1810 115.48 5.5 9.0

30 0.7100 452.98 13.5 29.9

tert-Butyl

tetramer

-85 0.499 318.36 7.1 6.7

30 3.279 2092.00 4.6 9.7

a- 6Li T1Q = 638 x 7Li T1. see Eqn. 15.

b - {T1OBS-NAT/T1Q} x 100 = percent contribution
from quadrupolar relaxation in natural abundance
(4.5% 6 Li) compounds.

C - {TioBs-E/TlQ x 100 = percent contribution
from quadrupolar relaxation in enriched
(95.5 % 6 Li) compounds.

NOW"
i
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abundance samples as can be seen in the last column of data.

These percentages were calculated using the the observed 
6Li

T. times for the lower abundance samples {( 6 Li T1 /
6Li Tldd7Li)

x 100}. At -85 C the contribution from this mechanism is

less than at 30 C. At 300C, the contribution is 56-59% for

all R-groups studied. It is interesting to note that for the

lower 6Li abundance samples, the dipolar relaxation due to

6Li-7Li interactions is twice as efficient as dipolar

relaxation due to 6 Li- 1 H interactions. The number of protons

nearby is always greater than the number of 
7Li atoms and

the magnetogyric ratio is 2.6 times as large for protons as

compared to 7Li. Therefore, the greater effectiveness of 7Li

atoms as a 6Li relaxation mechanism must be due to a smaller

inter-nuclear distance or a longer correlation time. Both

explanations are plausible. Adjacent lithium atoms may be as

close as 2.5A approach in alkyllithium compounds in the

solid state. This distance is similar to that measured for

6Li proton inter-nuclear distances(30). The r6 dependence of

dipolar relaxation makes nuclei at short distances very

effective as relaxation dipoles.

The second item mentioned above, a longer correlation

time, is also probable. As tumbling and chemical exchange

take place, the atoms at the outer regions of the molecule

likely undergo complicated motions resulting in correlation

times that are shorter than those close to the center of

mass.
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Also listed in Table 16 are the calculated values of

Tldd[6Li-sLi] for the 6 Li enriched compounds. These values were

calculated using Equation 20. Unlike the Tdd[6Li-7Li] values

for the natural abundance compounds, the sLi-6Li dipolar

relaxation mechanism does not account for a large percentage

of the observed relaxation in the enriched compounds. The

percent contribution is higher at 30 C than at -85 C for

the three R-groups studied.

6Li- 7 Li Tldd for a single pair of nuclei

The structure of tetrameric tert-butyllithium is known

to be tetrahedral (12). The detailed structures of other

organolithium aggregates are not known as well, or in some

cases, at all. For a tetrahedral tetramer, any lithium atom

will have three lithium neighbors at equal distances. With

this knowledge and the Ti data given in this chapter, a

value for the single pair 6 Li- 7 Li Tldd can be calculated, as

can the 6 Li- 6 Li single pair TWO. For tert-butyllithium made

from enriched metal, five types of tetramers (isotopomers)

exist as shown in Table 18. The third and fourth columns

give the mole fraction of 6Li and 7Li contained in each of

these five tetramers. As can be seen, only four of these

tetramers contain 6Li nuclei. These are seen in the 6Li NMR

spectrum, with the signal being due to tetramers with four

6Li nuclei (87.2%), with three 6Li nuclei (12.3%), with two

"POW*
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TABLE 18

MOLE FRACTIONS OF DIFFERENT LITHIUM ISOTOPES
FOUND IN tert-BUTYLLITHIUM TETRAMERS

MADE FROM ENRICHED 6 Li.

Isotopomer Probability X6Li X7Li

For samples made from 4.5% 7Li

R4
6 Li4  0.8325 0.8715 0

R4
6Li37Lj 0.1562 0.1226 0.8702

R46Li2 7 L12  0.0110 0.0058 0.1226

R4
6Li7Li3  0.0003 0.0001 0.0050

R4
7 Li4  0.0001 0 0.0022

For samples made from 4.5% 6 Li:

R4
6Li4  0.0001 0.0022 0

R4
6Li3

7Li 0.0003 0.0050 0.0001

R4
6Lj27L12  0.0110 0.1226 0.0058

R46Li7Li3  0.1562 0.8702 0.1226

R4
7 Li4  0.8325 0 0.8715

6Li nuclei (0.6%), and those with one 6 Li nucleus (0.01%).

These calculations were done assuming a random distribution

of 6Li among the possible isotopomers. The sum of all 6 Li-
7Li Tldd times for a specific tetramer, is given by Equation

21.
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E(1/TMdOMLi) = XLlN7Li/T1dd7Li [211

where N?Li = the number of 7Li nuclei in the tetramer.

Using this equation, the following four equations can be

written for natural abundance and enriched tert-

butyllithium.

For the enriched sample:

E( 1/Tiaag7ji)

E( 1/Tiaasti]

= (.0001)[ 3 /Tldd7Li] + (.OO 5 8 )[2 /Tldd7Li] +

( .l2 2 6 )[l/TIdd7LiI

= (.1 3 4 5 )[l/Tldd7Li

= (.OO 5 8 )[l/Tldd6LI] + (.l 2 2 6 )[2 /Tldd6Li] +

(.8 7 15)[/Tldd6Li I

= (2.8 6 5 5 )[l/Tdd6LI]

For the lower abundance sample:

E(1/T ) = (0050)[l/Tdd7Lil + (.1 2 2 6 )[2 /Tdd7Ll] +

( . 8 7 02) [ 3 /Taa7il

= (2 .8 6l)[l/Tldd7Lll

[221

[23]

[241
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E(1/T1dd6Li) = (.00 2 2 )[3 /Tdd6LiI + (.0050)[ 2 /T1dd6Li] +

( .12 2 6 )[1/TlddGLi]

= (.1 3 9 2 )[l/Tlddjel] [25]

Making the substitution 1/Tldd6LiG-Li = 1/(13.1 Tldd7Li6Li)

(from Equation 18) into Equations 20 and 22 , Equations 22 -

25 are now in terms of only one variable, T1dd6Li-7Li*

Equations 22 and 23 can be combined as can Equations 24 and

25. The difference in Ti times for the two samples is

calculated to be 2.52 x 1/T1dd6Li-7Li. In Table 19, T1ddGLi-7Li

for single pairs of nuclei have been calculated at low and

TABLE 19

Tldd6Li_7L FOR SINGLE PAIRS
OF NUCLEI IN tert-BUTYLLITHIUM

TEMP T1ENR T1NAT Tldd6Li-7Li

-85 C 31.2 22.6 206.6

30 C 202.3 97.0 469.6

high temperature. These values along with knowledge of the

quadrupole constant for tert-butyllithium leads to the

calculation of Li-Li distances in the aggregate as follows.

Brown and Ladd calculated a value of 0.14 MHz for the
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quadrupolar coupling constant, e 2qQ/h, in a toluene solution

of tert-butyllithium (31), based on the temperature

dependence of 7Li Ti relaxation.

As pointed out in a later paper by Jackman,

Scarmoutzos, and Debrosse (32), effective correlation times

must be known before T. data can be used to calculate

quadrupolar coupling constants.

For tetrameric tert-butyllithium, M = 252.4 g/mol and

the density, p = 0.85 g/cm3 . When these values are

substituted in Equation 12, the molecular volume, V. = 3.65

x 10-22 cm3 . From Equation 14, the molecular radius, r =

4.43 A. The microviscosity factor fr = 0.113 for tert-

butyllithium in cyclopentane from Equation 13. These

calculations lead to a correlation time, t = 4.3 x 10-10s at

300C (n = .40 cp for cyclopentane at 30C (33)). Gutowski

has suggested that rC values calculated in this manner need

to be multiplied by a correction factor of 1/10, which was

obtained empirically from studies on a series of nitrogen

containing compounds (34). Substituting this value (with the

Gutowski correction) into Equation 7 and rearranging this

equation leads to the following calculation for the Li-Li

distance in tert-butyllithium.

= ]2 7s2 h2 S(S+1) [

3 p d6i7i
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With the P dd(6Li_7Li] = 1/469.6 s-1 at 30 C, Equation 26

predicts an r value of 2.28 A at 30 C.

The value of t, at -85 C can be calculated from 7 Li T1

data and rC at 30 C from the following equation.

c,+30 7 i T1,-8s
[271

zc,-85 7Li T1,+30

From Equation 27 above, the ratio of 6Li-7Li distances at -

85 C and 30 C (r6 -85/r
6 +30 ) can be calculated using

Equation 28.

r6-85 _c,-85_ Tldd[6Li-7Li],-85
x

r6+30 tc ,+30  Tldd[6Li-7Li],+30

7Li T1,+30  Tldd[6Li-7Li],-85
= x [ 28 ]
7Li T1,85  Tldd[6Li-7Li],+30

From this equation, r6_8 5 = 2.89 - r6 +3 0 , or r-85 = 1.19 -*r+30.

With r+30 = 2.28A, the internuclear distance at -85C is

calculated to be 2.72A.' These numbers will likely have small

error bounds because of the r6 dependence in Equation 26. An

error bound of 20 % on the measured T1 values will be

reduced to 3-4 % in rLiL4 when raised to the 1/6 power. As

all of the Ti data have error bounds of t 10 %, an error

bound of 5 % is reasonable for rLiLI. There will be an error
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associated with the microviscosity calculations above and

the magnitude of this error should be small based on the

corrections made in the manner of Gutowski, as cited above.

These values for the 6 Li- 7 Li distance in tert-

butyllithium are in aggreement with the range of values

reported for organolithium compounds in the solid state. A

review of x-ray structural analysis of organolithium

compounds has been given by Schleyer (35). Schleyer reports

Li-Li distances ranging from 2 - 3.5 A, depending on R-

groups and type of solvent coordination. Methyllithium and

ethyllithium tetramers are known to adopt tetrahedral

structures with Li-Li distances ranging from 2.42 to 2.63 A

(average of 2.56 A) (36)(37)(38)(32).

The shorter sLi- 6Li internuclear distance at higher

temperature is suggestive of an alternate molecular

geometry. A shorter distance is in agreement with the dimer

geometry proposed as a transition state geometry in the

fluxional exchange of the tert-butyllithium tetramer (18).

6Li and 7Li Ti in different hydrocarbon solvents

As an initial study of the relaxation behavior of tert-

butyllithium, a series of Ti measurements were made over the

temperature range -85 C to 50 C. The solvent chosen for this

study was cyclopentane from EMI. The data collected are

shown in Table 20. As can be seen, the trend of the data
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TABLE 20

6Li Ti TIMES AND NOE OF
tert-BUTYLLITHIUM IN EMI CYCLOPENTANEa

{6Li ENRICHED TO 95.5%}

TEMP 6Li T1  
6Li{ 1H} NOE 6Li Tldd

C EMI-CPa (n +1) (Is.)

-88.5 24.6 2.2 3.10 39.8

-74.5 42.2 1.8 3.64 54.3

-69.7 52.7 t 4.2 3.80 63.9

-65.4 41.9 3.3 3.62 54.3

-58.6 58.6 2.5 3.92 68.2

-39.5 91.5 1.6 3.26 137.5

-23.9 102.0 14.0 3.82 122.9

- 3.1 110.0 t 9.0 3.80 133.5

12.5 188.0 t 24.0 3.80 228.1

17.6 202.0. 38.0 3.84 241.6

22.8 223.7 t 27.0 3.52 301.6

29.0 218.5 4.7 4.19 232.7

33.2 152.2 t 10.1 3.76 187.3

39.4 28.9 4.1 3.56 38.4

45.9 16.5 t 4.0 2.50 32.4

49.5 6.4 1.0 1.54 40.3

51.8 3.9 1.3 1.29 45.7

a - Cyclopentane from EMI containing 8%

2,2 - dimethylbutane

from -85 C to 300C is as expected. The plot in Figure 9 is

linear until 30*C. However, above this temperature, the Ti

time decreases dramatically with temperature. This type of

behavior is expected if spin rotation is the major

relaxation mechanism, but not otherwise. Calculating Ti

times from the individual mechanisms instead of the

resultant overall Ti will indicate if this behavior appears

only in the spin-rotation contribution.
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Figure 9 - Arrhenius plots of 6Li TI of enriched tert-
butyllithium in cyclopentane from EMI containing 7% 2,2-

dimethylbutane.
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The 6 Li- 1 H Tldd times are shown in Table 20, along with

NOE data that was used in the calculations. The unexpected

result in these data is the decrease in Tldd at temperatures

above 30 C. This result is unusual and indicates a change in

relaxation parameters with temperature. The possibilities

include a change in the number of protons interacting with

6Li, a shorter 6Li-1H internuclear distance, a longer

correlation time, and solvent-aggregate cross-relaxation.

The last possibility can be tested, using NOE

measurements. If cross relaxation is taking place between

the protons of the solvent and the 
6 Li nuclei of the

aggregate, then irradiation of the solvent protons will

cause an NOE enhancement of the 
6Li resonance. In addition,

the total observed 
6 Li-1H dipole-dipole relaxation rate is

equal to the sum of the individual rates from each type of

proton causing relxation. The NOE's observed from the

selective irradiation of each proton peak (Q1) are related

to the NOE observed when the entire proton spectrum is

irradiated (n ToTAL) in the following way.

1TOTAL -
[291

Equation 29 is derived from Equation 4 shown earlier. This

relationship can be used to account for the total dipolar

relaxation rate by comparing the results from individual

experiments (the right side of Equation 29) with a single

experiment using WALTZ decoupling covering the entire proton
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spectrum. If the results are equal, then all 
of the relaxation

has been accounted for.

This selective NOE experiment was performed on a 1F

sample of tert-butyllithium in EMI cyclopentane at 45*C. Table

21 shows the chemical shifts of the proton peaks that were

irradiated along with the observed enhancements. An 1H NMR

analysis of the solvent as received showed that the

composition of the solvent system was 92% 
cyclopentane and 8%

2,2-dimethylbutane. The boiling points of both components are

49 C. As both components were hydrocarbons with the same

boiling point and similar molecular wieght, the DMB impurity

was not expected to alter the shape of the T1 versus

temperature curve for tert-butyllithium. The proton

assignments are given in Figure 10 to aid in the

interpretation of Table 21. The results presented above

indicate clearly that there is significant relaxation from

solvent solute dipolar interactions and that the small amount

of DMB in the solvent mixture is responsible for 38.4 percent

of the observed 6Li- 1 H dipole-dipole relaxation. This data led

to the following project, designed to study the relaxation of

tert-butyllithium in two pure solvents (cyclopentane and 2,2-

dimethylbutane). The objective is to determine the cause of

the observed short relaxation times at higher temperatures and

compare the relative relaxation rates in the two solvents.

Samples of tert-butyllithium were made in 2,2-

dimethylbutane for comparison with cyclopentane. The
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TABLE 21

SELECTIVE 
6Li{H} 1) VALUES

FOR tert-BUTYLLITHIUM
IN EMI CYCLOPENTANEa

81H ASSIGNMENT % T1

0.85 DMB - CH3
0.86 DMB - C(CH3)3  0.28 28.3

1.03 TBU - CH3  0.38 38.4

1.24 DMB - CH 2  0.10 10.1

1.50 CP - CH2  0.23 23.2

a - Cyclopentane from EMI is a mixture of 8%

2,2 - dimethylbutane in cyclopentane.

b -1 x 100 =. percent of total 6Li-1H

dipole-dipole relaxation.

1.8 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 PPM

Figure 10 - 1H spectrum of tert-butyllithium, 1F, in

cyclopentane from EMI, containing 8% 2,2 -dimethylbutane.

Assignments are given above in Table 21.
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concentration used was 1F. A series of T1 measurements were

made along with proton NOE measurements over 
the temperature

range -70 C to 500C.

The 6Li Ti times are given below in Table 22, along

with a plot of the data in Figure 10. As can be seen, the .T1

behavior is different in the two solvents. In cyclopentane,

the straight line observed in Figure 11 is understandable,

indicating an increase in Ti with temperature as rc

decreases. The small decrease above 40C is most likely due

to spin rotation relaxation. The relaxation in

TABLE 22

6Li Ti TIMES OF tert-BUTYLLITHIUM IN
2,2-DIMETHYLBUTANE

{6Li ENRICHED TO 95.5%}

TEMP 
6Li T1

0C DMBa

-70.0 24.5 1.9
-48.0 37.0 4.8

-25.8 60.3 3.2

30.5 122.4 8.6

40.8 16.8 4.6

50.8 11.0 2.0

a - 2,2-dimethylbutane 99% (FLUKA)

dimethylbutane is in contrast to that in cyclopentane,

showing a dramatic decrease in Ti above 300C. This is in

aggreement with the trend noticed earlier for the DMB-CP
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solvent mixture. It would seem that the unususal relaxation

behavior occurs when 2,2-dimethylbutane 
is present.

At temperatures below 30 C, T1 is always shorter in

DMB. The ratio TlCP/T1DMB is in the range 1.5 - 1.8. A smaller

value for r, in cyclopentane would 
explain this observation.

This is not a likely explanation, however, as the

macroscopic viscosity of cyclopentane 
is higher by a factor

of 1.19 (cyclopentane has a viscosity 
of 0.416 cp at 25C

and 2,2-dimethylbutane has a viscosity of 0.351 cp at 25C

)(40), indicating a slower tumbling rate for solutes in

cyclopentane, as compared with dimethylbutane. If the

correlation times are significantly different 
in the two

solvents, the 7Li Ti times would be different also. The

expected ratio of 
7Li Ti"S in the solvents would be as shown

here, assuming 7Li relaxes only through quadrupolar

relaxation.

T17LiDMB tc,CP[30

T17Li,CP Zc,DMB

The 7Li Ti times are given in Table 23, along with the

plotted data in Figure 12. The data does not indicate a

difference in correlation time or as seen for 
6 Li, a

decrease in Ti at higher temperatures. The decrease in 6Li T
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and Tldd are not the result of a varying correlation time, 
as

shown by 7Li Ti data. Yet, the calculated Tldd does decrease

TABLE 23

7Li Ti TIMES OF tert-BUTYLLITHIUM IN
2,2-DIMETHYLBUTANE

{6Li ENRICHED TO 95.5%}

TEMP 7Li Ti
0C DMBa

-70.0 0.67 t .05

-48.0 1.23 .07

-25.8 1.97 .02

- 3.3 2.71 .08

30.5 4.0 .4
40.8 4.2 .2

50.8 4.9 .2

a - 2,2-dimethylbutane 99% (FLUKA)

at temperatures above 30C. Also, Tldd is always smaller in

DMB (by a factor of 1.4 below 30*C).This suggests that the

ratio rC/rL lliis not the same for tert-butyllithium in the

two solvents or that the number of 
6Li-1H dipolar

interactions is greater in 2,2-dimethylbutane. This

reasoning accounts for the shorter T1 times observed in DMB

below 30 C, but does not address the change in T1 behavior

at higher temperatures.

In Table 24, 6 Li-1 H NOE measurements are shown. The

contribution from proton dipolar relaxation is listed as a

percentage in Table 24. Table 25 shows the 6 Li- 1 H Tldd times

calculated for solutions in dimethylbutane, using the NOE

and TiOBS data. In dimethylbutane, 6Li Tldd times decrease at
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temperatures above 30C. In addition, for the sample in

cyclopentane (see Table 12), the temperature dependence of

Tldd is not unusual, showing an exponential increase with

temperature. The short 
6Li Ti times at high temperature for

tert-butyllithium in 2,2-dimethylbutane are extremely

unusual.

To explain the decreasing 
6Li Tldd in DMB, the following

argument is used. The observed relaxation time (Tldd) is the

time wieghted average of two or more relaxation times (Tjdd

), where each contributing Tldd is the relaxation time of a

different molecular geometry and.f; is the fraction of time

the nucleus spends in the ith geometry. The observed

relaxation time is then related to the T1 times of two

individual geometries in the following Equation.

1 1 1,
-- =fa + f [311
Tldd T lda T ddb

This type of relaxation behavior has been treated

theoretically by Leigh (41)(42)(43) and experimental data on

the relaxation of 111Cd has been analyzed using this

technique by Ellis (4)(45). If the two geometries are in

equilibrium, then Keq=- fbX/fay where the superscripts refer

to the stoichiometric number of nuclei in each aggregate. A

change in temperature would cause a shift in Keq and a

-Wlpl imm-INMENO plowl FAMOMMMAIM"
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TABLE 24

6Li{1H} NOEb OF tert-BUTYLLITHIUM IN

2,2-DIMETHYLBUTANE
{6Li ENRICHED TO 95.5%}

TEMP + 1 %C
*C DMBa

-70.0 3.58 75.9

-48.0 3.29 67.4

-25.8 3.40 70.6

30.5 3.39 70.3

40.8 3.05 60.3

50.8 1.72 21.2

a - 2,2-dimethylbutane 99% (FLUKA)

b - NOE = I/I0 = n + 1 see Equation 5.

c - sf/4 x 100 = percent contribution from

Li H dipole-dipole relaxation.

TABLE 25

T -b OF tert-BUTYLLITHIUM IN
dd(6Li-1Hi ,2-DIMETHYLBUTANE

{ 6Li ENRICHED TO 95.5%}

TEMP Tldd%C

0C DMBa

-70.0 32.3 75.9

-48.0 54.9 67.4

-25.8 85.4 70.6

30.5 174.0 70.3

40.8 27.8 60.3

50.8 21.7 50.6

a - 2,2-dimethylbutane 99% (FLUKA)

b - Tldd max x Tlobs

C - s/1 x 100 = percent contribution from

6Li H dipole-dipole relaxation.
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subsequent change in relaxation time Tidde. A decreasing Tldd

with temperature would indicate a shift in equilibrium

towards a species with faster relaxation at higher

temperatures.

In tert-butyllithium, slow interaggregate exchange is

known to take place at room temperature(4
6 ). Also, above -

9 C, the tetramer is in the fast fluxional mode relative to

the NMR timescale. Thomas and Clarke have measured the rates

of fluxionality, using lineshape analysis and the modified

Bloch equations. Above - 9 C, the a-carbon resonance appears

as a nine-line multiplet at 10.8 ppm, indicating that the

13C is coupled to four equivalent 
6Li nuclei. This defines

the NMR timescale. Although the a-carbon is only coupled to

three 6Li nuclei at a given time, the fast exchange process

averages all coupling interactions in the 13C spectrum.

Both of these exchange processes involve changes in

molecular geometry. Three models for fluxional exchange have

been proposed by Clarke and Thomas (12). These models are

shown in Figure 13. The open ring and dimer models for

fluxional exchange involve structures that allow for greater

solvent interaction (middle and bottom models -in Figure 13).

The close association of protons from the three methyl

groups of 2,2-dimethylbutane with 
6Li nuclei of a more open

structure for tert-butyllithium, as shown in Figure 14,

would cause a reduction in Ti as seen in these data. If this

hypothesis is true, a change in the NOE due to solvent
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protons with 
6Li should be seen between 30C 

and 45C, when

the reduction in TI time is seen.

To test this prediction, two heteronuclear NOE

experiments (HOESY) were run using the 
technique of Bauer

and Schleyer. Two HOESY contour plots are shown in 
Figure

15. The bottom experiment was run at 
30C and the top

experiment at 45 C. The cross 
peaks show NOE correlations

between the proton and 
6Li resonances plotted along the

sides of the two dimensional map. 
Clearly, it can be seen

now that the low temperature experiment 
shows NOE

contribution only from the 1-protons on the tert-

butyllithium teramer ( at 1.0 ppm) and at 45*C, a

correlation appears between the 6 Li peak and the methyl

proton peak on the 2,2-dimethylbutane 
( at .86 ppm). This

supports the idea of a change in geometry 
at higher

temperature, allowing greater solvent 
interaction with 

6Li

nuclei. A single trace from the higher temperature 
HOESY

spectrum is shown in Figure 16. The trace is across the F2

dimension and shows the 
6Li-1H correlations as well as their

relative S/N. In the trace, peaks that are below the

threshold in a contour plot would still be 
seen. The mixing

time used in acquiring these spectra was 
1 sec.

The 6Li-1H dipole-dipole mechanism is clearly

exhibiting unusual temperature dependence, 
but this is not

true of all the mechanisms. The quadrupolar relaxation time

6Li T1Q is equal to 638 x 'Li Ti and shows no decrease at
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higher temperatures. After subtracting the individual 
rates

for Tiddli and T1Q from the observed T1 , the remaining

relaxation TiOther is shown in Table 26. Tlother includes

relxatondethresnT1a
contributions from Tisr and Tldd6Li-6Li. The decreasing T1 at

high temperature is most 
likely due to spin rotation. 

The

fact that Tiother is smaller in 2,2-dimethylbutane indicates a

change in moment of inertia 
or a larger spin rotation

coupling constant. Either of these changes is indicative of

a change in geometry. In addition, a shorter value for Tisr

would suggest a larger moment of inertia and 
a more open or

larger structure. At lower temperatures, the shorter Tiother

times in DMB indicate a difference 
in efficiency of the 6Li-

6Li Tldd mechanism. In the solid state Schleyer 
has shown a

range of 
6Li-6 Li distances of 2.1 - 3.2A in both tetrahedral

tetramers and octahedral hexamers. 
In addition, all 6Li-6Li

distances are not necessarily equivalent 
within a given

compound. Because there is no lithium-lithium bonding 
within

these structures, they are easily distorted to accommodate

attached alkyl groups or coordinated 
solvent molecules. It

is speculative to predict what 
the differences in solvation

might be in the two solvents. Clearly, at higher

temperatures, there are dipolar interactions between 
DMB and

6Li nuclei. At lower temperatures, a change of 30% in the

internuclear distance would account the 
observed difference

in Tlother*
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TABLE 26

T1OTHER0 OF tert-BUTYLLITHIUM IN

2, 2-DIMETHYLBUTANE AND CYCLOPENTANNE
{6Li ENRICHED TO 95.5%}

TEMP T1-OTHER %d TbOTHERC ad

0C DMBa CP

-70.0 134.5 18.2 446.9 7.1

-48.0 132.6 27.9 708.8 8.6

-25.8 245.9 24.5 631.1 7.7

30.5 493.0 24.8 2403.3 8.5

40.8 42.8 39.1 2530.7 9.4

50.8 22.4 49.0 821.8 7.0

a - 2,2-dimethylbutane 99% (FLUKA)

b - cyclopentane 99.9% (WILEY ORGANICS)

C - T-OTHER = the relaxation time not accounted

for in 6Li Tldd[6Li-1H] or 6 Li T1Q.

d - T1/T1OTHER x 100 = percent contribution

from relaxation mechanisms other than 
those

listed in Tables 8 - 11.

Spin-rotation contributions to T1

The nuclear magnetic moment and the molecular 
magnetic

moment can couple with a spin-rotation coupling 
constant C.

If C is modulated by segmental motion or overall 
tumbling in

a molecule, this is a source of relaxation. The equations

describing this mechanism are given here 
(21).

1 2 Ir kTC2 tSR [32

TisR h2
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One unususal aspect of spin rotation is the temperature

dependence which is opposite that of other relaxation

mechanisms. Spin-rotation relaxation becomes more effective

at higher temperatures where the T1 times from other

mechanisms are long. This inverse temperature dependence is

shown here in the relationship of t' and t sr first developed

by Hubbard(4i).

tctsr Ir /6 T [331

Where Ir = the moment of inertia about an axis r.

Often Tisr is calculated by using Hubbard's relation along

with Tldd measurements. Little is known about this mechanism

in general, however Tisr times have been measured for several

carbon-proton systems(48). The spin rotation mechanism is

not expected to play a significant part at low temperature,

but may become important at higher temperatures. If T1sR is

on the order of other T. times, a plot of lnT1 vs 1000/T

will not produce a straight line due to the inverse

temperature dependence of tr and tSR. An example of this type

of behavior is the work of Gillen, Schwartz, and Noggle on

methyl iodide(49). All of the observed relaxation can be

accounted for without evoking the use spin rotation, except

in the case of tert-butyllithium in 2,2-dimethylbutane.
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Chemical shift anisotropy

and scalar coupling contributions to T1

Both of these mechanisms are 
dependent on the field

strength of the magnet and any field dependence 
of T1 is a

result of one or both of these 
mechanisms.

Chemical shift anisotrpy - The chemical shift observed

in solution where tumbling is isotropic has two components

al. and a , the shielding perpendicular and 
parallel to the

magnetic field, respectively. If there is a large difference

in shielding as represented by these two components,

modulation of the shielding tensor 
will cause relaxation.

The rate is also dependent on field 
strength as can be seen

in Equation 34 (21).

- 2/15 s 7ABO2 A02% 
[341

TisA

The difference in shielding (Aa) is generally no larger than

the chemical shift range of the nucleus 
under study.

The relaxation rate due to chemical shift anisotropy is

expected to be very small because 
of the small chemical

shift range of both 6Li and 7Li (50). To verify this,

Equation 7 can be used to calculate 
a reasonable minimum

value for TIcSA. If A O = 2ppm (88 Hz), B02 = (7.04 T)2, z =

10-12s, then T1CSA = 3.25 x 106 s. This number is four orders

of magnitude larger than any of the observed 
6Li T1 times
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and therefore is not an operative mechanism to 
any

significant degree. Fraenkel has reported the 
occurance of

13C chemical shift anisotropy in 1-lithio-6-3,3-dimethyl-l-

butyne in THF (51). This does not imply that chemical 
shift

anisotropy is important for 
6Li relaxation.

Scalar coupling - Two mechanisms for relaxation by

scalar coupling exist. The first situation is the coupling

of the observed nucleus to a nucleus that has an extremely

short T. time. The second nucleus acts as a relaxation sink

for the observed nucleus. This is known as scalar relaxation

of the first kind and the spin of the unobserved nucleus is

said to be time dependent. Examples of this are rare but

would include 1 3 C attached to 7 9Br. The 7 9Br acts as a

relaxation sink for the 1
3C(52). This mechanism is operative

in this example because of the close 
resonance frequencies

of both nuclei (25.145 and 25.130 MHz at 
2.2 T). In most

situations, the resonant frequencies are far too 
different

to cause significant relaxation as can be seen from

inspection of Eqn. 10. Scalar coupling is responsible,

however, for broadening of spin-1/ 2 nuclei coupled to

quadrupolar nuclei such as '
4N and 11B (53)(54).

1 8/3 2  J2  I {IX+1}is[3
_Ts_ _+_{_ _-_s[35]

T~sc 1 + {u x-u A}TzSC
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This type of line broadening 
should be seen in the 

13C

spectra of organolithium 
compounds made with 

7Li metal.

Harris (5_3) uses the parameter w = 10rJT 1 to characterize

this broadening, where T1 is the relaxation time of the

faster relaxing quadrupolar nucleus 
and J is the spin-spin

coupling constant. For w <_40, some broadening is noticed.

In general, the broadest peaks are those 
with the smallest

values of w. Complete collapse 
of multiplets, referred to 

as

self-decoupling, occurs at approximately w = 4.

The 13( spectra of organolithium compounds 
made with 

7Li

often do not show resolved 
13C- 7Li coupling for a-carbon

resonances. This is in aggreement with Harris' parameter 
w.

For n-propyllithium, with a '
3C- 7Li coupling constant of 8.4

Hz( for the hexamer) and a 
7Li T1 of 0.012 s( Table 17), w =

3.17. This is well below the value of w = 4 for complete

self-decoupling of 7Li from 13C.

The second type of scalar relaxation 
arises when JA is

time dependent, as in chemical exchange. However, once again

the resonance frequencies must be 
similar. The correlation

time, 're, in the first case is the T1 time of the relaxation

sink nucleus and in the second case, 
rC is the exchange

lifetime. In the situation where exchange is taking place

and the resonance frequencies of the 
species are

significantly different, the scalar mechanism is inoperative

and the observed relaxation time is the time weighted

average of the T1 times of the individual sites as shown by
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Liegh(5_5_)(5_6_).

Scalar coupling, is not expected to have an effect due

to small J coupling between 6 Li and 1H, 6Li, or 7 Li nuclei.

The observation of large 
6Li{1H} NOE values, with the

exception of n-propyllithium, is supportive of this. 
6Li- 1H

scalar coupling would diminish the observed NOE enhancements

(20)). Additional support is gained from the fact that the

observed relaxation is accounted for without scalar

coupling.

To test these predictions about the chemical shift

anisotropy and scalar coupling mechanisms, 
6Li Ti was

measured at two field strengths (2.1 T and 7.04 T), using a

iF sample of tert-butyllithium in cyclopentane(EMI). From

Equation 34 the ratio of T1cSA,7.04T/TcsA,2.1T = (2.1/7.04)2 -

1/11.24. The CSA mechanism should be 11.24 times as

effective at the higher field strength. In addition, the

difference in Ti measured at two field strengths is a

function of both the scalar coupling and chemical shift

anisotropy mechanisms as shown here by Equation 36.

1 1 1 1 1 1
- .. - = - - - + - - - [36]

T17.OT T12. 1T Tsc,7.lT Tisc,2.,T TCSA,7.1T TcsA,2.,T

Where the subscripts refer to the SC and CSA mechanisms

at the two field strengths ( 2.1T and 7.04 T)
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The 6Li Ti for tert-butyllithium at 2.1 Tesla was

measured at -85 C and at 35 C. At -85 C T1 = 29.3 s and at

35C, T1 = 106.3 s. These data should be compared 
with the

values in Table 20 for tert-butyllithium in 
EMI cyclopentane

at 7.04 Tesla. The exptrapolated 
value for -85*C from Table

20 is 28.4 2. The extrapolated value from 
Table 20 for

35 C is 93.3 t 10. At both the low and high temperatures

there is little difference in the 6Li Ti times with a change

in field strength. This suggests that for tert-butyllithium

the chemical shift anisotropy 
and scalar coupling mechanims

are not operative in this compound 
as predicted. Additional

evidence is given by the 
6Li{ 1H} NOE values at 2.1 Tesla,

which are 2.9 at +35*C and 3.7 at -85 C, essentially the

same as at higher field.

Although the 6 Li and 7Li Ti's of the two remaning

compounds (n-propyllithium and isopropyllithium) 
were not

measured at 2.1 T, the observed 
6Li T1 relaxation of these

compounds, at high temperature, was accounted 
for by the

other mechanisms identified.

Summary

6 Li T. relaxation in alkyllithium compounds 
is unique

among quadrupolar nuclei, partially 
because of the geometric

and kinetic environment in which these nuclei reside and

partially because of the nuclear 
magnetic and electrical
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properties of 
6 Li. In all compounds presented 

here, the

contribution from dipolar relaxation 
with protons is

significant, with the Tldd[lu] times generally being smaller

for those compounds with more 
protons on the a-carbon. In

the natural abundance 
6Li compounds, relaxation with nearby

7Li nuclei is nearly as efficient as 6Li-1H dipolar

relaxation. 
6Li quadrupolar relaxation accounts 

for 9.8 to

55 percent of the observed rates, 
with the larger aggregates

relaxing relatively faster with 
higher contributions from

T1 . No contribution was seen 
from scalar coupling, 

chemical

shift anisotropy, or spin-rotation mechanisms (in

cyclopentane) at the temperatures and field strengths

studied. In cases where interaggregate exchange 
is

occurring, the correlation times do not follow 
a simple

model, based on microviscosity, with the ratio of T1 times

for small : large aggregates being smaller at high

temperatures than at low temperatures. 
This is an indication

of exchange contributions to the observed relaxation. The

relative contributions for each compound 
studied are

summarized in Table 27.

Experimental

Sample Preparation. Samples of n-propyllithium,

isopropyllithium, and tert-butyllithium were prepared 
via

the bis(alkyl)mercury compound as described in Chapter one.
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TABLE 27

PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUTION OF

RELAXATION MECHANISMS

R - Group Tldd Tldd Tldd
6Li-1H 6Li-6Li 6Li-7Li

T 1Q
6Li

TOTAL REMAINING

PART A - 6Li ENRICHED COMPOUNDS

n-propyl
-85 C

nonamer
octamer
hexame r
300C
one peak

isopropyl
-85 C

tetramer
hexamer
300C
one peak

tert-butyl
-85*C
tetramer
30C
tetramer

28
19
16

38

67
52

4
2
9

10

5
6

65 10

82 3

83 9

55
48
54

87
69
79

-- 53 101

-- 9

-- 19

81
77

-- 30 105

-- 7 92.

-- 10 102

PART B - NATURAL ABUNDANCE 
6Li

n-propyl
-85 C
nonamer
octamer
hexame r
30 C
one peak

isopropyl
-85*C
tetramer
hexamer
30 C
one peak

tert-butyl
-85 C
tetramer

30 C
tetramer

19
15
8

17

30
42

29

60

33
21
55

COMPOUNDS

39 91
39 75
27 90

-- 59 24 100

45
41

-- 60

11
6

14 103

-- 28 7 95

40 -- 56 5 101

13
31
21

-1

19
23

-5

8

-2

86
89

9
25
10

0

14
11

-3

5

-1
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NMR sample tubes were prepared 
to be 2F in alkyllithium

compound. The total sample volume was 
3.1 ml in each case

and 6.2 mmol of alkyllithium compound 
was used. The solvent

used for isotopic abundance studies 
was 99.9% cyclopentane

(Wiley Organics). For studies on the solvent 
and temperature

dependence of 
6Li T1 in tert-butyllithium, samples were made

using three solvents. The first solvent was 99.9%

cyclopentane. The second 2-2-dimethylbutane 
and the third a

mixture of 92% cyclopentane with 8% 
2-2-dimethylbutane.

prior to use, the solvent were dried over MgSO4 
and then

LiAlH4 . Following this, the solvents were transferred on the

vacuum line into glass vessels fitted with Roto-Flo

stopcocks for degassing. A minimum of five freeze-pump-thaw

cycles was used to degass each solvent 
sample. Each sample

tube was made by adding 6.2 mmol of alkyllithium compound to

a 10mm NMR tube in an argon filled glove box. To this tube,

solvent was added to give a total volume 
of 3.1 ml. This

volume was chosen to maximize the concentration 
of'sample in

the region of the receiver coils in the NMR 
probe. After

adding solvent, the NMR tube was fitted with a stopock and

transfered to a vacuum line. After degassing, using a-

minimum of five freeze-pump-thaw cycles, the tube was sealed

while frozen under a pressure of Iptorr.

Temperature Control. In all cases, probe temperatures

on the spectrometer were measured using a methanol 
chemical

shift thermometer and the manufacturer's TEMCAL 
routine on

will
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the VXR-300. After obtaining the 
desired temperature as

indicated on the panel of the variable 
temperature

controller, a 'H spectrum for methanol was recorded. 
After

Fourier transformation, cursors were placed on the two peaks

of methanol and the command TEMCAL(M) 
was entered at the

keyboard. The computer used this cursor placement 
to

calculate the peak separation of the 
two peaks and this data

was used to calculate the temperature. 
This calibration was

done with a N2 flow rate of 5 lpm and a back pressure of 25

psi. If experiments were not run on the day of calibration,

the curve was used to set an approximate 
temperature and

then methanol was used to check this setting.

T, Experiments. After setting the temperature as above,

T1 times were measured using the standard 
inversion recovery

pulse sequence(57)(58). Delay values (z2) were chosen to

give equal increments of the change in magnetization using

the routine available on the spectrometer. The longest

delay was 5 Ti times and the shortest delay was a short

value such as ims to allow for switching time only. The

relaxation delay (t1) was set to 5 times the expected T1.

For each value of Z 2 , four transients were collected. 
The

pulse sequence is shown in Figure 17. After a data set was

collected, the Ti time was calculated by fitting the

experimental data to the exponential function 
shown in

Equation 11. The method of curve fitting was an iterative

non-linear least squares program supplied by 
the
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1800 90*

I--Acquisition

S DECOUPLE -

Figure 17 - Inversion recovery pulse sequence 
used

for measurement of T1 times.

manufacturer. The error bounds shown on all T1 data

represent one standard deviation 
of the number quoted.

1 = I.(1 - 2cos~e-t 2 T1) [37]

HOESY Experiments. Heteronuclear 2D NOE 
experiments

were run using the technique of Levy (52). The HOESY

experiment is disscussed in detail by Kover (60) and 6Li-1H

HOESY experiments have been run by Bauer (61). 
The pulse

sequence used is shown here in Figure 18. Spectra were run

with 16 transients for each of 64 increments in D2. The

spectral width in the F2 dimension was 
200 Hz with an

acquisition time of 1.28 seconds. The F1 dimension was 250

Hz. Prior to Fourier transformation, the F1 dimension was

zero filled to 128 points. The F2 dimension was zero filled

to 1K data points. A resolution enhancement time constant of

0.088 s. and an apodization function time constant of 0.124

s. was used to define the bell shaped wieghting 
function for
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180*
Decouple

'H 90 90
Dl 31 FID

D1 mix FI

6Li

Figure 18 - 6Li{1H} HOESY pulse sequence.

the F1 dimension. No resolution enhancement 
was used in the

F2 dimension. The 90 6Li pulse width was 23 ps and the 'H

decoupler 90 pulse width was 30 is with a DHP seting of 60.

7H2 = 2450 rad-Hz. for the 'H decoupler channel. A value of

1 s. was used for tix.

T, Measurements at 2.1 Tesla. Ti experiments performed

at 2.1 Tesla on a JEOL FX-90Q spectrometer 
gave results

similar to those conducted at 704 Tesla. The inversion-

recovery pulse sequence was used to acquire 
spectra for a

series of delay times between the 180 and 90 pulses. The

peak height of the tert-butyllithium 
6Li peak was measured

for each spectrum and the height of the peak 
as a function

of delay time was used to calculate Ti.

In the case of the JEOL spectrometer, however, there

was no three parameter curve fitting routine available 
in

the supplied software. For consistency of resulsts the data

acquired at 2.1 Tesla was analyzed on the 
Varian VXR-300

computer, using the three parameter non-linear least 
squares
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program for curve fitting. The data was type into a text

file and the three-parameter routine used the peak

intensities to calculate T1 .

Nuclear Overhauser Enhancements. Nuclear Overhauser

Enhancements (NOE) values were obtained from integration 
of

spectral peaks. The reported NOE value is the ratio of two

integrals. One integral was obtained from an experiment 
in

which the 1H decoupler was on during the entire 
experiment.

Another integral was obtained from an experiment with the

decoupler on only during the acquisition period. 
The ratio

of the first to second integrals is the NOE reported here.

The reported values are the average of three 
measurements.

The deviation of the three averaged measurements 
was

typically less than one percent of the 
reported average

value.
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CHAPTER 3

6 Li J-MODULATED 13 C SPECTROSCOPY

Introduction

It is now well known that organolithium compounds exist

as aggregates, (RLi)., where n = 2,3,4,6,8 or 9 (1). From

the start, much work in organolithium chemistry has

concentrated on the determination of aggregation states (2)

and the study of the effects which different aggregation

states have on reactivity (3)(4).

The determination of aggregation state has been

accomplished, to date, by the observation of the

multiplicity of the 13C resonance of the a-carbon due to 13C-

6Li coupling, as well as from colligative properties

(5)(6)(7)(8). When the multiplicity of the a-carbon

resonance shows coupling to all 
6Li nuclei in fluxional

aggregates, the assignment of aggregation state is possible,

using the equation n = 2mI + 1, where m = the number of

attached 6Li nuclei and n = the number of lines observed in

the 13C NMR. This approach works well for interpretation of

spectra of single compounds, but the spectra of reaction

mixtures are often complex, showing multiple overlapping

peaks in the a-carbon region. In addition, the 13C spectra

of these mixtures often show poor signal-to-noise ratios due

128
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to splitting of the 13C signals. The two problems defined by

these conditions, poor S/N ratios and convolution of 
13C

resonances, could be solved by the use of 
6 Li decoupling and

spin-echo spectral editing methods based on 
6 Li J-modulation

of 13C signals. Analogous techniques are in routine use for

the simplification of proton coupled 
13C spectra and

presumably could be extended to include 6Li coupled 13C

signals. Techniques based on J-modulation of 
13C signals by

coupling to spin-1 nuclei have been described as not useful

because of the poor signal-to-noise ratios produced (9)(10).

The implementation of these techniques requires the use

of additional hardware not normally found on NMR

spectrometers. The hardware includes a coil and transmitter

that serve to add a second decoupler channel to the probe.

The resulting hardware is capable of producing 13C{ 1H, 6Li}

triple-resonance experiments, where the nuclei in brackets

are decoupled. The 6Li decoupling alone will improve the S/N

ratio by collapsing 13C- 6Li multiplets and the spin-echo

technique will serve to filter out resonances due to

specific aggregation states.

Spin-echo methods were first studied by Hahn in 1950

(11)(12_), long before the advent of FTNMR. This method

observed the modulation of signals due to homonuclear

coupling. Hahn noticed that the simple pulse sequence {90Q-

t-90*-t-FID} produced echo voltage signals at multiples of

the delay time t after the second 900 pulse. In the original
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report by Hahn, traces of peak intensity versus time as

voltages displayed on an oscilloscope were seen to decay

under the influence of T2. This phenomenon was exploited by

Carr, Purcell, Meiboom, and Gill as a method of measuring

spin-spin relaxation rates (13)(14).

The use of spin-echo Fourier transform spectroscopy

(SEFT) as a method of one dimensional spectral editing was

initiated with the work of Rabenstein et al (15)(16). This

report was the first use of modulation of 
13C signal due to

proton couplings. These later studies utilized the sequence

{90 -z-180 -- FID} with gating of the decoupler channel

during the first delay period z, instead of the original

Hahn sequence. These techniques produce phase modulation of

the 13C signal giving positive peaks for carbons with two

attached protons and negative peaks for those carbons with

odd numbers of protons, when z = 1/J. Patt and Schoolery

showed that sensitivity improvement in the attached proton

test (APT), as the one dimensional 13C-1H spin-echo

experiment was named, is made possible with the use of the

Ernst angle (_7) for the initial pulse and the addition of a

second echo {-A-1800--6-} before signal acquisition (18).

The extension of spin-echo editing methods to 1
3C-2H

systems was reported by Gunther et al in 1983 (8)(9).

Gunther showed that no change in pulse sequence was needed

to observe J modulated spectra of 13C signals coupled to 2H,

a nucleus, like 6Li, with I = 1. The delay times used in the
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sequence are, however, significantly different from those in

the 1 3 C-1H case.

The introduction of two dimensional J-6 spectroscopy

as a method of resolving overlapping 
13C multiplicities

actually preceded the development of the 1D methods

discussed above. The first publication on the subject of

heteronuclear 2D spectroscopy was the report of Muller,

Kumar, and Ernst on the 2D-J-resolved 
13C spectrum of hexane

(19). Soon after this initial publication, Bodenhausen et al

discussed the theory of 2D-J-resolved methods, using a pulse

sequence that was similar to that of the 1D methods in use

at that time (.2_)(21)(22). With the introduction of 13C-2H

one dimensional SEFT spectroscopy, Gunther showed that

conversion to a 2D-J-resolved 13C-2H experiment was easily

accomplished by making the delay time, z, a variable, as in

other 2D methods (16).

The purpose of this current work is to show that

spectral editing based on J-modulation of 
13C signals can be

extended to include 6Li J-modulation. The advantages gained

in both one- and two-dimensional techniques for 13C-1H spin

systems can be realized in the 
13C- 6Li case, also. Complex

13C spectral patterns in the a-carbon region can be

simplified by the use of J(1 3C- 6Li) modulated spin-echo

spectroscopy.
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J - Modulation of 13C nuclei by Spin 1 Nuclei

The pulse sequence in Figure 19 produces amplitude

modulation of 13C signals due to 6Li coupling. This sequence

is a modification of the one used by Gunther for 13C-2H spin-

echoes (8.)(9), with the modification suggested by Patt and

Schoolery for the use of the Ernst angle (16). The

modification used here is the substitution of 6 Li channel

for the 2H channel used by Gunther. The pulse sequence has

not changed, although the delay times, z and A are

significantly different in the 6Li case. Throughout the

sequence, WALTZ-16 decoupling is used in the proton channel

(23). A listing of the source code for executing this

sequence on a Varian VXR-300 is listed in Appendix 1.

The one dimensional spin-echo pulse sequence. The

initial 900 13C pulse rotates the carbon magnetization into

the X'Y' plane. At this point the 6Li decoupler is gated off

allowing the individual 13C vectors to fan out in the X'Y'

plane due to 6Li coupling and chemical shift. An individual

1 3C- 6Li pair of nuclei will have three 13C vectors moving at

angular velocities of 2(8-wo) rad/s, 2u(8-wo+J) rad/s, and

2(8-wo-J) rad/s, where 8 is the 13C chemical shift of the

center line of the triplet (8 is in Hz instead of ppm), w0

is the transmitter frequency for 13C, and J is the observed

13C- 6Li coupling constant. At the end of the delay time r,

the center line has moved through an angle of 2n(8-
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Figure 19 - (top) Pulse sequence and decoupler timing for
6Li modulated 13C spin - echo spectroscopy with simultaneous
'H and 6Li decoupling. (bottom) Vector diagram showing the
effect of the pulse sequence on a single 1 3C- 6 Li pair of
nuclei.
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w0 )r rad. The two outside lines have moved 2n{{(8-wo) J}r

rad. At this point, the 6 Li decoupler is gated on and

precession due to J(13C-6Li) stops. Simultaneously, the '3C

180 pulse on the Y' axis reverses the direction of chemical

shift precession, allowing all vectors to retrace the path

swept out during the first delay time T. At the end of the

second delay, T, the center vector is realigned along the Y'

axis and the remaining two vectors are at angles of 2tJt

rad with the Y' axis. The projections of the three vectors

along the- Y' axis would be 1/310 for the center vectors and

1/3 I0cos(2nJt) for each of the outside vectors, where 1 is

the intensity of the 6Li decoupled 13C signal. If the

receiver was turned on at this point, the signal measured

would be the sum of the three Y' components or I{1/3 +

2/3cos(2nJt)}.

The first pulse in the 13C channel can be less than

90 . In fact, the Ernst angle is preferred for sensitivity

enhancement. If the pulse is less than 900, the vectors will

have Z components of magnetization. The first 1800 pulse

will rotate these components along the -Z axis, thus

defeating the purpose of using small flip angles. In

addition, for case where T, >> repetition rate, approximate

cancellation of alternate FIDs will result. The second 1800

pulse will rotate the Z components back to the +Z axis,

solving this problem. The delay times A are short and allow

for switching time only. Typically, A = ims. In Figure 19,
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the Z components of the 13C vectors are shown as open arrow-

heads. As can be seen, with the second spin-echo added, the

Z components return to the positive Z axis at the end of the

pulse sequence.

Criteria for the choice of z. The intensity of 13C

signals modulated by coupling to any number m of spin 1

nuclei is given by Equation 37 (9-10).

I = Io[1/3 + 2/3 cos(2nJr)I"m [371

If r is set equal to 1/(2J), the cosine term equals -1

and the intensity I/I is proportional to (-1/3)m. Analogous

to the 13 C- 1 H APT test, at a delay time of z = 1/(2J),

carbons attached to even numbers of spin 1 nuclei will give

positive signals and those attached to odd numbers of nuclei

will give negative signals. Unlike the APT test, these

signals will be reduced in intensity by 67%, 89%, and 96%

for values of m = 1,2, and 3. Higher values of m give even

smaller returns of signal intensity. Therefore, setting -

equal to i/(2J) will not give spectra of adequate signal-to-

noise ratio for the range of alkyllithium-6Li compounds

likely to be studied by this technique. An alternate value

for r can be chosen when applying this pulse sequence to the

study of these compounds.

Unlike 13C- 2H coupling, the magnitude of the observed

13C- 6Li coupling for a fluxional organolithium aggregate is
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not constant, but a function of the number of coupled 6Li

nuclei. For fluxional aggregates this is due to averaging of

the coupling:

J = [3J + (n-3)J']/n [38]

where J is the one-bond 1 3C- 6Li coupling constant (for a

carbon bonded to a triangular face of lithium nuclei), J' is

the long range 13C- 6Li coupling and n is the aggregation

state. The long range coupling J' is nearly or identically

zero in all cases and can be ignored, making Jobs = 3J/n.

Schleyer and co-workers (24)(25) noted that Jobs is

proportional to 1/in for nearly all organolithium compounds

except monomers. They suggested the more general expression

Jobs = C/n, where C is a constant equal to 17 2 Hz and m is

the number of coupled 
6Li nuclei. For diners, static

tetramers, fluxional tetramers, hexamers, octamers and

nonamers, n = 2,3,4,6,8 and 9. It is important to note that

this proportionality holds even for diners, where the carbon

atom is bonded to two rather than three lithium nuclei. In

terms of J, C = 3J or Jobs = 3J/m. Substituting 3J/m for Jobs

and inserting this into Equation 37 leads to the following

expression.

I = Io{1/3 + 2/3 cos[2n(3J/m)r]} m
[391
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Plots of this function (13C magnetization vs. r) for

different values of m are shown in Figures 15 and 16. The

evolution time, z, is shown in seconds along the top axis

and in units of 1/J along the bottom axis. The top axis

assumes that 3J = 17 Hz.

The most striking feature of Figures 15 and 16 is the

refocusing of the magnetization of each of the signals at

different evolution times. Each of the signals refocuses to

its original intensity at an evolution time of 1/Jobs.

However, since Jobs is a function of the aggregation state

for fluxional aggregates, each aggregate refocuses at a

different evolution time:

1 k

Lobs -_[401

J 3J

where k is an integer ? m. For example, dimer signals

refocus at multiples of 2/(3J), static tetramers at

multiples of 1/J and fluxional tetramers at multiples

4/(3J). Since J is constant as a function of m, and nearly

constant for all organolithium compounds, it should be

possible to selectively observe aggregates with different

values of m. Several other features of Figure 20 are of

note. The magnetization for aggregates with m = 4 is very

small for evolution times corresponding to the first spin
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Figure 20 - Intensities of 6 Li decoupled 1 3 C multiplets as a
function of evolution time. The bottom axis is in units of

1/J s and the top axis is in seconds, assuming 3J = 17 Hz.

m = 2 (-- ); m = 3 (- - -); m = 4 (......); m is the number
of coupled 6 Li nuclei and J is the one bond 1 3 C- 6 Li coupling
constant for a carbon bonded to a triangular face of three
6Li nuclei.
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Figure 21 - Intensities of 6Li decoupled 13C multiplets as a

function of evolution time for m = 4 (....), m = 6 (- -- ),
m = 8 (--) and m = 9 (- - -- ); m is the number of
coupled 6Li nuclei and J is the one-bond 1 3 C- 6 Li coupling
constant for a carbon bonded to a triangular face of three
6Li nuclei.
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echoes for m = 2 and 3. This would be true for higher values

of m. There should therefore be little or no interference

from larger aggregates when trying to observe smaller

aggregates. The overlap for the functions with m = 2, 3 and

4 is not severe and should not present a problem. Of the

other common values of m which are not multiples of one

another, octamers and nonamers will have the greatest

overlap. Plots of the 13C magnetization vs. evolution time

for the larger fluxional aggregates (m = 4,6,8,9) are shown

in Figure 21. Even for octamers and nonamers, reasonable

selectivity should be possible. The nonamer has only 20% of

its maximum magnetization for an evolution time

corresponding to the octamer spin echo.

tert-Butyllithium-6Li tetramers. As an initial test of

the technique, the 6Li J modulated 13C spin-echo NMR spectra

of tert-butyllithium- 6Li-6Li in cyclopentane were observed

at both low and high temperature as a function of evolution

time (26). tert-Butyllithium-6Li is a tetrahedral tetramer

in hydrocarbon solvent (27). The proton decoupled 13 C NMR

spectrum of this compound in cyclopentane at 25C is a

singlet at 32.6 ppm and a nine line multiplet, with a peak

separation of 4.1 Hz, at 10.7 ppm owing to coupling to four

6Li nuclei (m = 4). Lowering the temperature below -10C

slows the intra-aggregate (fluxional) exchange and leads to

a seven line multiplet, with a peak separation of 5.4 Hz.

This indicates coupling to only the three adjacent 6Li
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nuclei (m = 3).

The experimental intensity of the a-carbon signal as a

function of evolution time is shown in Figure 22. At -80C,

where m = 3, the non-fluxional tetramer is expected to

refocus at multiples of 0.184 s, as shown in Table 28. The

Table 28

Predicted and Actual Evolution Times

of 1 3 C Magnetization of the a-carbon
of tert-butyllithium-6 Li-6Li aggregates

to maximum spin-echoes

Compound ma jobs /JobsC m/3J m/Ce

(t-BuLi-2Et 2 ) 2  2 7.8 Hz 0.128 s 0.123 s 0.118 s
(t-BuLi)4  3 5.44 0.184 0.185 0.176
(t-BuLi) 4  4 4.10 0.244 0.247 0.235

a Number of coupled 6Li nuclei.

b Observed 13 C- 6 Li coupling.
C Actual Evolution time for maximum spin-echo = 1/Jobs.
d Predicted evolution time for maximum spin-echo = m/3J

where J is the observed coupling for non-fluxional

tetrameric tert-butyllithium- 6Li (5.44 Hz)
e Predicted evolution time for maximum spin-echo, based

on C = 17 Hz for all organolithium aggregates.

data in Figure 22 clearly show refocused peaks at evolution

times of approximately 0.18 and 0.37 s. Likewise at 30C,

where m = 4, the fluxional tetramer is expected to refocus

at multiples of 0.244 s. Again, Figure 22 shows refocused

magnetization at approximately 0.24 and 0.5 s. The data

summarized in Figure 22 show that the magnetization does

refocus at the predicted evolution times. Just as important,
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Figure 22 -- Normalized 13C magnetization of the a-carbon of
tetrameric tert-butyllithium-6Li-6 Li vs. evolution time at -
80 C ( -), m = 3 and at 30C (- - - -), m = 4. Curves are
plots of Equation 41, with T2  = 0.231 and 0.505 s,
respectively.
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there is little or no magnetization for the peaks more than

0.02 s from the centers of the predicted echoes.

T2* effects. Although the magnetization refocuses at

the predicted times, Figure 22 also clearly shows that the

magnetization does not refocus to its original value. This

is due to a further reduction in intensity by a factor of

e-t/T2*, where T2 * is the effective transverse relaxation

time. The decay due to T2* during the evolution time is

typically insignificant in 13C-1H spin-echo experiments owing

to the large 13C-1H coupling constants and hence short (6-8

ms) evolution times. In that case, the requirement of z <<

T2* is met. Line widths for the a-carbon peaks in

organolithium compounds may range from 0.15 to 5 Hz,

corresponding to approximate T2* values of 0.1-2 s. These

line widths depend on temperature, specific R group and

whether or not interaggregate exchange is slow on the NMR

time scale. Under the influence of T2*, the more general

equation governing functions plotted in Figure 22 is given

here.

I = I 0 [e-1/T 2*][1/3 + 2/3 cos(6nJj/m)]m [41]

Clearly, the values of i can be on the order of T2*, and

even greater in some cases, leading to signal losses. The

theoretical curves plotted in Figure 22 were calculated
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using Equation 41. The values used for T2* in these

calculations were estimated from the 13C line widths in

tert-butyllithium-6 Li at low and high temperature (0.51 at -

85 C and 0.23 s at 30 C). Although the fit is not perfect,

it appears to be close enough to indicate that the smaller -

peak intensities are in fact due to the T2* decay.

Sufficiently long T2 * values are required for

successful observations of refocused peaks. This will be

most critical for larger values of m. The fraction of

magnetization remaining at the first spin echo [i.e r =

1/Jobs = m/(3J)] can be expressed as

I/IQ = exp[-m/(3JT 2*) ] [42]

The minimum required T2* for a given ratio is then

T2* = m/{3J[-ln(I/I 0 )]} [43]

The minimum T2* to yield at least 10% of the original

magnetization for a dimer is 0.051 s. For a nonamer, the

minimum T2* is 0.230 s. Table 29 contains a listing of these

values for m = 2 through m = 9, along with the corresponding

line widths associated with each T2 * value.

Selective observation of different aggregates. The

above results for tert-butyllithium-6Li clearly demonstrate

that the 13C spin-echo spectra behave as predicted, but they
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do not differentiate between different types of aggregates

in the same sample. To test this capability, 13C spin-echo

spectra were measured for samples containing both dimers and

tetramers.

Recent work by Bates, Clarke and Thomas (28) has shown

Table 29

Minimum T2 * values and maximum line widths for refocused
peaks with 10% of maximum intensity

ma T* / /z

T2 mink V 1 /2 max/Hzc

2 0.051 6.23
3 0.077 4.15
4 0.102 3.12
6 0.153 2.08
8 0.204 1.56
9 0.230 1.38

a-.Number of coupled 6Li nuclei.
b-Effective spin-spin relaxation time calculated

from Equation 46, based on 1/10= 0.1 and
3J = 17 Hz.

c-Line width at half-height calculated from
v1 /2 = 1/(uT 2*in)*

that addition of diethyl ether to a hydrocarbon solution of

tert-butyllithium-6Li results in an equilibrium mixture of

uncoordinated tetramers and tetracoordinated dimers:

(t-BuLi) 4 + 8OEt2 2[ t-BuL i - 2Et2]2 [ 4413
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Figure 23 - a-carbon region of the 13C spin-echo spectra
for a mixture of diethyl ether and tert-butyllithium-6Li- 6Li
in cyclopentane at -60 C as a function of evolution time t.
(A) normal 13C{ 1H } spectrum; (B) 1 3C spin-echo, t =0 s ;
(C) 13C spin-echo, tz= 0.128 s, optimized for the
observation of dimers; (D) 13C spin-echo , t = 0.184 s,
optimized for the observation of static tetramers.
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The a-carbon region of the 13C{1 H} spectrum for a

mixture of OEt2 and tert-butyllithium- 6Li (O:Li = 1.1 :1) at

-60 C is shown in Figure 23(A). The five-line multiplet at

12.75 ppm ( Jbs = 7.8 Hz) corresponds, to the dimer (m = 2),

while the seven-line multiplet at 10.8 ppm corresponds to a

non-fluxional tetramer (m = 3). Figure 23(B) is the 13C

spin-echo spectrum with r = 0 s. At the above temperature

and O:Li ratio, the dimer and tetramer peaks are of

approximately equal intensity. Figure 23(C) is the spin-echo

spectrum for -c= 0.128 s, the expected spin-echo time for

the dimer. The spectrum contains the dimer peak at ca. 70%

of its original intensity, and there is no peak for the

tetramer. Figure 23(D) is the spin-echo spectrum for zt=

0.184 s, the expected evolution time for the static

tetramer. Only the static tetramer peak is observed, with no

signal for the dimer. Thus even at t = 1/J where the dimer

would be, expected to contribute 11% of its signal, the

tetramer is selectively observed. Each of the spin-echo

spectra required a total time of 9 minutes (16 acquisitions)

or a total time of 27 minutes for the three spectra. This

compares with 2.5 hours (256 acquisitions) for the 6Li

coupled spectrum.

The spectra clearly show that alkyllithium-6Li

aggregates can be selectively observed using 6Li J-modulated

13C spin-echo spectra. The only major limitation is the need

for sufficiently long T2* values. The method should be most
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useful for branched-chain alkyllithium-
6Li compounds since

their smaller aggregate size will require shorter evolution

times and the branched-chain compounds are less likely to

undergo interaggregate exchange, which decreases J and may

contribute to spin-spin relaxation.

Two dimensional spin-echo experiments

The conversion of the pulse sequence in Figure 19 into

a two dimensional sequence was easily accomplished by making

the evolution time, z, variable. A series of FIDs acquired

with increasing evolution times, r, resulted in a 2D data

set that upon double Fourier transformation gave

magnetization that is a function of 13C chemical shift and

J(' 3C- 6 Li). The 13C vectors are labeled with chemical shift

frequencies during the acquisition time, Z 2, and with

coupling frequencies during the evolution time, r1 . A

similar experiment had been reported by Gunther using a 1C-

2H 2D J-resolved technique (8-9). In cases where J('3 C-6Li)

is not known, the 2D J(1 3C- 6Li)-resolved experiment performs

the dual task of resolving overlapping multiplets and making

the measurement of coupling constants possible in the F1

dimension.

The parameters used in the 2D J-resolved experiment are

determined by the values of the coupling constants in the

6Li coupled 13C multiplets as well as the values of Ti and T2*
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for 13C nuclei in the sample.

Parameters for the F1 dimension. The a-carbon

multiplets of alkyllithium-6Li-6Li compounds are generally

34 4 Hz wide. This follows directly from earlier

calculations showing that Jobs= (17 2)/m, where m = the

number of coupled 6 Li nuclei. In units of Jobs, a given

multiplet is 2mIJobs Hz wide. Substituting (17 2)/m for Jobs

shows that the width is 21(17 2) = 34 4 Hz wide. In a 2D

J-resolved spectrum, this width defines the minimum spectral

width of the second or Fl dimension. Some organolithium

compounds show slightly larger coupling constants {J(13C-

6Li) for isopropyllithium-6Li is 6.1 Hz for the non-

fluxional tetramer, leading to a multiplet width of 36.6

Hz}, making 50 Hz a reasonable value for the width of the Fl

dimension (SW1).

The 13C multiplets will be spread out in the F1

dimension with spacing between peaks equal to Jobs. The

resolution in the F1 dimension must be high enough to

distinguish between these multiplet spacings. The Nyquist

condition in sampling theory states that to adequately

represent a cyclic signal with a discrete set of points, the

signal must be sampled at least twice per cycle. The

significance of this in 2D NMR is that if a resolution of R

Hz is desired then the number of Hz per point must equal

R/2. In the present problem, the desired resolution, R, is

equal to Jobs and the number of Hz per point in the F1
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dimension must equal Jobs/2. The spacing between data points

in the F1 dimension is 1/(2SW1) or in the present case

1/(2x50) = 0.01 s. The above calculations lead to the

following expression for the minimum number of points in the

F1 dimension for a given resolution.

Hz/Pt = R/2 = Jobs/ 2 = SW1/NI

or NI = 2 SW1/Jobs [45]

Substituting (17 : 2)/m for Jobs leads to:

NIn = (2 SW1 m)/(17 2) = (100/17)m [461

The number of increments in F1 clearly is proportional to

the number of coupled 6Li nuclei. Typically the desired

resolution in the F1 dimension can be gained by acquiring

half the theoretical number of FIDs and zero-filling. The

minimum number of increments can then be expressed as:

NIm (w/ zero fill) = (50/17) m [47]

Values for NI are listed in Table 30 as a function of m.

The maximum value for t1 , sometimes called AQ1 or the

acquisition time in the F1 dimension, is equal to NIm 1 1 /2SW1

= (50/17)m/2SW1. Clearly, the maximum ri value is also

proportional to m, for a given SW1. Table 30 shows values
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for t lmax as a function of m. The significance of knowing a

value for T lmax is the ability to calculate the effects of T2*

during the experiment. Experiments with more increments or

longer rga times will be affected by spin-spin relaxation

to a greater degree.

For optimum results in 2D J-resolved spectra, Aimax

should be on the order of 1-2T2*. This is analogous to

setting the acquisition time equal to 1-2T2* in a one

dimensional experiment (29). The number of increments, NI,

is now defined by two boundaries. NI must be large enough to

give the desired resolution in F1, while being on the order

of 1-2 times T2* for optimum signal-to-noise ratio for a

given experimental time. Alternately, for a given number NI,

the minimum value of T2* for optimum results will change.

Table 30 shows the change in T2 *min as a function of m or

NImin. Finally, a requirement that T2 * be (1-2)timax implies

that the line width of the a-carbon peaks needs to be

smaller than 1/uT2 m1 n. The final column in Table 30 shows

these maximum line width values as a function of m. These

calculations have shown what can be considered as parameters

for compounds in ideal situations. Not all alkyllithium-6 Li

compounds have long T2* values and large coupling constants

J(1 3C- 6Li). In fact, the straight chain alkyl groups ( i.e.

n-propyllithium-6Li) with larger aggregates (m = 6,8,9) will

not only have smaller coupling constants, J('3C-6Li), but

will frequently have short T2* values, owing to
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Table 30

Parameters for the F1 dimension in
2D J(1 3 C- 6Li)-resolved spectra

ma NIzerofillb tmax T min v1/2 maxe

2 6 0.06 0.030 10.61
3 9 0.09 0.045 7.07
4 12 0.12 0.060 5.31
6 18 0.18 0.090 3.54
8 24 0.24 0.120 2.65
9 27 0.27 0.135 2.35

a-the number of coupled,6 Li nuclei.

b-Nmin = (50/17) m, from Equation 46.

C-Timax = Nlmin x 1/2SW1 = NImin/100 Hz.

dT2*min 
lmax /2.

e-d v1/ 2 max = 1/(1tT2*min)

interaggregate exchange. This suggests that these compounds

may give 2D J-resolved spectra with reduced signal-to-noise

ratios and poor resolution in the F1 dimension. In

comparison, the branched alkyl groups ( e.g.

isopropyllithium-6Li and tert-butyllithium-6Li) will

generally have smaller aggregates with slower exchange

rates, leading to larger coupling constants, J(1 3C- 6Li), and

longer T2* values. This is true also for branching at the 13

position, as in 2-methylbutyllithium-6 Li, which is hexameric
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or larger in cyclopentane. To test these predictions,

samples of isopropyllithium- 6 Li and n-propyllithium- 6Li were

analyzed using the 2D J-resolved technique.

Isopropyllithium-6Li 2D J(13C- 6Li)-resolved spectra.

Isopropyllithium- 6Li exists as a hexamer-tetramer

equilibrium in cyclopentane (8.). The a-carbon of the

tetramer is a seven line multiplet in the 13C NMR (8 = 5.1

ppm) at -40 C. The a-carbon of the hexamer shows a thirteen

line multiplet (8 = 10.1 ppm) at -40 C. The values for J(1 3C-
6Li) are 6.1 Hz for the non-fluxional tetramer and 3.2 Hz

for the fluxional hexamer. At -40 C, the exchange rate

between the two aggregates is slow on the NMR timescale,

leading to narrow lines for both a-carbon signals. The

tetramer line width measured for this study was 1.05 Hz and

the hexamer line width was 0.95 Hz. These line widths lead

to T2* values of .30 and .34 s, for the tetramer and

hexamer.

Comparison of these values with those in Table 30 shows

that isopropyllithium-6Li represents a more or less ideal

case for analysis using the 2D J-resolved technique. The

large coupling constants and long T2* values should result

in good resolution and signal-to-noise ratios in a

relatively short experimental time.

The 2D-J(1 3C- 6Li)-resolved spectrum of a 2F sample of

isopropyllithium-6 Li in cyclopentane is shown in Figure 24.

The two multiplets for the tetramer (5.1 ppm) and hexamer

: ;<.~
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Figure 24 - 2D J(' 3C- 6Li)-resolved spectrum of 2F
isopropyllithium-8 Li in cyclopentane at -40 0C. 128
transients were collected for each of 32 increments in t .
D1 = 20 s; t2 = 1 s. The multiplet at 5.1 ppm is the a-
carbon of the hexamer and the multiplet at 10.0 ppm is the
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(10.0 ppm) are clearly resolved in the Fl dimension. The

total time for this experiment was 24 hrs.

The 32 FIDs were each collected with 128 transients.

The dwell time between values of z1 was 0.01 seconds,

leading to a spectral width of 50 Hz in the F1 dimension.

The F1 dimension was zero-filled to 128 points, prior to

Fourier transformation. The interferograms were multiplied

by an increasing exponential function {exp(t1 /RE)} where RE

was set equal to T2* (.34 s) (30) for resolution

enhancement. To prevent baseline distortions, the weighted

inteferograms were then multiplied by a Lorentzian-Gaussian

apodization function, using an interactive computer program

supplied by Varian as a part of the VXR-300 software

package. The resultant interferograms showed pseudo-echo

shapes, with the heavier weighting at = 1lmax/ 2 . The

apodization function used was exp(-t1
2/AF2) and AF was set

equal to RE/3. The relaxation delay, Dl, was 20 s.

n-Propyllithium- 6 Li 2D J( 1 3 C- 6Li)-resolved spectra. n-

Propyllithium-6Li exists as a hexamer-octamer-nonamer

equilibria mixture in cyclopentane (5). At -85 C, the a-

carbon region of the 13C NMR shows five peaks; a hexamer, an

octamer and three nonamers. The aggregates are exchanging

and show broad lines in the 13C spectrum. Consequently, the

T2* values for all of the a-carbons are very short. In these

experiments, the hexamer peak at 15.5 ppm shows a line width

of 7 Hz, giving a T2* value of 0.045 s. The coupling
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as HZ 0 Z-3

Figure 25 - A trace from the 2D J-resolved spectrum of
n-propyllithium- 6Li, 2F in cyclopentane at -85 C. The trace
was taken at 15.5 ppm showing the hexamer multiplicity in
the F1 dimension. 256 transients were taken for each of 32
increments of t1. The relaxation delay, D1, was 1 s.
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constant, J(1 3 C- 6 Li), has a value of 3.3 Hz, as reported by

Fraenkel (7). The 2D J-resolved spectrum of n-propyllithium-

6Li, showed very poor signal-to-noise for the peaks in the

a-carbon region. A trace from this experiment is shown in

Figure 25. The trace was taken at 15.5 ppm in the F2

dimension and shows the hexamer multiplet as it is spread

out in the F1 dimension. The 13C peaks of the multiplet are

barely visible above the noise. Although the resolution

appears to be good enough to resolve the lines of the

hexamer, as indicated by the arrows in the figure, the

reduction in intensity due to T2* is severe. As in one

dimensional J modulated spin-echo spectra,T2* has a

detrimental effect on signal-to-noise ratios of the final

spectrum. However, unlike the ,one dimensional experiment

where the total signal is acquired at an evolution time of

1/Jobs, the two dimensional experiment generates a signal

that is a result of many different evolution times, leading

to better signal to noise in the final spectrum. The one

dimensional spin-echo spectrum of the above hexamer

multiplet gives a signal that is reduced by 99.9% due to

T2*, where as the two dimensional experiment gave a signal

that was at least observable. In this sense, the two

experiments are somewhat complimentary.

The minimum number of increments to adequately resolve

13 C multiplets for any 2D J(1 3C- 6Li)-resolved experiment will

be less than or equal to 32, according to Table 30. The
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value of timax for 32 increments in a 50 Hz Fl window is 0.32

s. In the case of n-propyllithium-6Li, the hexamer a-carbon

peak has a T2* value of 0.045s, making t max= 7.11 times T2 I.

Since a measurable signal was obtained under these

conditions in 4 Hrs, this value (tima/T 2 * = 7) can be set as

a limiting condition on the success of the experiment. For

13C signals with T2* values less than 0.045 s (or line widths

greater than 7 Hz), experimental times will be long.

2-methylbutyllithium-6 Li-This primary alkyllithium-6 Li

compound serves as an interesting test case for analysis by

the 2D J-resolved technique. Fraenkel has shown that 2-

methylbutyllithium-6Li has an association number that

increases from 2.5 to 6.2 as the concentration is raised

from .048 F to .89 F in pentane at 18C (31). In addition,

the association number was shown to increase as the

temperature was lowered from 18 to -12 C for a constant

concentration of 0.89 F. At 18 C, the association number was

6.2 and at -12 C, the number increased to 7.6. Fraenkel

examined the room temperature 1H NMR spectrum of both (R)-2-

methylbutyllithium-6Li and racemic 2-methylbutyllithium-6 Li.

The optically pure compound was shown to have five peaks in

the proton spectrum, possibly representing magnetically non-

equivalent diastereomeric aggregates.

Initial studies of the 13C NMR with and without 6Li

decoupling gave multiple peaks showing coupling to 6 Li in

the a-carbon region between 26 and 30 ppm (32). The multiple

said - 4 a PaS v'.RM d 6: se _..
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peaks were well-resolved only at -50 C. Temperatures above

and below this showed exchange-broadened peaks. To help in

determining the aggregation state of the species in

solution, a 2D J(1 3C- 6Li)-resolved spectrum was acquired for

2-methylbutyllithium- 6Li at -50*C.

In the region from 26.9 ppm to 28.2 ppm, eight peaks

appear in the 13C NMR. All eight peaks show coupling to 6Li

as can be seen in Figure 26. The bottom spectrum is without

6Li decoupling and in the top spectrum, 6Li decoupling has

been used during acquisition only. The 6Li coupled spectrum

shows no coupling information, due to severe peak overlap

and large linewidths. Figure 27 shows the results of a 60 Hr

2D J-Resolved experiment on this sample. For each of 32

increments in t 1 , 6000 transients were collected. The

resulting FID's were not weighted prior to transformation.

In the Fl dimension, the interferograms were multiplied by

an increasing exponential function with the time constant

set equal to T2*. Baseline corrections were accomplished by

the use of an apodization function with a time constant

equal to .33T2*, to compliment the resolution enhancement

function discussed above. In the 2D contour plot, a large

tail from the cyclopentane peak at 25.8 ppm is seen at F1 =

0 Hz. Superimposed on this ridge are the a-carbon peaks of

2-methylbutyllithium-6Li. Although these multiplets have

been rotated into the F1 dimension, the signal-to-noise

ratio of each peak has diminished severely due to short T2*

MORN' ...
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Figure 26 - 1
3C NMR spectrum of the a-carbon region of 2F

2-methylbutyllithium- 6 Li at -50 C. (bottom)-with iH
decoupling only. (top)-with iH and 6Li decoupling. Eight
peaks show coupling to 6Li.
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Figure 27 - 2D J( 1 3C- 6Li)-resolved spectrum of 2-methylbutyl
lithium- 6Li at -50 4 C. The F1 axis is J( 13 C- 6 Li) and the F2
axis is 13 C chemical shift. 6000 transients were acquired
for each of 32 increments of the evolution time Ti. The
total experimental time was 60 Hrs.
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20 10 0 - 0 -20 HZ

Figure 28 - A single trace taken from the 2D J-resolved
spectrum in Figure 27. The trace was taken along the F1
dimension at 23.2 ppm, where the multiplet having the
greatest S/N ratio was located. The large center peak is
from the cyclopentane tail in the F2 dimension. The spacing
between peaks is 2.3 Hz, indicative of an octamer.
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values. The largest peak in the 2D plot is at 23.2 ppm. To

examine this peak in closer detail, a trace from the 2D

plot, taken at 23.2 ppm is shown in Figure 28. The trace in

Figure 28 shows a symmetrical coupling pattern of 2.3 Hz

between peaks. The number of peaks showing is 17, although

the center peak is obscured by the solvent 'tail'. Using

Equation 38, a coupling constant of 2.3 Hz is indicative of

an octameric aggregation state ({17 2Hz/2.3Hz} = 7.4 .87).

The prediction of this peak being an octamer is consistent

with Fraenkel's increase in association number with a

decrease in temperature. The aggregation state at -50C

should be greater than 7.6 according to previous

measurements.

In terms of evaluating the use of the 2D J-resolved

technique, this experiment shows that the minimum number of

increments calculated in Table 30 must indeed be sufficient

for resolving individual lines in 6Li coupled '3 C multiplets.

Additionally, if zero-filling were not used, the 32

increments of Ti used in this experiment would not be

sufficient. The needed resolution has come from zero-filling

the F1 dimension prior to transformation. This is not a

mathematical trick; the number of usable data points doubles

by the inclusion of both the real and imaginary FID's in the

data set.

Under these conditions, the longest value of the

evolution time, Ti is approximately 5 x T2* (.32 s/.064 s =

_s~k , -.. __ ai.'w .: :; .. i :....::r :. a..:ywri:..a+;:al.. w-e.
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5.03). This is the cause of the severe loss in signal to

noise seen in the spectrum. Although the results for the one

peak at 23.2 ppm are adequate, the overall experimental time

was long. However, a comparison can be made with the one-

dimensional spin-echo technique on the same sample. For a

J(1 3C-6Li) value of 2.3 Hz, the evolution time should be set

to .43 s (1/2.3 Hz). This delay is equal to 6.75 x T2*,

resulting in a signal loss of 99.9% at the first maximum

echo. Clearly, the two-dimensional technique is the one of

choice and is the best option in a situation where T2* is

responsible for large losses in any available technique.

Summary

Techniques for the analysis of organolithium compounds

based on modulation of 13C- 6Li coupling serve to filter-out

or display 13C resonances of selected aggregation states,

thereby allowing their identification. If the coupling

constant is known or can be estimated, the one dimensional

J-modulated spin-echo experiment will identify the number of

coupled 6Li nuclei present in solution. If the coupling

constant is not known or a wide range of J values is

expected, the two-dimensional J-resolved experiment will

identify all 13C- 6Li multiplets in the Fl dimension.

In both techniques, the signal-to-noise ratios are

influenced by T2*, since the magnetization evolves in the
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X'Y' plane during t 1 . If the observed linewidths are equal

to J(1 3C-6 Li), the one-dimensional experiment will yield echo

peaks of poor signal-to-noise ratio. If Av = J( 1 3 C- 6 Li), the

signal will be reduced by 95.6% at the first maximum echo.

Under these conditions, the two-dimensional experiment will

give better signal-to-noise ratios as was seen in the case

of 2-methylbutyllithium-6Li. In this sense, the two

techniques are complimentary.

In the analysis of complicated splitting patterns in

the 13C spectra of organolithium compounds, these techniques

offer an alternative to the less exact technique of line

shape fitting of the coupled spectra.

Experimental

Preparation of 6 Li enriched compounds n-Propyllithium-

6Li, isopropyllithium-6 Li, tert-butyllithium-6Li, and 2-

methylbutyllithium-6Li were prepared from the

bis(alkyl)mercury compounds and 95.5% isotopically enriched

6Li metal (U.S. Services). The mercury compounds were

synthesized from the corresponding alkyl chlorides via

Grignard reagents. tert-butyllithium-6Li and

isopropyllithium-6Li were isolated on a vacuum line and

sublimed prior to use. n-propyllithium-6Li and 2-

methyllithium-6Li were isolated on a vacuum line prior to

use. Details of the preparation of compounds is discussed in

.. _ _
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Chapter one.

Preparation of NMR samples In an argon-filled glove

box, n-propyllithium-6Li (0.152 g) was added to a 10mm NMR

tube fitted with a glass taper joint. To this, 99.9%

cyclopentane (Wiley Organics) was added to a total volume of

3.1 ml, making a 2F sample concentration. In a similar

manner, 0.478 g of 2-methylbutyllithium-6Li was combined

with cyclopentane to produce a 2F sample.

Freshly sublimed tert-butyllithium-6Li (0.195 g) was

dissolved in cyclopentane to a volume of 3.1 ml to produce a

1F sample. This was transferred in the glove box to a 10mm

NMR tube fitted with a ground glass joint. In a similar

manner, 0.152 g of sublimed isopropyllithium-6Li was

dissolved to a total volume of 3.1 ml in cyclopentane and

transferred to a 10mm NMR tube.

All NMR tubes were degassed on the vacuum line using a

minimum of five freeze-pump-thaw cycles at,1iitorr and

sealed.

Preparation of (tert-butyllithium-6 Li-2OEt2j2 sample-

Freshly sublimed tert-butyllithium- 6Li (0.195 g) was

dissolved in 2.6 ml of cyclopentane (Wiley 99.9%) in the

glove-box. The solution was transferred to a 10 mm NMR tube

and capped with a septum. Outside the dry-box, the sample

tube was cooled in a dry-ice-acetone bath and 0.350 ml of

diethyl ether was added via a gas-tight syringe.

Determination of NMR spectra All spectra were recorded

- Nom,:,.-rte; r mt
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on a Varian VXR-300 NMR spectrometer at 75 MHz using a

triple resonance probe designed and built by Varian. The

probe was a standard 10 mm tunable probe (44-130 MHz) with a

300 MHz decoupler channel and a fixed frequency coil at 44

MHz in place of the 2H lock channel. The 44 MHz signal was

generated by a PTS 160 synthesizer and passed into a 10 watt

ENI broad-band amplifier before entering the probe. Gating

was accomplished with a spectrometer controlled modulator

board placed in-line before the amplifier.

The 6Li decoupling was used in the continuous wave

mode, centered in the 6Li spectral range (the total 6Li

spectral range was { 40 Hz for the compounds used in this

study).

Instrumental Calibrations. The 6Li decoupler field

strength (iH2 ) was measured using the method of Pachler

(33). The output from the 6Li decoupler was adjusted to

deliver 10 watts to the 6Li coil of the triple resonance

probe. The Bird watt meter was in-line when the measurement

was made. A sample of tert-butyllithium was lowered into the

probe and the probe was tuned for.' 3C observation. The

observe transmitter was tuned to 44.143000 MHz and connected

to the 6Li decoupler coil of the probe. Using a pulse width

of 200 us, 4 transients were collected and the resultant FID

was Fourier transformed to give a 6Li spectrum. One peak was

observed for tert-butyllithium. The resonant frequency of

this peak, faL, was calculated using the following formula.
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vLi = SPFREQ + TO - SW/2 + DIFF [48]

where

SPFREQ = the spectrometer output frequency in Hz.
TO = the transmitter offset in Hz.

SW/2 = the spectral width / 2.
DIFF = the difference in Hz between the observed

peak and the upfield edge of the spectral
window.

Once calculated, the 6Li decoupler synthesizer was set to

this value - 10 MHz. The spectrometer was then set for 13C

observation at 75 MHz. The 6Li decoupler was connected to

the 6Li fixed frequency coil on the probe and the observe

transmitter was connected to the observe coil. Observation

of a 1 3C spectrum under these conditions gives a 6Li

decoupled singlet at 10.8 ppm for tert-butyllithium. 13C

spectra were recorded with the 6Li decoupler frequency set

at vLi 200 Hz ( A v). These off resonance spectra showed a

residual coupling {JR('3C-6Li)} of 3.11 Hz. The fully coupled

spectrum shows a coupling of 5.43 Hz (JO). From these data,

7H2 was calculated to be 349.0 Hz, using Equation 49 (35).

7H2 = A v(JO/JR) [491

In addition the 90 6Li decoupler pulse was calculated to be

716.0 ps. 7H2 for the 1H decoupler was calibrated in a

similar manner. For the proton decoupler, with DHP = 85, 7H2

= 1850 Hz. The WALTZ decoupler sequence was used for proton

,. _, .
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decoupling, with a decoupler modulation frequency of 7.4

KHz.

Setting the 6 Li Decoupler and the F1 Dimension. After

placing the sample to be run in the probe, the observe

transmitter cable is connected to the 6Li fixed frequency

coil. The spectrometer frequency is set for 6Li observation

at 44.143000 MHz with a spectral window of 20 kHz. The

observe pulse width is set to 200 ps and 4 transients are

collected with a relaxation delay of 30 s between

acqusitions. The resulting FID is transformed. The position

of peaks in the spectrum is noted and the difference in

hertz between the desired decoupler position and the upfield

edge of the spectral window is computed. The exact frequency

of the desired decoupler position is computed using Equation

48 above. After subtracting 10 MHz from this value (vLi-10

MHz), the resulting number is entered manually into the PTS-

160 synthesizer on the 6Li decoupler accessory.

Spin-echo spectra were measured using the pulse

sequence of Patt and Schoolery shown in Figure 19, where r

is the evolution time and A 0.001 s. The same four step

phase cycle of Patt and Schoolery was used here. Typical

conditions for 13C observation were a relaxation delay of

5T1 , 6000 Hz spectral width, a minimum of 16 transients and

zero filling of the resulting FID's to 64K points before

Fourier transformation. No line broadening was used in most

cases.

ej
_
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Two-dimensional spectra were typically acquired using

32 increments of the evolution time T1. The repetition rate

was set to 513 CT1 of the particular compounds studied. The

resulting two-dimensional data set was multiplied by a

resolution enhancement function (e t/RE) in the F1 dimension

where RE is set equal to T2 *. To compensate for base-line

distortions, an apodization function was also used in the F1

dimension.
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CHAPTER 4

POLARIZATION TRANSFER FROM 6Li TO 13C

Introduction

The analysis of alkyllithium compounds has always

depended heavily on NMR techniques (1). The existence of

13C- 6Li scalar coupling has allowed the assignment of simple

structures by one dimensional 13C and 6Li NMR (2), but more

complicated structures or mixtures of species in solution

often evade understanding without the aid of more

sophisticated experimental procedures. Establishing 13C- 6Li

connectivity through 13C- 6Li 2D spectroscopy will provide a

way of tying the two spectra together. 13C- 6Li 2D

heteronuclear correlation NMR should be a valuable tool in

solving the structures of organolithium compounds.

Techniques for 2D correlation spectroscopy based on

population inversion have been extended to include 13C-2H

correlation (3). This method has been shown to fail in the

1 3C- 6Li case, where 6Li is observed and 13C is decoupled (_4).

This present work will show that performing the inverse

experiment with 13C detection and 6Li decoupling is

successful, giving peaks that have good S/N ratios and

minimal effects from T2 .

Establishing connectivity between heteronuclei has been

173
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the goal of much NMR research, past and present. The focus

by several groups in the 1970's and 1980's has been on

developing pulse sequences to generate two dimensional

contour plots showing 1H- 1H (COSY) correlations or 1 3 C- 1 H

(HETCOR) correlations. Starting with Jeener's experiment in

1971 (5), the development of 2D pulse sequences proceeded at

a rapid pace.

The first reports of heteronuclear correlation of 13 C

and 1H resonances appeared simultaneously in 1977 (6)(7).

Ernst discussed two methods of polarization transfer that

could lead to proton-carbon correlations. The two methods

were selective population inversion and the Hartmann-Hahn

match. Ernst showed that a series of two 90* pulses in the

decoupler channel separated by a delay of r = 1/(2J) gives

results equal to those obtained when proton transition is

inverted by selective irradiation (8). Selective population

inversion is not a new'technique (2), but the idea of

inverting one transition in each pair of proton transitions

using 90 pulses was new. The second method mentioned by

Ernst was the use of the Hartmann-Hahn condition (71 B1 =

isBs) to allow the spin temperature of the proton-carbon

system to come to thermal equilibrium. The carbon spins are

thought of as hot relative to the protons. After equilibrium

is established, the carbon spins are at a lower temperature

and carbon magnetization is increased as governed by the

Boltzmann distribution. The use of the Hartmann-Hahn

-- _ ..
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condition (H-H) in NMR is not new as the name implies (10).

The H-H condition is routinely used in solid state NMR as a

method of cross-polarization (11).

After the initial introduction of two dimensional

heteronuclear correlation (HETCOR), many modifications or

additions to the pulse sequence appeared in the literature.

Phase cycling of both 13C and 1H pulses was introduced by Bax

and Morris (12) to allow the proton transmitter to be set to

the middle of the F1 spectral window. Prior experiments had

the decoupler set outside the F1 window, wasting transmitter

power and introducing the problem of sample heating. Phase

cycling allows the sign of frequencies in the F1 dimension

to be distinguished with respect to the transmitter.

The introduction of composite pulses (13)(14)(15)

removed the effects of pulse imperfections and spatial

inhomogeneity from spectra. As an example, the pulse series

90 (X)180*(Y)90 (X) is equivalent to 180(Y) and compensates

for imperfections in pulse length.

The simplification of 2D spectra by removing

homonuclear coupling in the F1 dimension was reported by

Pines et al with the use of bilinear rotational decoupling

(BIRD) pulses (15) in 1982. This technique also served to

filter out non-satellite proton resonances in natural

abundance 1 3C samples. The use of BIRD pulses has also been

shown by Bax to improve the sensitivity of the HETCOR

experiment (17).

rmm wrrwar '
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The study of 'H to 13C polarization transfer as a method

of enhancing 13C signals was reported in 1979 by Morris and

Freeman (18)(19) with the introduction of the INEPT pulse

sequence. The authors showed that magnetization transferred

from a spin S to a spin I results in the enhancement of the

I signal by a factor i S/7I. The work of Pegg et al (20)(21)

showed that polarization can be transferred between

arbitrary numbers of nuclei of arbitrary spins using a

universal polarization transfer (UPT) sequence. The first

experimental verification of polarization transfer from a

spin-1 nucleus to 13C was made by Rinaldi in 1982 with the

13C-2H INEPT sequence and a full theoretical treatment in a

later paper (2.2)(23.).

The two dimensional 13C- 2H HETCOR appeared in the

literature in 1984 (24)(25). Gunther showed that the 2D

polarization transfer pulse sequence will show correlations

between 13C and 2H. This is in agreement with Rinaldi's one

dimensional work cited above. The success of this experiment

involving 13C and 2H suggests that similar techniques could

be used with 6Li in place of 2H. Gunther has reported such a

13C- 6Li HETCOR experiment, using a method based on double

quantum coherence (26), in which 6Li was observed and 13C was

decoupled. Furthermore, Gunther has reported that attempts

to use the method based on population inversion of 6 Li,

using 13C decoupling failed due to fast transverse

relaxation of 13C magnetization.

- O
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The failure of the polarization transfer experiment of

Gunther was caused in part by the spectrometer hardware

constraints under which the experiment was performed. In

this present work, the spectrometer is configured for 6Li

decoupling by the manufacturer and cannot be used to

decouple 13C. This work will show that under these

conditions 13C- 6Li correlations can be obtained using the

population inversion pulse sequence with polarization being

transfered from 6Li to 13 C. This is the inverse of the

experiment performed by Gunther and should not suffer from

the effects of T2*, due to the smaller line widths of 6Li as

compared to 13C in some organolithium compounds.

A Pulse Sequence for 13C- 6Li

Polarization Transfer

The pulse sequence in Figure 29 will produce 13C-6Li

correlations that are the result of polarization transfer

from 6Li to 13C nuclei. Unlike the earlier work of Gunther,

in this sequence, 13C is observed and 6Li is decoupled. The

inversion of one 6Li transition in each pair of 13C

satellites results in the transfer of polarization to 13C

nuclei. Unlike 13C-1H polarization transfer, where the 1 3 C

signal is enhanced (7 1H/71 13c = 4), 13 C- 6 Li polarization

transfer reduces the 13C signal intensity by 41.5 % due to

the lower magnetogyric ratio of 6Li (7 6Li/7 13C = 0.585). This

I
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90*( PH1)
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6 Li
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Figure 29 - Pulse timing and vector diagram for the 1 3C-6Li
HETCOR experiment. The repetition rate is determined by the
relaxation delay (D1) and the Acquisition time t2 .

a - 1800 composite pulse composed of
90*(PH1 )180*(PH2)90*(PH1).
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factor may lead to increased experimental times.

Polarization from 6Li to 13C. After a relaxation delay

of 1.5 6LiT1 (.2) (See chapter 2 for 6Li Ti times) the 6Li

magnetization is rotated into the XY plane. At this point,

the two components of the 6Li vector will precess in the

transverse plane with velocities of (8 L-u )tJ/2 rad/s, where

u = the transmitter frequency. During the evolution time t1 ,

the 6Li spins are frequency labeled due to chemical shift.

The 180 1 3 C pulse in the center of -c removes the coupling

modulation from the 6 Li vectors by refocusing any precession

due to J(1 3C- 6Li). The net precession of each vector at the

end of r1 is 2i(8-u )t1 rad. During the delay AS1 (1/(2J)(1 3 C-

6Li)), the vectors once again spread out in the XY plane

until the angle between them is 1800. The second 90 6Li

pulse rotates the vector into the XZ plane in preparation

for polarization transfer. The magnitude of the Z components

of 6Li magnetization are now dependent on the distance

travelled during the evolution time rl. Also at this point,

one Z component is positive and the other negative. This is

the pulse analog of selective population inversion. One of

the 6Li transitions has been inverted and this causes a

reordering of the populations of any 13C/ 6Li spin system. To

examine this more closely, consider the case of one 13C- 6Li

pair of nuclei.

The spin product functions and populations for this

system are shown in Table 31. The first m1 value for a given
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spin function is that of 1 3C and the second is that of 6 Li.

The populations shown are the deviations from the average

population for all levels. As an example, if the

TABLE 31

POPULATIONS BEFORE AND AFTER
INVERSION OF ONE 6Li TRANSITION

FOR A 13C- 6 Li PAIR

Energy Spin
Level State

6

5

4

3

2

1

I +, +1>

Id, 0>

1I,+1>

|- , 0>

Equilibrium
Populations

-8C-8

-c+C Li

- 8 C+L+8 -8u

-8 +8

+8 c

+8C+8

Populations
After Polarization

_ C~ Li

-8 c

-8C+8Li

-8 +8L

+8C-Li

SC' 8 Li - The deviation of population from the average
of all levels.

average of all levels is P, then the lower three levels will

have carbon populations of P + 8c and the upper three levels

will have carbon populations of P - 8c. If the deviation

from the average is the only consideration, the upper and

lower levels will have populations of -8c and +6g. In

addition, Table 31 does not take into account carbon

populations that are not the result of polarization transfer

-1-
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from 6Li. This natural magnetization is removed by phase

cycling and does not alter the results of the experiment

(28). After the inversion of one 6Li transition, the

populations change as indicated in the last column.

An alternate method of representing the relative

populations is shown in Figure 29. This is consistent with

Rinaldi (19) and allows for easy manipulation of relative

signal intensities. The Boltzmann excess 13C spins have been

replaced with the average value {(-8C + 8 C)/2 = 0}, leaving

only the excess 6Li spin population. The 6 Li. populations are

then rewritten in units of 8Li using the lowest level as a

reference. In these terms, the highest energy level has a

relative population of zero. The next lowest level will have

a population of zero plus 8
Li and the lowest level will

have a population of zero plus 28
Li. At equilibrium, the top

energy level diagram describes the system. The 13C signal is

a 1:1:1 triplet and the 6Li signal is 1:1 doublet. After the

second 6Li 900 pulse, the populations have changed to those

of the bottom diagram. The differences in population across

the three 13C transitions are now 2, 0, and -2 units as

computed from Figure 30. The degeneracy of each transition

is 1, giving relative signal intensities of 2:0:-2. The

relative intensities of the 13C lines of a multiplet is

dependent on the number of coupled 6Li nuclei. Sample

computations for 1 3 C( 6Li )n where n = 1-4 are shown in Table

32. This is an extension of calculations reported by Rinaldi

w-- -- - - -
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Figure 30. Energy levels and transitions for a 1 3 C- 6Li coupled
spin system at equilibrium (top) and after inversion of the
populations across one 6Li transition (bottom). The lines
connecting energy levels indicate single quantum transitions.
The numbers in parentheses indicate the relative populations
using the notation of Rinaldi. The numbers at each energy
level represent the spin states or eigenfunctions ImC,mLl> for
1 3 C and 6Li.
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(19), where 1,2, and 3 2H nuclei bound to a single 13C were

analyzed.

The general trend noticeable in the table is that for

any number of spin 1 nuclei bound to a spin 1/2 nucleus,

inversion of a single spin 1 transition results in the

populations being reflected about the center population

level. That is, 0,1,2 becomes 2,1,0; 0,1,2,3 becomes

3,2,1,0; 0,1,2,3,....n-1,n becomes n,n-1,....3,2,1,0.

The degeneracy is determined by the number of 
6Li

nuclei coupled to the 13C, using a Pascal triangle for spin

1 nuclei (29). This can be thought of as the normal ratio of

peak intensities for a 13C multiplet showing 6Li coupling.

Extending these calculations for 5 to 9 6Li nuclei, the

results shown in Table 33 are obtained. The number in the

top section represent normal line intensities for 1
3C

multiplets coupled to 1-9 6Li nuclei. The center line and

the left half of the multiplet is shown. The intensities of

the right half of the multiplet are identical to those on

the left. After inversion of one 6Li transition, the

populations are those shown in the bottom portion of Figure

33. Once again, the center line and the left half of the

multiplet is shown. The right portion of the multiplet is in

this case identical to the left half multiplied by -1. Also,

as can be seen, the center line is always zero intensity.

At this point in the pulse sequence, polarization has

been transferred to the 13C transitions. The 90* 13C pulse
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Table 32

Populations and 13C Line Intensities Before and

After 6Li Polarization Transfer

E = energy level of 1 3C( 6Li) system
m = the number of coupled 6Li nuclei

'before = relative populations before

rafter before reflected about center level
P = Pafter ~before

g = degeneracy of each level
g8P = g x OP = relative intensity afterwards

E 'before

m=1
1
2
3

m=2
1
2
3
4
5

m=3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

m=4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0
1
2

0
1
2
3
4

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

rafter

2
1
0

4
3
2
1
0

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

op

2
0

-2

4
2
0

-2
-4

6
4
2
0

-2
-4
-6

8
6
4
2
0

-2
-4
-6
-8

g

1
1
1

1
2
3
2
1

1
3'
6
7
6
3
1

1
4

10
16
19
16
10
4
1

gap

2
0

-2

4
4
0

-4

-4

6
12
12
0

-12
-12
-6

8
24
40
32
0

-32
-40
-24
-8
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Table 33

Line Intensities Before and After
Polarization Transfer From a Spin-1

Nucleus to 1 3 C

Relative Intensityb

1
6

28
112
414

1
5

20
70

230

1
5

21
77
266
882

1
4

14
44
133
392

1
4

15
50

161
504

1554

1
3
9

25
69

189
518

1
3

10
30
90

266
784

2304

1
2
5

12
30
76

196
512

1
2
6

16
45

126
357

1016
2907

1
3
7

19
51

141
393

1107
3139

1 0
1 0
2 0
4 0
9 0

21 0
51 0

127 0
323 0

a m = the number of 6Li nuclei coupled to 13 C.

b the *intensities are shown for one half of the 13 C

multiplet only. The other half is identical in
magnitude but in the negative direction. The
center line has zero magnitude.

rotates the magnetization into the XY plane in preparation

for acquisition. The multiplets can not be observed with 6Li

decoupling because of the 1:1 correspondence between

positive and negative peaks in the multiplet. Turning on the

ma I

before
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

after
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
1 7
8 36
5 156

1

1 6
7 27

35 104

1
1 9 4

1
1 8
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decoupler would result in a signal of zero intensity. The

multiplet needs to be refocussed allowing all peaks to be

positive with respect to the receiver axis before the

decoupler can be turned on. As an example of this, consider

an a-carbon with six attached 6Li nuclei. The 13C multiplet

should have thirteen lines with relative intensities of

1:5:14:25:30:21:0:-21:-30:-25:-14:-5:-1. To test this

prediction, the pulse sequence in Figure 29 was used to

acquire a one dimensional FID without 6Li decoupling during

t2 , using a 2F sample of isopropyllithium. In this

experiment, Ti and Q2 were set equal to zero. The a-carbon

of the fluxional hexamer at 10 ppm would be expected to give

a multiplet as described above. The result of this

experiment is shown in Figure 30. The multiplet shows both

positive and negative peaks as well as a zero intensity at

the center. The upfield side shows positive peaks and the

downfield side shows negative peaks. Not all thirteen lines

are visible in the multiplet, however the eleven lines that

are visible are in the ratio of -13 : -19 : -25 -26 : -17

0 : 12 : 20 : 23 : 14 : 8. The experimental result matches

the predicted intensity ratio for the eleven inner lines of

a thirteen line multiplet. The deviation of the values of

the middle four lines from expected suggests that overlap of

nearby peaks of opposite sign may be causing some

cancellation of magnetization.

Refocussing of 13C Multiplet Components. The delay time
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D2 in the pulse sequence allows for this refocusing of the

13C multiplet and the use of 6Li decoupling during t 2. The

optimum value for A2 depends on the multiplicity of the 13C

signal as well as the relative position of the individual

1 3 C vectors immediately after the 13 C 90 pulse.

The A2 values for 1-3 6Li nuclei attached to 1 3 C can be

computed from the following equations (19).

ICLi = sin(O) [501

ICLi2 = { 1/2 sin(O) + 1/2 sin(20) } [51]

ICLi3 = { 2/5 sin(O) + 2/5 sin(26)

+ 1/5 sin(30) } [521

The individual terms of each equation represent the

angles swept out by the 13C components as they rotate in the

XY plane after the final 13C pulse. The coefficients are the

fraction of total magnetization contained in each line of

the multiplet. As the lines are further from the center

line, the angular velocity increases. The angle 0 = 2nJ(13C-

6Li)A 2 . This analysis can be extended to include any number

of coupled 6Li nuclei using the more general Equation 53,

0,1,2,3.....m, where m = the number of coupled 6Li nuclei.

shown here. The multiplier ni on the angle 0 corresponds to

the position of the individual lines of the multiplet from
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1J 2J 3J 4J 53 6J

6J 5J 4J 3J 2J 1J

Figure 31- The a-carbon peak of the hexamer of
isopropyllithium at -40*C, after population inversion of one
6Li transition in each pair of 13C satellites, using the
pulse sequence in Figure 29. tl = 0 s; A2 =20 s. The signal
was acquired without 6 Li decoupling during Z 2 .
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the center line in units of J(1 3C-6 Li). Therefore ni = The

coefficient A. represents the fraction of magnetization

contained in the ith line of the multiplet (Ai= 2Ii j /Z Ii I) .

I/Imax = M Aisin(niO) [53]
i=1

The optimum value for A2 is the value that maximizes

the above function. Figure 32shows Equation 53 plotted as a

function of 6 from 0 to 2n. The seven plotted functions

represent seven values of n, the number of coupled 6Li

nuclei. The values of m are'm = 1,2,3,4,6,8, and 9. As can

be seen, all functions go through zero at 6 = . The

function maxima appear at 0 less than or equal to n/2. The

maximum at n/2 is for m = 1 and the other maxima are for m =

2,3,4,6,8, and 9.going from right to left. The maximum

values for the functions are shown in Table 34. If these

maximum values are used, maximum intensity of 2D

correlations should be obtained because FIDs of maximum

signal will be transformed. In the table, actual values of

J( 1 3 C- 6 Li) have been used to calculate values for A62 at the

maximum 0. The range of values (0.0197 - 0.0312 s) is about

11 ms and the average value for A 2max is 0.0248 s. If an

average value of 0.025 s is chosen for 62, most of the

signal is retained. The percentage retained when using A2 =

0.025s is shown in the last column. Clearly there is little
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reason not to use an average value for A2. This suggests

that the experiment can be run successfully, using an

average value when the structures of all compounds in

solution are not known. An alternate calculation of A2

values is shown in Table 35, where the value of J(13 C-6Li) is

set equal to C/m where C = 17 t 2 as mentioned earlier

(30)(31). The two tables are in agreement; Table 34 is based

on measured values of J('3 C-6Li) and Table 35 is based on

predicted values of J(1 3C-6Li) for any alkyllithium compound

as a function of m.

In order to test this method of choosing optimum values

for A2 a. series of one-dimensional spectra were collected

using the pulse sequence in Figure 29. The sample used was

tert-butyllithium (2F in cyclopentane) and the data were

collected at 25 C where tert-butyllithium exists as a

fluxional tetramer (m = 4). In this experiment, the

evolution time, i1, was set equal to zero and the refocusing

delay, A2 , was varied. During the acquisition time, t 2 , the

6Li decoupler was on. The results of this experiment are

shown in Figure 32. The data points represent the relative

intensity of the 6Li decoupled a-carbon peak at 10.8 ppm as

a function of A2. The solid line is a plot- of the function

represented by Equation 53 with m = 4. The range of A2

values used started with zero and the maximum A2 value was

125 ms or 1/(2J 1 3 C- 6 Li) for tert-butyllithium at 25 C. At a

A2 value of 0 s, the magnetization is close to zero
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1.00

0.50

x

E 0.00

-0.50

0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00

theta = 2*pi*J*t

Figure 32- Normalized 13C magnetization vs. delay time, A 2 , in
the pulse sequence from Figure 29. The six curves represent

the function described in Equation 53 with m = 1,2,3,4,6,8

and 9, where m = the number of coupled 6Li nuclei.
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1.00
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) 0.20

-0.00 0
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tau ( s)

Figure 33- Normalized 1 3 C magnetization vs. delay time, A 2,

in the pulse sequence from Figure 29. The solid curve
represents the function from Equation 53 for a fluxional
tetramer (m = 4) with T2* = .25 s. The data points are from
experimental observation of the magnetization of the a-
carbon of tert-butyllithium as a function of A2.
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Table 34

Calculated Delay Times A2max
For Use in 13C{ 6Li} HETCOR

Pulse Sequence

R-group

n-propyl
m=6
m=8
m=9

isopropyl
m=3a
m=4
m=6

tert-butyl
m=3a
m=4
m=6

J ( 13C- 6 Li)

3.3
2.5
2.2

6.1
4.6
3.3

5,4
4.1
2.5

$max

0.490
0.440
0.410

0.743
0.620
0.490

0.743
0.620
0.490

A 2MAX (%2C
f 2Q =

0.0236
0.0280
0.0297

0.0197
0.0215
0.0236

0.0219
0.0241
0.0312

.025s)

99.9
98.7
97.1

91.5
98.0
99.9

97.8
99.9
94.9

a - a non-fluxional tetramer

b - 0max indicates the maxima from
Figure 31

functions plotted in

C - The percentage of signal retained if an average value
of 0.025s is used for A2 . This does not include losses
due to T2 * or from the lower magnetogyric ratio of 8Li.

IFA

Aw - .- . M
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Table 35

Calculated Delay Times A2
For Use in 13 C- 6Li HETCOR Experiments

As a Function of the Number of Attached 
6Li Nuclei.

ma

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

a..

C -

d...

C/mb

(/Hz)

17. 00

8.50

5.67

4.:25

3.40

2.83

2.43

2.13

1.89

o6max"
(/rad)

1.571

0.936

0.743

0.620

0.565

0.490

0.473

0.440

0.410

=r~~. ~ i

A Zax
(/ms)

147

175

209

232

264

276

310

329

345

the number of coupled 6Li nuclei
the predicted value for sobs' where C = 17 Hz.
8 x= the angle where the refocusing function
goes through the first maximum.
the value of A 2 which corresponds to 6ex

intensity. As A 2 increases, the intensity of the 13C

magnetization increases until a maximum intensity is reached

at A2 = 25 ms. For A2 values between 25 ms and 75 ms, the

intensity of magnetization is decreasing until zero

intensity is reached at A2 = 75 ms. Clearly, there is good

agreement between the predicted and measured relative

intensity of 1 3 C peaks as a function of Ad2 . As was predicted
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in Table 34, a value of 25 ms for A2, gives maxium relative

intensity of the 13C peak when 6Li decoupling is used. This

value should be used in the two-dimensional HETCOR

experiment as well, since maximizing the signal during each

FID will lead to maximum peak height in the 2D data set.

Phase Cycling. One other aspect of the pulse sequence

is phase cycling. The scheme used here is the four step

EXORCYCLE that gives N type selection as well as quadrature

detection of the F1 dimension (32)(33)(3A). The phase

cycling scheme is shown here in Table 36.

TABLE 36
PHASE CYCLING FOR HETCOR EXPERIMENT

CT PH1 PH2 RECEIVER

0 0 3 0
1 1 0 1
2 2 1 2
3 3 2 3

The phases are shifted 900 after each FID is collected.

PH1 represents a pulse on the X axis. PH2 is the -Y axis and

the receiver is aligned to acquire data on the X axis.

The Effects of T2 *. Any time that 1 3C or 6Li

magnetization spends in the XY plane will be reflected in

losses of signal intensity due to T2*. The signal intensity

will be reduced by a factor etlT2* where r is the time spent

in the transverse plane. With the current pulse sequence and

using 6Li decoupling, the effects are minimal. The narrow

6Li lines in the compounds studied result in long T2* values.
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A typical linewidth for 6Li is 0.2 Hz, giving a T2* of 1.59

s. During the evolution time (z1) and the first half of the

mixing time (A1), 
6Li magnetization would be subject to

relaxation by T2*. The mixing period A1 is on the order of

0.1 - 0.2 s depending on the value of J(1 3C-6 Li). The maximum

6Li signal loss during A 1 would be 12%. This would have the

effect of lessening the polarization transfer from 6Li to 13C

by 12%.

The 13C magnetization is only in the XY plane during

the last half of the mixing period A2. As was shown earlier,

the optimum choice of A2 is dependent on the number of

coupled 6Li nuclei. However, an average value for A2 of

0.025s gives acceptable data with less than 5% signal loss

due to refocusing in most cases. The observed linewidths of

13C for the a- 13C peaks in the three compounds studied ranged

from 0.5 Hz to 4 Hz. These linewidths correspond to T2 '

values of 0.64 s and 0.08 s respectively. Reductions in 13C

signal intensity due to T2* during A2 would be 3.8% in the

first case and 26.8% in the second.

The effect of T2* is significant in the HETCOR

experiment. However, the loss of signal is minimized by

using 6Li decoupling and observing 13C .instead of the inverse

experiment performed by Gunther. A key point in determining

the success is comparing 13C and 6Li linewidths with the two

delay times A 1 and A 2. The first delay period A 1 is longer

than the second one A2 by a factor that ranges from 3.3 to
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9.1 depending on J(1
3C- 6Li). The successful experiment is one

that places the nuclei with the smallest linewidth (6 Li) in,

the XY plane during the longer delay time (A1). In Gunther's

experiment, 13C magnetization is in the XY plane during the

evolution time (z1) and the mixing time A1, resulting in

large signal losses due to 13C T2*.

13C- 6 Li HETCOR Experiments

13C- 6Li HETCOR experiments were performed on n-

propyllithium, isopropyllithium, and tert-butyllithium,

using the pulse sequence shown in Figure 29. In the three

experiments, parameters were changed to accommodate the

relaxation times, number of attached 6Li nuclei and 13 C- 6 Li

coupling. The results are presented in Figures 29, 30, and

31.

n-Propyllithium exists as a mixture of hexamer,

octamer, and nonamer in cyclopentane. The 13C and 6Li spectra

have been reported by Fraenkel (35). Using 13C enrichment,

Fraenkel was able to observe 
6Li coupling in the 13C spectrum

and assign the aggregation states represented by the peaks

in the spectrum. The 6Li spectrum shows three or five peaks

depending on concentration and temperature. As the

concentration increases, the equilibrium should shift

towards the higher aggregate. Now an assignment can be made

based on the 13C- 6Li HETCOR spectrum shown in Figure 33. In

,
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agreement with earlier assignments, the peak at 38 Hz in the

6Li spectrum is coupled to the 13C peak at 15.6 ppm, which

has been identified as being a hexamer. The middle peak at

34.5 Hz in the 6Li is coupled to the peak at 17.4 ppm in the

13C spectrum and the remaining peak at 31 Hz in the 6Li is

coupled to peak at 18.5 ppm in the 13C.

Isopropyllithium is known to exist as a mixture of

tetramer and hexamer in cyclopentane. These aggregates

undergo interaggregate exchange as well as fluxional

exchange within individual aggregates. The equilibrium

favors the tetramer at higher temperatures. At -40C, the

exchange is slow and in addition, the fluxionality of the

tetramer has slowed to give a 7 line multiplet in the 13C.

NMR. The a- 13C peak for the hexamer appears at 9.8 ppm and

the a- 13C of the tetramer is at 5.1 ppm. These peaks are

easily assigned by their multiplicities and J(
13 C-6Li) values

(see chapter 1). The 6Li spectrum by comparison shows two

peaks at 3.9 Hz and 12.5 Hz relative to LiClO4 . The

assignment of these peaks had been made previously by

observing the 1 3C satellites in the 6Li spectrum. The 1 3 C- 6 Li

HETCOR experiment shown in Figure 35gives the unambiguous

correlations of the downfield peak in the 
13C with the peak

downfield in the 6Li spectrum. The upfield peak in the 13 C is

correlated with the upfield peak in the 
6Li spectrum. These

results are consistent with the assignments given earlier.

The spectrum was acquired with 8 transients for each of 32
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Figure 34- 13 C- 6 Li HETCOR spectrum of n-propyllithium,

2F in cyclopentane at -80 C. 64 transients were accumulated

for each of 32 increments in Fl. D1 = 10s; A = 0.180 s;

A2 = 0.025s; t9 0Z 3 = 22.5ps; tgO6Li = 730 .s; t2 = 0.765 s.

Total experimental time 6 Hrs.
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Figure 35- 1 3C- 6Li HETCOR of tert-butyllithium,
2F in cyclopentane at -60 C. 64 transients were accumulated

for each of 16 increments in ti. D1 = 40s; AO1= 0.0921s;

D 2 = 0.025s; t9013C = 22.5 ps; t9O6Li = 730 us; z 2 = 3.857s.

Total experiment time = 12 Hrs.
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Figure 36- 13 C- 6Li HETCOR of isopropyllithium,
2F in cyclopentane at -40 C. 8 transients were accumulated

for each of 32 increments in ti. D1 = 60 s; A = 0.082 s;
A 2 = 0.025 s; t9013C = 22.5 us; t9O6Li = 730 us; t2 = 0.499 s.

Total experimental time = 5 Hrs.
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increments in i1 . The relaxation delay (D1) was 60 s and the

acquisition time was 0.499 s. The delay for polarization

transfer (A 1 ) was 0.082 s and the delay for refocussing (A 2 )

was 0.025 s. The repetition rate was 1 transient every 60.6

s + Z1. The total experimental time was 5 Hrs.

tert-Butyllithium exists as a tetrahedral tetramer in

cyclopentane. At temperatures below -20 C, the tetramer is

in the slow fluxional mode giving a 7 line multiplet in the

13C NMR. The 6Li spectrum at all temperatures shows a singlet

(36). The 13C-6Li HETCOR spectrum in Figure 36 shows a

single correlation between these two peaks as 
expected. The

peak at 10.8 ppm in the 13C spectrum is correlated to the

peak at 7.4 Hz in the 6Li spectrum. The spectrum was

acquired. with 64 transients for each of 16 increments of t1.

The relaxation delay (D1) was 40s and the acquisition time

(t2 ) was 3.857 s. The delay for polarization transfer (A1 )

was 0.0921 s and the delay for refocussing (A2) was 0.025 s.

The repetition rate was 1 transient every 44 sec + t1 . The

total experimental time was 12 Hrs.

All 13C- 6 Li HETCOR spectra were zero filled in both

dimensions to give 1K x 128 points before Fourier

transformation. The Fl dimension was weighted using a sine

bell function fitted to the maximum value of t1 (37) and the

F2 dimension was weighted using a 1 Hz line broadening

exponential function. The weighting function for the F1

dimension was exp(-t
2 /AF2 )-exp(t/RE). The values for AF and
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RE were entered from the keyboard prior to 
Fourier

transformation. The resolution enhancement constant, RE, was

set equal to T2* and the value of AF, the apodization

function, was adjusted to give a bell shaped curve with a

maximum at tmax/2 .

Experimental

Preparation of Alkyllithium Compounds. tert-

Butyllithium, n-propyllithium, and isopropyllithium were

prepared and purified from the corresponding

bis(alkyl)mercury compound and 
8Li enriched metal .(95.5% 

6Li

from U.S. Services) as described in chapter 1. Each compound

was used to prepare a 2F sample in 99.9% cyclopentane (Wiley

Organics). In preparation for use, the solvent was dried

over LiAlH4 and distilled on a vacuum line into a 100 ml

glass vessel fitted with a Roto-flo stopcock. The solvent

was degassed using a minimum of five freeze-pump-thaw cycles

at lptorr. The solvent and alkyllithium compound were then

transferred to an argon filled glove box. Once in the box,

6.2 mmols of alkyllithium compound ( 304 mg for n-

propyllithium; 304 mg for isopropyllithium; 391 mg for tert-

butyllithium) was weighed into a volumetric centrifuge tube.

To this tube, cyclopentane was added to bring the total

volume to 3.1 ml, giving a 2F overall concentration. After

the lithium compound was dissolved in the solvent, the
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solution was transferred to 10 mm NMR tube using a Pasteur

pipette. The NMR tube was fitted with a vacuum stopcock and

transferred to the vacuum line. Once on the line, 
the NMR

tube was once again degassed, using a minimum of five

freeze-pump-thaw cycles and sealed while frozen at 
a

pressure of lptorr.

Temperature Control. Temperatures were measured using 
a

methanol chemical shift thermometer (38) and observing the

1H spectrum of methanol. The chemical shift difference of

the hydoxyl and methyl protons was used to calculate the

temperature along with the manufacturer's TEMCAL 
routine.

Instrumental Calibrations. The 6Li decoupler field

strength ('yH2 ) was measured using the method of 
Pachler

(39). The output from the 6Li decoupler was adjusted to

deliver 10 watts to the 6Li coil of the triple resonance

probe. The Bird watt meter was in-line when the measurement

was made. A sample of tert-butyllithium was lowered into the

probe and the probe was tuned for 
13C observation. The

observe transmitter was tuned to 44.143000 MHz and connected

to the 6Li decoupler coil of the probe. Using a pulse width

of 200 ps, 4 transients were collected and the resultant FID

was Fourier transformed to give a 
6Li spectrum. One peak was

observed for tert-butyllithium. The resonance frequency of

this peak, vLi, was calculated using the following formula.

vLi SFREQ + TO - SW/2 + DIFF [54]
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where

SFREQ = the spectrometer output frequency in Hz.

TO = the transmitter offset in Hz.

SW/2 = the spectral width / 2.

DIFF = the difference in Hz between the observed

peak and the upfield edge of the spectral

window.

Once calculated, the 6Li decoupler synthesizer was set to

this value - 10 MHz. The spectrometer was then set for 13C

observation at 75 MHz. The 
6Li decoupler was connected to

the 6 Li fixed frequency coil on the probe and the observe

transmitter was connected to the observe coil. Observation

of a 13C spectrum under these conditions gives a 
6Li

decoupled singlet at 10.8 ppm for tert-butyllithium. 
13C

spectra were recorded with the 
6Li decoupler frequency set

at vLi 200 Hz ( Av). These off resonance spectra showed a

residual coupling {JR(' 3 C- 6 Li)} of 3.11 Hz. The fully coupled

spectrum shows a coupling of 5.43 Hz (J). From these data,

7H2 was calculated to be 349.0 
Hz, using equation 51 (3_8).

yH2 = ev(JO/JR) 
[55]

In addition the 90 
6Li decoupler pulse was calculated to be

716.0 ps. 7 H2 for the 1H decoupler was calibrated in a

similar manner. For the proton decoupler, with DHP = 85, 7H2

= 1850 Hz. The WALTZ decoupler sequence was used for proton

decoupling, with a decoupler modulation frequency of 7.4

KHz.
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Setting the 6Li Decoupler and the F1 Dimension. After

placing the sample to be run in the probe, the observe

transmitter cable is connected to the 6Li fixed frequency

coil. The spectrometer frequency is set for 6Li observation

at 44.143000 MHz with a spectral window of 20 kHz. The

observe pulse width is set to 200 ps and 4 transients are

collected with a relaxation delay of 30 s between

acquisitions. The resulting FID is transformed. The position

of peaks in the spectrum is noted and the difference in

hertz between the desired decoupler position and the upfield

edge of the spectral window is computed. The exact frequency

of the desired decoupler position is computed using Equation

54 above. After subtracting 10 MHz from this value (vLi -

10MHz), the resulting number is entered manually into the

PTS 160 synthesizer on the 
6Li decoupler accessory.
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CHAPTER 5

THE ANALYSIS OF ALKYLLITHIUM/

LITHIUM ALKOXIDE MIXED AGGREGATES

BY NEW NMR TECHNIQUES

Introduction

Alkyllithium compounds are widely used as alkylating

agents and initiators in anionic polymerization (1)(.2) yet

little is known about the structure of all species present

in solution in many cases (3). Reactivity of organolithium

compounds is known to depend on temperature, solvent,

concentration, aggregation state, and the specific R group

attached to lithium (4). However, the effect on reactivity

of the addition of small amounts of oxygen or alcohols to an

otherwise pure lithium alkyl is not fully understood.

Previous work by McGarrity (5) has shown that addition

of n-butoxy groups to n-butyllithium in THF results in

tetramers having one or more alkoxy groups per aggregate.

The reactivity of these compounds with benzaldehyde

increases significantly with the number of butoxy groups

(6). The investigations of Lochmann et al showed a marked

increase in reaction rate upon the addition of menthyl, n-

butyl, and tert-butyl alkoxides to a reaction mixture of n-

butyllithium with diphenylethylene in benzene at 29.1C (1).
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Earlier work showed that t-butoxy groups 
can be incorporated

into n-butyllithium by interaggregate 
exchange processes

resulting in equimolar complexes of the form

[C4HgLi. (CH 3 ) 3OLi] (8). This formation of mixed aggregates

is thought to be a key point in increasing reactivity.

Clearly there is a need to understand the structures of

these mixed aggregate species. Thomas and Clarke have

determined unambiguously that the mixed aggregate 
of tert-

butyllithium and lithium tert-butoxide exists 
as a 3:1 mixed

complex (9). These authors further found evidence for as yet

unidentified hexamers for higher relative concentrations 
of

tert-butoxide.

The work in this chapter applies the techniques of the

previous chapters to the analysis of three organolithium

compounds all having small amounts of alcohol 
added to

create mixed alkyllithium/lithium alkoxide aggregates. 
The

goal of this study is to show the applicability of

experimental techniques developed in previous 
chapters to

the analysis of these compounds.

Results and Discussion

Of the three samples studied, the isopropyllithium

mixed alkoxides gave results that were both easily

interpreted and dependent on all the methods developed here.

After discussing isopropyllithium alkoxides, tert-
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butyllithium mixed alkoxides will be reviewed and finally

the alkoxides of n-propyllithium will be discussed.

Isopropyllithium exists as both a tetramer 
and hexamer

in equilibrium in hydrocarbon solvent (9)(10). At 
-85C, the

hexamer is favored over the tetramer. The two resonances in

the 13C spectra appear at 5.2 (tetramer) and 10.1 ppm

(hexamer). In the 
6Li spectrum two resonances appear at 3.92

Hz (tetramer) and -12.49 Hz (hexamer)relative to LiClO4

(11). The 13C spectra with and with out 
6Li decoupling are

shown in Figure 32. When isopropanol is added, additional

peaks appear in both the 13C and 6Li spectra. The 6 Li

decoupled spectrum shows two additional peaks at 9.7 
and

10.3 ppm. The overlapping of multiplets in the 
6Li-coupled-

13C spectrum prevents accurate measurement of both the

number of peaks and J( 1 3 C- 6 Li). The 2D J(' 3 C- 6Li)-resolved

spectrum in Figure 37 does not have the problem of peak

overlap and shows that the two new peaks have the same

observed coupling as the non-alkoxide hexamer and thus must

be hexamers. The value for J(13C- 6Li) is now determined to be

3.3 Hz in the two alkoxide containing peaks.

An alternate experiment to use in this situation is the

one dimensional J(
13 C-6Li) modulated spin-echo sequence. The

value for J('3C- 6Li) must be known ahead of time, but may be

estimated from other data (see Chapter 3). In the present

case, if J(' 3 C- 6 Li) for the alkoxy species is assumed to be

similar to that of the non-alkoxy species, a delay time of
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10 9 7 6 5 PPM

Figure 37 - isopropyll ithium 1:24 O:Li mixed
alkoxides. (top) 1

3C spectrum of the a-carbon region with
6Li decoupling. (bottom) Same as above without 6Li

decoupling.
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(C)

(B)

(A)

12 11 10 9 7 6 5 4 PPM

Figure 39 - J( 13 C- 6 Li) modulated spin-echo

spectrum of isopropyllithium mixed alkoxides 1:24 O:Li

at -40C. (A) t,= 0 s. (B) rt= 0.164 s. (C) z = 0.303 s.
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1/J(13C-
6 Li) can be used for z in pulse sequence 1 from

chapter 3. If these J values are similar and if T2* is long

with respect to J, a one dimensional spin-echo spectrum 
can

be acquired in a short period of time. This experiment was

performed on the isopropyllithium 
mixed alkoxides sample

with the resulting spectra shown in 
figure 39. The bottom

spectrum (A) is for z = 0; the middle spectrum (B) is with t

= 1/6.1 Hz; the top spectrum is with z = 1/3.3 Hz. The

results indicate that the upfield peak 
at 5.2 ppm represents

a 13C attached to 3 6Li nuclei and the three peaks around 10

ppm all represent 
13C nuclei coupled to 6 6Li nuclei each.

Once again, the advantage of this experiment "is the short

time it requires. These spectra were acquired in a total

time of 30 minutes for all three experiments.

The HETCOR correlation between the 1 3 C and 6Li

resonances is shown in Figure 40. The hexamer peak downfield

in the 13C spectrum is coupled to the downfield peak in the

6Li spectrum. The tetramer 
13C resonance is coupled to the

smaller peak at 30 Hz in the 6 Li spectrum. Clearly, the

alkoxide hexamer peak at 9.7 ppm is coupled to the 
6 Li peak

at 16 Hz. This is consistent with previous assignments for

6Li nuclei adjacent to alkoxy groups (12_).

At an O:Li ratio of 1:24, the assumption can be made

that any alkoxide containing hexamers would have the 
formula

R5ORLi6 . If another species were present, the assumption

that the formula of the second smaller peak is R4 (OR) 2 Li6
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Figure 40 - 13 C{ 6Li}

mixed alkoxides 1:24 O:Li
s.

HETCOR of isopropyllithium
at -40C. t 3 = 0.082s. t 4 = 0.250
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Table 37

Concetrations based on the integration 
of peaks in the 6Li

and 13C spectrum of isopropyllithium 
with 1:24 O:Li added.

86Li Species Integral [RLila []b
6Li Relative Relative

3.29 R6Li6  123.6 123.6 0

1.45 R4 Li4  35.0 35.0 0

-12.49 R5ORLi6  55.3 55.3 9.2

----- R 4 (OR) 2 Li 6  --- ---- ----

Total 6Li and 0 : 213.9 9.2

Calculated 0:Li ratio based on 
6Li Integrals = 1:23.3

81 3 C Species Integral [RLiI]a [0 ]b
13C Relative Relative

10.1 R6 Li6  80.5 80.5

5.3 R4Li4  35.2 35.2

9.7 R5 ORL i6  27.1 32.5 5.4

--- R4 (OR)2Li6  ---- ---- ~~

Total 6Li and 0 : 148.2 5.4

Calculated 0:Li ratio based on 
13C Integrals = 1:27.4

a - [RLi]RELATIVE = I/(number of 13C or 6Li per aggregate)

b - [0]RELATIVE = [RLi] x (number of 0 atoms per aggregate)

-------------- - ------ -------- - mmm M I m 0 1
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would also be a logical one. 
Comparison of the integrations

from the 
6Li spectrum should be consistent 

with these

predictions. In Table 37, the integral for each peak 
in the

6Li spectrum is divided by the number of 
6Li nuclei in the

assumed aggregate and then multiplied 
by the number of 0

atoms in the same aggregate to give values 
for total 

6Li and

0 for each aggregate listed. The sum of all 
6Li values from

column 4 and all oxygen values from 
column 5 are compared to

give the experimental O:Li ratio. 
This number should be in

agreement with the amount of alcohol 
added to make the

sample originally. Error bounds 
on the integrals could be as

large as 20% (13), but making an erroneous assumption 
about

the number of 0 atoms in a particular 
aggregate will lead to

a calculated 0:Li ratio that is more 
than 20% different from

the amount of alcohol. Therefore, it is easy to distinguish

between different numbers of alkoxy groups 
even with 20%

integration errors. The integrals are taken from the 
6 Li

spectrum rather than the 
13C spectrum because of the greater

S/N and narrower lines of the former. As can be seen from

the data, the assumptions about numbers of alkoxy groups

appear to be valid based on integrations. 
The 6Li peak

identities came originally from correlations 
with 13C

resonances which were used to determine aggregation 
state

via the coupling constant J(13C- 6Li). Each experiment has

provided information crucial to the succeeding step in the

analysis. After discussing the other samples, the results
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will once again be summarized at the 
end.

tert-ButYllithium is a tetrahedral tetramer in

hydrocarbon solvent (14)(L6_). This compound has been well

characterized in previous work (1_5)(17). The results

obtained here with these new NMR techniques 
should confirm

the structures and assignments already 
reported.

The resonance for the a-carbon appears at 10.8 ppm in

the 13C NMR. At temperatures below -250 the tetramer 
is non-

fluxional and the 13C resonance at 10.8 ppm is a 7 line

multiplet representing coupling between 
one 13C and three 

6Li

nuclei. At temperatures above OC the resonance is a 9 line

multiplet, showing coupling between one 13C and four 
6Li

nuclei as the tetramer is in the fast fluxional mode (16_).

Addition of tert-butanol in the ratio of 1:24 O:Li results

in the appearance of a new peak in the a-carbon region at,

9.1 ppm. As shown in Figure 41, this peak is a 7 line

multiplet at -85C. The 13C spectra with and without 
6Li

decoupling are shown in Figure 41. Clearly, there is little

need for spin-echo spectra or 2D J('3C- 6Li)-resolved spectra

to be acquired in this situation as the multiplets 
are well

resolved and the coupling constant can be measured 
directly

from the one dimensional spectrum. These values have been

reported earlier at 5.43 Hz for the peak at 10.8 ppm and the

peak at 9.1 ppm shows splitting from two separate 
couplings

(16)(17). These values suggest that in both cases 13C nuclei

are coupled to three 
6Li nuclei. This fact by itself does
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Figure 41 - 13C spectra of tert-butyllithium mixed

alkoxides 1:24 O:Li at -85C. (top) with 6 Li decoupling;

(bottom) without 
6Li decoupling.
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not identifiy the aggregates as being tetramers, 
hexamers,

or another higher state. Any of these aggregates would show

coupling to three 
6 Li nuclei in their non-fluxional mode.

The answer can be gained by observing th'e 6Li spectrum along

with the 13C{ 6Li} HETCOR contour plot. Figure 42 shows the

results of a HETCOR experiment on this sample. The resonance

at 10.8 ppm is correlated with a single peak at 50 Hz in the

6Li spectrum. This is the same result that is obtained when

a pure sample of tert-butyllithium is examined in this way.

The peak at 9.1 ppm in the 13C shows correlations 
with the

two remaining peaks in the 6Li spectrum. This indicates the

alkoxide containing aggregate contains two non-equivalent

types of 6Li nuclei. The relative integrations of the two

new peaks in the 
6Li spectrum (3:1) along with the 7 line

multiplicity in the coupled 1
3C spectrum indicates that the

alkoxide containing species is a tetramer in the non-

fluxional mode. Higher aggregation states that were non-

fluxional would show HETCOR correlations between a single

carbon and two or more 
6Li peaks of different relative

integrations. A non-fluxional hexamer would have two 6Li

peaks in a 1:1 ratio, as an example.

n-Propyllithium exists as an equilibrium mixture of

hexamer, octamer, and three nonamer geometries in

hydrocarbon solvent. As discussed in chapter one,

interaggregate exchange processes are fast at room

temperature and are slowed upon cooling to -90C. 
This was
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Figure 43 -
3C spectrum of the a-carbon region

of n-propyllithium mixed alkoxides 1:24 O:Li at -85C.

(top) with 6Li decoupling; (bottom) without 6 Li decoupling.
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40 20 0 -20 -40 HZ -0

Figure 44 -
6Li spectrum of n-propyllithium mixed

alkoxides 1:24 O:Li at -85C. Chemical shifts are relative

to LiC1O4 at 0 Hz.
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shown earlier by Fraenkel (1_8_)(19) using samples enriched in

both 13C and 6 Li. Overnight acquisitions of 1 3 C spectra at -

90C showed multiplets and coupling constants as expected 
for

these aggregates. The chemical shifts and J(13C-6Li) values

reported by Fraenkel are shown here in Table 38. When n-

propanol is added to n-propyllithium to give a 1:24 O:Li

ratio, one new peak appears in the 13C spectrum at 16.5 ppm.

This peak is flanked by two resonances from propane, a

product of the reaction. Figure 43 shows the 13C spectrum in

the a- 13C region of this sample. The bottom spectrum shows

the coupling J(1 3C- 6Li) for this new alkoxide species to be

2.1 Hz, consistent with that reported for fluxional

nonamers by Fraenkel.

The 6Li spectrum of this sample is shown in Figure 44.

The five most downfield peaks are those previously reported

for pure n-propyllithium (12). The two sharp peaks and one

broad peak appearing upfield have grown in only after the

addition of alcohol and must therefore be alkoxy containing

species.

Correlations between 
13C and 6Li resonances can be seen

in Figure 45. The strong correlation between the 1
3C peak at

11.2 ppm and the 6Li peak at 78 Hz is seen in this contour

plot. This result is examined more closely in Figure 46

where a slice through the F1 dimension taken at F2 =

11.2 ppm is shown. This figure shows all correlations for

the 13C peak at 11.2 ppm along the F1 axis. For comparison,
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the 6Li spectrum is plotted below the slice. In addition to

the correlation seen in the contour plot, two new

correlations can be seen in the slice. One appears at 50 Hz

and the other at 10 Hz corresponding to the two upfield

peaks in the 6Li spectrum. Now it can be seen that the

Table 38

13C NMR data for n-propyllithium at -90C

813C J( 13 C- 6 Li)

hexamer 15.6 3.4

octamer 17.4 2.5

nonamer 18.4 2.2

nonamer 19.3 2.2

nonamer 20.2 2.2

alkoxide 16.5 2.2

alkoxide 18.1 ----

alkoxide containing nonamer seen in the 13C spectrum shows

coupling to the three additional upfield peaks in the 6 Li

spectrum. This correlation pattern in the HETCOR would

indicate the aggregate has three non-equivalent types of 
6Li

nuclei. The relative integrations of all 
6Li peaks for this

sample are shown in Table 39. Also, at this point, the

assumption has been made that the alkoxy nonamer for this
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The 6Li spectrum at the same spectral width.
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Table 39

Calculations based on the integration of peaks

in the 6Li spectrum of n-propyllithium with 1:24 O:Li added.

' 4M il l

Integral

I

163.0

25.1

35.2

74.4

26.8

24.7

[RLi]b

Relative

163.0

25.1

35.2

74.4

26.8

24. 7

[]C

Relative

0

0

0

8.27

2.97

2.74

Total 6Li and 0 : 349.2 13.98

Calculated 0:Li ratio = 1:24.97

a - taken from reference 19

b - I/(number of 6 Li nuclei per aggregate).

C - Relative [RLi] x (number of 0 atoms per aggregate).

Species

R6Li6

R8Li8

R9Li9

R8ORL i9

86Lia

37.97

34.55

30.87

22

20

14

-13

-52

rg|In r r rIw r r . _ _
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system has the empirical formula R8(OR)Li9 . If this

assumption is correct, the 6Li integrations should be

consistent with the 1:24 O:Li ratio created by the addition

of n-propanol previously when the sample was prepared. The

2DJ('3C-6Li) resolved experiment was not used on this n-

propyllithium mixed aggregate sample as it was not needed to

resolve the coupling. However, the experiment was used

succesfully on a sample of pure n-propyllithium in

cyclopentane as discussed in chapter three and there is no

reason to think that it would not work on samples of n-

propyllithium containing alkoxides. Indeed, it may be needed

if samples containing higher amounts of alkoxy species were

studied.

The results from this application of new NMR techniques

to the three samples are summarized in Table 40. The

existence of the 3:1 tetramer R3ORLi4 for tert-butyllithium

has been reported earlier and has been studied in its

fluxional and non-fluxional modes (17). The trend most

noticable in the table is the following. When one alkoxy

group is added it adds to the' species of highest aggregation

number. This does not indicate that the reaction takes place

most readily between the higher aggregate and the alcohol,

as the alkoxy group may be transferred to the larger

aggregate by exchange processes. However, after all reaction

has ceased, the alkoxy group is on the larger aggregate. It

is noted also that some preliminary work has been done on
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Table 40

Species present in

aggregates at

mixed alkyl/alkoxy lithium

1:24 O:Li ratios.

R-group R-Li Rn(OR)mLim+n

n-propyl R6Li6  R8 (OR)Li9

R8Li8

R9Li9a

isopropyl R4 Li4  R5 (OR)Li6

tert-butyl R4Li4  R3 (OR)Li 4b

a - three nonamers have been seen in the 13C

spectrum. see references (18 - 19).

b - in agreement with earlier work. see reference 16.

systems with higher O:Li ratios by Thomas and DeLong (.20).

The species present in solution for 1:12 O:Li ratios is

the same as those shown here. In contrast to this is the

work of Thomas and Clarke on tert-butyllithium (17) with

O:Li ratios of 1:3 and above. At 1:3 O:Li ratio, the tert-
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butyllithium mixed alkoxides exists as both tetrameric and

hexameric species. Any aggregate containing more than one

alkoxy group is hexameric.

The methods used here for the examination of 1:24 mixed

alkoxides have provided a means for measuring J(13C-
6Li) as

well as establishing connectivity between 1
3C and 6 Li. This

along with integrations and knowledge of amounts of alcohol

added during sample preparation has lead to the

identification of alkoxy species in solution.

An Analytical Strategy

Any method of analysis for organolithium compounds must

have as a goal the determination of what types of aggregates

are present in solution, that is, what is the aggregation

number represented by peaks observed in 
13C and 6Li spectra.

In chapter 3, the strong connection between aggregation and

observed coupling constants J(
1 3C- 6Li) was discussed. If

J('3C- 6Li) can be measured, the aggregation state will be

known (2_1).

The assumption made above is that the number of peaks

in the 13C spectrum that represent a carbons is already

known. Running spectra with and without 
6Li decoupling will

provide this data. In addition to collapsing multiplets, 
6Li

decoupling will result in a large signal to noise

improvement allowing small resonances to appear that may not
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be seen otherwise. As an example, the resonance for a 6Li

decoupled a-carbon in a hexamer has a S/N ratio that is 5.17

times that of the central line in the coupled hexamer

multiplet. Acquiring the same S/N ratio in the multiplet

would require about 27 times the number of acquisitions. The

second advantage of a simple one dimensional 6 Li decoupling

experiment is the resolution of overlapping multiplets into

singlets. The total number of peaks can be counted easily in

this manner. After counting the number of a- 13C peaks, the

coupling constant J(1 3C- 6 Li) must be measured. If the amount

of peak overlap in the 13C spectrum is minimal, the J value

can be measured directly from the 1D coupled spectrum. This

is not usually the case, however and J must be measured

using the 2D J('3C- 6Li)-Resolved technique developed in

chapter 3.

As a first step to running this experiment, the

following simple test can be performed predicting the

outcome of the longer 2DJ experiment. Measure the line width

of each a-carbon peak (A v). Use an average value for J 3 C-

6Li) of 3 Hz and calculate the ratio J(13 C- 6Li)/A v. Larger

values for this ratio will result in more succesfull 2DJ

experiments. That is, when the line width is small compared

to J(1 3C-6Li), spin-spin relaxation does not take place to a

significant degree during the pulse sequence. As a

guideline, consider two actual experiments carried out on

isopropyllithium and 2-methylbutyllithium. The line widths
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and J values are shown in Table 41.

The experiment as applied to isopropyllithium was

succesfull as shown earlier. An attempt to run the

experiment using 2-methylbutyllithium resulted in

unacceptable data in which multiplets could not be resolved

in the F1 dimension. As an initial guideline, values of

J(1 3C- 6Li)/A v < 1.0 should be considered too small and the

2DJ experiment will require many transients for good signal-

to-noise ratios.

Table 41

R-group A v Hz. J( 1 3 C- 6 Li) J( 1 3C- 6Li)/A v

isopropyl

tetramer 0.5 6.1 12.2

hexamer 0.5 3.3 6.6

2-methylbutyl 5.0 3.2 0.7

If the 2DJ experiment is successful, a value for J(1 3C-

6Li) is now available and the 13C{ 6Li} HETCOR experiment can

be carried out to establish 13 C- 6 Li connectivity. If J is

still unknown at this point, an average value of 3 Hz can be

used to set the delay for polarization transfer in the

HETCOR. The selection of delay.values in the HETCOR

experiment is usually done using average J values and little
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deterioration of data is seen when this is done.

The last experimental step in this analysis is the

integration of all a-carbon and 6Li peaks. With this done,

the data can be fit to a model as was done here for

isopropyllithium, n-propyllithium, and tert-butyllithium.

The analytical scheme is summarized in Figure 47.

Experimental

Sample Preparation. - Samples of n-propyllithium,

isopropyllithium, and tert-butyllithium were prepared with

addition of the respective alcohol to give an O:Li ratio of

1:24. The specific experimental techniques for sample

preparation are discussed below.

All compounds were prepared as 2F solutions in 99.9%

cyclopentane (Wiley Organics). Total sample volume used is

3.1 ml.

tert-Butyllithium mixed alkoxides. In an argon filled

dry box 6.2 mmol (0.391g) of freshly sublimed tert-

butyllithium enriched to 95.5% 6Li was added to a Wilmad

10mm NMR tube fitted with a vacuum taper joint. Dried,

degassed cyclopentane was added to the NMR tube and the

total volume was adjusted to 1.55 ml. In a separate 10 ml

volumetric tube, 0.258 mmol of tert-butanol was added via

syringe and the total volume adjusted to 1.55m1 with
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I. Find the a-carbon peaks.

Run a 13C NMR Spectrum with and without6Li Decoupling. Identify the a-Carbon
Resonances.

II. Determine the coupling constant J(13C-6Li).

Are there overlapping a-carbon peaks ?
-- > If 'YES' then run a 2D-J( 13 C- 6 Li)

experiment and measure J(13C- 6Li).
-- > If 'NO' then run a 1D J(13 C- 6Li)

modulated spin-echo experiment.
Calculate J(13C- 6Li) from the
evolution time of the echo
maximum.

III. Calculate the aggregation number from Jobs=
(17 t 2)/m, where m = the number of attached6Li nuclei.

IV. Correlate the 13C and 6Li spectra by running
a 1 3 C- 6 Li HETCOR experiment.

V. Integrate the 6Li spectrum and make a hypothesis
about the structures present, based on the data
gathered in steps I.-IV. above.

VI. Are the hypothetical structures consistent with
the measured aggregation numbers and the
integrals ?
--- > if 'YES' then stop.
--- > if 'NO' then make another hypothesis and

answer step VI again.

mixed aggregates.

Figure 47 - An analytical scheme for alkyllithium/alkoxide
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cyclopentane. The alcohol solution was added slowly via

syringe to the alkyllithium solution in the NMR tube. In

most cases, the reaction was vigorous and the evolution of

gas was noticed. After all reaction ceased, the NMR tube was

fitted with a high vacuum stopcock, removed from the dry box

and transferred to a vacuum line. Once on the line, the

mixture was degassed using a minimum of five freeze-pump-

thaw cycles and finally sealed while frozen at a pressure of

1 ptorr.

Isopropyllithium mixed alkoxides. 0.304 grams of

freshly sublimed isopropyllithium was handled as above.

Dried degassed isopropanol (19.3 pl) was added in a manner

similar to that for tert-butanol above.

n-Propyllithium mixed alkoxides. n-Propyllithium, a

viscous liquid having a slight yellow color (0.304 gm), was

diluted with cyclopentane in the manner mentioned above. To

this solution, a solution of n-propanol was added as above.

In all cases, the resulting solutions were clear and

almost colorless having a slight yellow shading.

NMR Experiments. - All spectra were acquired on a

Varian VXR-300 spectrometer at 7.05 Tesla. The 13 C resonance

frequency was 75.13 MHz and the 6Li frequency was 44.14 MHz.

The samples were analyzed in a 10 mm probe that had been

modified for triple resonance, allowing decoupling of both

'H and 6Li nuclei in the sample. Typically, 16,000 data

points were collected and zero-filled to 32,000 before
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Fourier transformation. The 32,000 point zero-filling was

the default condition in the manufacturer's software.

Typically, four experiments were performed on the

compounds.

(1) One dimensional one-pulse experiments observing

both 1 3C and 6 Li. 13 C spectra were acquired with using the

Ernst flip angle (22) with a repetition rate of 1-2 s.

Typically 8-256 accumulations were collected and zero filled

to 32K before Fourier transformation. In some cases, the

free induction decay was multiplied by a decreasing

exponential function to give 1 Hz line broadening before

transformation. Most experiments used spectral widths of 2-

3kHz. In cases where a smaller region of the spectrum needed

to be observed, the peak at 25.8 ppm due to cyclopentane was

allowed to fold-in to the spectrum. In all cases, one steady

state pulse was added to the experiment to reduce the signal

from cyclopentane. The long T1 of cyclopentane at low

temperature relative to other signals of interest justified

the use of this procedure.

6Li spectra were usually acquired at 44.14 MHz, through

the fixed frequency coil used for 6Li decoupling. A 30*

pulse width of 100ps was used to acquire 4 - 16 transients

with a repetition rate of 10 - 30 s, depending on the value

of Ti for 6Li. Only the region of interest was observed and

this was usually 50 - 200 Hz. The FID was zero filled to 32K

before transformation. To facilitate this type of
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Table 42

Parameters for 13 C{ 6 Li, 1 H} HETCOR experiments

n-propyl isopropyl tert-butyl

Relaxation Delay

(Dl on VXR300) Is.

Polarization Delay

(D3 on VXR300) /s.

Refocussing Delay

(D4 on VXR300) /s.

Acquisition Time Is.

Accumulations

Spectral Width in Fl

Number of Increments

Total Time /Hr.

Filename

Tape Number

6.0

0.24

0.25

0.985

256

/Hz 120

32

17.31

DE971

14

observation, the coaxial cable normally routed to the

tunable observe coil was connected to the 6Li decoupler

coil. This set up resulted in a significant savings in time

with a moderate loss in sensitivity. The sensitivity loss

can be tolerated due to the high abundance of 6Li nuclei in

these samples. The S/N ratios were more than adequate. In

60.0

0.16

0.25

0.490

8

50

16

2.20

DE874

13

30.0

0.09

0.25

0.640

8

60

16

1.25

DE871

13
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cases where 13C spectra are to be acquired with 6Li

decoupling, the frequency of the center of the 6Li spectrum

was calculated as discussed in chapter three and the

external decoupler was set to this value.

(2) One dimensional J(13 C-6Li) modulated spin-echo

spectra observing 130 using 6Li decoupling. All parameters

used for normal 13C spectra were used here with the

following modifications and exceptions. In place of the

S2PWLX pulse sequence used above, the APTX pulse sequence

was used. This sequence is discussed in detail.in chapter

three, and is listed in the appendix. The delay time z was

set to a value 1/J to create positive spin echo peaks. The

delay time A was set equal to 1 ms, to allow for rise time

in the switching circuitry of the pulse amplifier. On the

VXR-300, D2 = r and D3 =,A . The spectra were acuired with PW

= 901 and P1 = 1800. The repetition rate was typically 5

times T1 of the observed 1 3C peaks. Acquisition times were

usually 1 - 2 s.

(3) Two dimensional J(13 C-6Li) resolved experiments

observing 13C. These experiments were set up as above for

the one dimensional spin echo experiment with these

exceptions. The pulse sequence used was DMX2DJ. The delay

time r(D2) is now a variable and starts out being set to

zero. The spectral width in the second dimension SW2 is set

to 50 Hz. The number of increments used was either 32 or 64

in most cases. Each FID in F2 was acquired with 1024 total

loe.h la NAMIN - I - -
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data points and zero filled to 2048 before processing. The

interferograms in E1 were typically zero filled to 128 or

256 before processing.

(4) Two dimensional 1 3 C{ 6Li, 1 H} Heteronuclear

correlation experiments giving 13C- 6Li correlations. The

experimental parameters varied slightly for each sample and

are shown here in Table 43. The 900 6 Li decoupler pulse (PP)

was set to 716 ps in all cases. The pulse sequence filename

as listed in te appendix was LHETO1.
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"APTX

- One-dimensional J-modulated spin echo experiment with
proton decoupling and J-modulations of 13C signals by coupling
to 6Li nuclei.

PW P1

Observe:

P1
D3 D3 Acquisition

DMX

DM : -'"ON"

Main parameters -

main delay for J-modulation.
second delay for second spin echo.
(if D3 = 0, second echo is ommitted)
1800 pulse width.
observe pulse width.
(if D3 <> 0, PW should be <= 900)
(if D3 = 0, PW should be >= 900)
YYY for spin echo experiment
YNY for X nucleus spin echo
set to 0 to turn receiver off during entire pulse
sequence.
receiver dead time after last pulse in sequence.

PROCEDURE PULSESEQUENCE;

VAR D3:REAL;
RXGATE: BOOLEAN;
DMX:TEXT4;

BEGIN
GETVAL(DMX,'DMX ');
VAR1ON; VAR2ON; "SET X DECOUPLER PHASE = 0"
RXGATE:=(ROFI :=0.0);
IF RXGATE THEN ROF1:=10.0E-6; "PHASE SWITHCHING TIME"
GETVAL(D3,'D3 ');

D2
D3

P1
Pw

DM
DMX
ROFi

ROF2

.

a

_.
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"PHASE CALCULATIONS"
HLV(OPH,V1); DBL(V1,V1); INCR(V1); "V1 = 1133"
MOD2(OPH,V2); DBL(V2,V2); INCR(V2); "V2 = 1313"
ADD(V1,OPH,V1); SUB(V1,ONE,V3); ADD(V2,OPH,V2);
SUB(V2,ONE,V4);

"MAIN BODY"

STATUS(A);
IF (DMX[1] = 'Y') THEN SP2ON

ELSE SP2OFF;
IF RXGATE THEN RCVROFF;
HSDELAY(Dl);
STATUS(B);
IF (DMX[2] = 'Y') THEN SP2ON

ELSE SP2OFF;
RGPULSE(P1,OPH,ROF1,ROFI);

IF RXGATE THEN RCVROFF;
DELAY(D2-2.0*ROF1-PW/2.0-P1);

RGPULSE(P1/2.0,V3,ROF1,O.0);
RGPULSE(P1,V1,0.0,0.0);
IF D3 <> 0 THEN

BEGIN
RGPULSE(P1/2.0,V3,0.0,ROF1);
IF RXGATE THEN RCVROFF;

END;
ELSE RGPULSE(PI/2.0,V3,0.0,ROF2)
STATUS(C);
IF (DMX[3] = 'Y') THEN SP2ON
ELSE SP2OFF;

DELAY(D2-P1) ;
IF D3 <> 0.0 THEN
BEGIN

DELAY(D3-ROF2-ROF1-P1);
RGPULSE(P1/2.0,V4,ROF1,0.0);
RGPULSE(P1,V2,0.0,0.0);
RGPULSE(P1/2.2,V4,0.0,ROF2);
DELAY (D3-P1) ;

END;
END;

"SET DECOUPLER TO ON"

"SET DMX = ON"

"HOMOSPOIL"
"SET DECOUPLER TO ON"

"SET DMX = OFF FOR D2"
"90 DEGREE (X)"

"TAU OR D2"
"BEGIN COMPOSITE 180 "

;"END COMPOSITE 180"
"SET DECOUPLER TO ON"

"SET DMX = ON"
"TAU"

"DELAY FOR SECOND ECHO"

"BEGIN COMPOSITE 180"

"END COMPOSITE 180"
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"HETCOR

- HETERONUCLEAR CHEMICAL SHIFT CORRELATION MODIFIED FOR USING

EXTERNAL LITHIUM-6 DECOUPLER AS WELL AS PROTON DECOUPLING.

PARAMETERS -

NT
DHP
DM
DMM

SET TO A MULTIPLE OF 4 (MINIMUM PHASE CYCLE)
PROTON DECOUPLER LEVEL
CONTROLS PROTON DECOUPLING
CONTROLS PROTON MODULATION

REFERENCES:
BAX,A & MORRIS, G.A. J.MAGN.RESON. 42,51,(1981)
BAX,A J.MAGN.RESON. 53,517,(1983)
WILDE, J & BOLTON, P.H. J.MAGN.RESON. 59,343-346 (1984)

P1

PW(PH1) Acquisition

13C

6L i

111 I
PP PP

Dl D2 D3 D4 Decouple

1H -- "ON"

i

"EXTERNAL DECOUPLER PULSE"
PROCEDURE EXTDECPULSE(WIDTH:REAL; PHASE: INTEGER);

BEGIN
IFZERO( 1, PHASE);
VAR10N; VAR2ON; SP2ON; DELAY(WIDTH);
SP2OFF; DELAY(O.2E-6);

ENDIF(1);
SUB ( PHASE , ONE , V9);
IFZERO(1,V9);

VAR1OFF; VAR2ON; SP2ON; DELAY(WIDTH);

1
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SP2OFF; DELAY(0.2E-6);
ENDIF( 1);
SUB(VP,ONE,V9);
IFZERO(1,V9);
VARlON; VAR2OFF; SP2ON; DELAY(WIDTH);
SP2OFF; DELAY(0.2E-6);

ENDIF(1);
SUB(V9,ONE,V9);
IFZERO(1, V9);

VAR10FF; VAR2OFF; SP2ON; DELAY(WIDTH);
SP2OFF; DELAY(0.2E-6);

ENDIF(1);
RCVROFF;

END;

"START MAIN BODY OF PROGRAM"
PROCEDURE PULSESEQUENCE;

VAR PP,D3,D4 :REAL;
PRESAT,DM :TEXT4;
RXGATE :BOOLEAN;

BEGIN
RXGATE (ROF1 = 0.0);
IF RXGATE THEN ROF1 := 0.0; "PHASE SWITCHING"

"GET VARIABLES FROM PARAMETER TABLE"
GETVAL(PP,'PP '); GETVAL(DM,'DM
GETVAL(PRESAT,'PRESAT'); GETVAL(D3,'D3 ');
GETVAL(D4,'D4

"SETUP PHASES"
ASSIGN(ZERO,V1); ASSIGN(ZERO,V5); ASSIGN(THREE,V6);
ASSIGN(ZERO,V7); MOD4(CT,V4); MOD4(CT,OPH);
HLV(CT,V2);.HLV(V2,V2); ADD(V2,V3);

"BEGIN"

"RELAXATION DELAY AND PRESATURATION"

STATUS(A); SP2OFF; DECPHASE(ZERO);
HSDELEY(D1);
IF RXGATE THEN RCVROFF;
IF PRESAT[1] ='Y' THEN

BEGIN
RGPULSE(PW,ZERO,ROF1,ROF1);
IF RXGATE THEN RCVROFF;
HSDELAY(0.05);

END;
STATUS(B); RCVROFF;

_ BYdNatft. .wa- & .:,,aw_.
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"LI-6 SPINS ROTATED INTO XY PLANE"
EXTDECPULSE(PP,V1);
IF NOT RXGATE THEN RCVRON;

DELAY(D2/2.0);

"DECOUPLING C13 SPINS WITH COMPOSITE 180"
RGPULSE(PW,V5,ROF1,0.0);
RGPULSE(2.0*PW,V6,0.0,0.0);
RGPULSE(PW,V5,0.O,ROF1);
IF RXGATE THEN RCVROFF;

"LI-6 SPINS ANTIPARALLEL"
DELAY(D2/2.O);
DELAY(D3-ROF1);

"LI-6 SPINS ROTATED TO +1- Z"
EXTDECPULSE(PP,V4);

"C13 SPINS ALONG Y AXIS"
RGPULSE (PW , V7 , O.O, ROF2) ;

"POLARIZATION TRANSFER DELAY"
DELAY(D4);

STATUS(C); DECPHASE(ZERO);
SP20N; VARlON; VAR20N;

END;
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"DMX2DJ

- MODIFICATION OF THE HETERONUCLEAR 2D J-RESOLVED PULSE

SEQUENCE TO ALLOW LITHIUM-6 DECOUPLING. THIS SEQUENCE USED THE

GATED DECOUPLING METHOD, RATHER THAN THE PROTON FLIP METHOD.

REFERENCES -

BODENHAUSEN, G.; FREEMAN, R.; TURNER, D. J.MAGN.RESON. 27,511,
(1977)

FREEMAN, R.; KEELER, J. J.MAGN.RESON., 43,484-487,(1981)

PW P1
D1fD2 D2

P1
D3 D3 Acquisition

Observe:

DMX

DM : "ON"

PROCEDURE PULSESEQUENCE;

VAR DMX:TEXT4;

BEGIN

"GET NEW PARAMETERS"
GETVAL(DMX,'DMX ');

"SETUP PHASES - BASIC PHASE CYCLE IS
"V1 = FIRST PULSE = 03211032"
"V2 = SECOND PULSE = 00001111"
"OPH = RCVR = 01231230"
HLV(CT,V2); HLV(V2,V2); MOD2(V2,V2);
INITVAL(4.0,V5);
MOD4(CT,V3); SUB(V5,V3,V1);
ADD(V1,V2,V1);
ADD(V3,V2,V3); MOD4(V3,OPH);

"EQUILIBRATION PERIOD"
STATUS(A);
IF (DMX[1] = 'Y') THEN SP2ON;

FOUR"

"03210321"
"03211032"
"01231230"

w... .

a
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ELSE SP2OFF;
HSDELAY(D1);

"EVOLUTION PERIOD"
STATUS(B);
IF (DMX[2] = 'Y') THEN

ELSE SP2OFF;
RGPULSE(PW,VI,ROF1,O.0);
IF (P1 = 0.0) THEN P1 :=
DELAY(D2);
PULSE(P1,V2);
STATUS(C);
IF (DMX[3] = 'Y') THEN S
ELSE SP2OFF;
DELAY(D2);

SP2ON;

2.0 * PW;

P2ON;

"DETECTION PERIOD"
MOD4(V3,OPH);
STATUS(D);
IF (DMX[41 = 'Y') THEN SP20N

ELSE SP20FF;
END;
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